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INTRODUCTION TO THE PORTFOLIO
This portfolio contains a selection o f work which was submitted for the PsychD in 
Counselling and Psychotherapeutic Psychology. It has been divided into three sections. 
The academic dossier contains three essays and tw o reports which reflect on the 
theoretical underpinnings o f  counselling psychology. The therapeutic practice dossier 
contains a description o f placement settings, an overview o f placement experiences, four 
client studies and a discussion o f process issues based on two therapeutic sessions. The 
research dossier contains a literature review and two empirical studies.
PART 1: ACADEMIC DOSSIER
INTRODUCTION TO ACADEMIC DOSSIER
The academic dossier consists o f lliree essays and two reports. The first essay is a critical 
evaluation o f the concept o f  transference. The empirical evidence and theoretical 
arguments concerning the validity o f  the transference concept are reviewed and it is 
argued that while the concept o f  transference has a useful explanatory role to play 
concerning certain phenomena within the therapeutic process, its role has been over­
emphasised by psychoanalytic practitioners at the expense o f the 'real' relationship 
between client and therapist. The second essay discusses three common psychological 
defence mechanisms (repression, isolation and introjection) which are illustrated with 
examples taken from my own practice. The third essay focuses on the role o f the 
therapeutic alliance in cognitive behavioural therapy.
The two reports are selected from the courses 'The Context o f Counselling Psychology' 
and 'Issues in Counselling Psychology'. In the first report the role o f the counselling 
psychologist in the treatment o f schizophrenia is discussed. The second report focuses on 
the nature o f  depressogenic schemas: the cognitive model o f  depression is briefly 
reviewed; two empirical studies which examine the validity o f the cognitive model are 
discussed; and recommendations concerning the assessment o f  depressogenic schemas are 
made in light o f  the empirical evidence.
A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE CONCEPT OF TRANSFERENCE
The concept o f  transference plays a central role In the theory and practice o f  
psychoanalysis. Psychoanalytic concepts, however, are notoriously 'elastic' (Bateman 
and Holmes, 1995) and difkrent theoretical approaches tend to emphasise different 
aspects o f  the definition o f transference. Thus, interpersonal approaches are likely to 
conceptualise transference in terms o f the interplay between analyst and patient, with 
each contributing to its occurrence; a Kleinian perspective will emphasise unconscious 
infantile phantasy; and a more classical approach will tend to view transference in 
terms o f the expression o f early instinctual wishes. In this essay, an attempt will be 
made to go back to  the origins o f the concept o f transference and therefore 
transference will be discussed within a classical Freudian perspective. Some o f the 
empirical evidence relevant to  this area will be reviewed, and consideration will also be 
given to the theoretical arguments that question the validity o f the transference 
concept. Throughout the essay, the argument will be put forward that although the 
concept o f  transference has a useful explanatory role to play concerning certain 
phenomena within the analytic process, its role has been over-emphasised by 
psychoanalytic writers and practitioners at the expense o f  the 'real' here-and-now 
therapeutic relationship.
THE ORIGINS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF 
TRANSFERENCE
Freud introduced the term  'transference' in OM T/yj/gnar (Freud and Breuer,
1895). At the time, he and Joseph Breuer were developing a method o f  treatment, the 
aim o f which was to enable the patient to  make the link between present neurotic 
symptoms and past experiences. It was assumed that neurotic symptoms arose as the 
result o f  the dissociation o f  past experiences from consciousness, which led to a 
'damming up' o f  painful affect. Freud and B reuer's 'cathartic ' method consisted o f 
helping the patient, with the use o f hypnosis, to verbalise that which was previously 
banished from consciousness in order to relieve mental distress. However, they noted 
that changes often occurred during the course o f treatment in the patient's emotional
attitude to  the physician, and these represented 'contaminating influences' which 
interfered with the cathartic method. It appeared that, instead o f recalling the repressed 
unconscious ideas, these ideas were on to the person o f  the physician:
"The content o f  the wish had appeared first o f all in the patient's 
consciousness without any memories o f the surrounding circumstances which 
would have assigned it to a past time. The wish which was present was then, 
owing to the compulsion to associate which was dominant in her 
consciousness, linked to my person, with which the patient was legitimately 
concerned; and as the result o f  this meWZ/awcg - which I describe as a 'false 
connection' - the same affect was provoked which had forced the patient long 
before to  repudiate this forbidden wish" (Freud and Breuer, 1895:303).
The concept o f transference, then, was originally put forward as an explanation for the 
powerful emotional feelings which patients experienced towards their physician. It was 
hypothesised that these feelings were the result o f  a false connection between a person 
who was the object o f  early instinctual wishes and the analyst. These instinctual 
wishes, which had been excluded from consciousness, were thought to  re-emerge 
during the course o f the analysis and were experienced as if belonging to the present. 
Thus, Freud provides the following definition o f  transference:
"What are transferences? They are new editions or facsimiles o f the impulses 
and phantasies which are aroused during the progress o f  the analysis; but they 
have this peculiarity, which is characteristic for their species, that they replace 
some earlier person by the person o f  the physician. To put it another way: a 
whole series o f  psychological experiences are revived, not as belonging to the 
past, but as applying to the person o f  the physician at the present moment" 
(Freud, 1905:116).
W ith the incorporation o f the Oedipus complex into Freudian theory, transference 
came to be seen more specifically as a pathological oedipal attachment to  the analyst 
which reflected the patient's early relationship with his or her parents. Thus, the
therapist was unconsciously put in the role o f loved or feared parental figures. This led 
to the concept o f the transference neurosis (Freud, 1914), with both positive and 
negative components, which was described as a repetition o f the original oedipal 
situation
To begin with, Freud considered transference to  be an obstacle to  treatment in that it 
prevented the remembering o f  repressed material; it was therefore considered to  be a 
form o f resistance. However, gradually the therapeutic value o f  transference came to 
be recognised. After all, it offered both the patient and the analyst with the opportunity 
to  observe the early infantile conflict as it revealed itself before their very eyes in the 
analytic setting. By repeatedly interpreting the transference neurosis, the analyst was to 
help the patient to  work through his or her core emotional conflicts:
"It is on that field that the victory must be won (. . .). It cannot be disputed that 
controlling the phenomena o f  transference presents the psycho-analyst with 
the greatest difhculties. But it should not be forgotten that it is precisely they 
that do us the inestimable service o f making the patient's hidden and forgotten 
erotic impulses immediate and manifest. For when all is said and done, it is 
impossible to destroy anyone or ZM (Freud, 1912:108).
To summarise, the concept o f transference was introduced in order to  explain patients' 
powerful feelings in relation to  their analyst. It was originally perceived to  interfere 
with the treatment since it prevented the recollection o f repressed memories (which 
was the essence o f the cathartic method). Gradually, however, transference was 
considered to  be a useful therapeutic agent in its own right as it allowed the patient to 
resolve early infantile conflicts as they became apparent in the analytic setting. In this 
way, the creation and dissolution o f  the transference neurosis came to be at the heart 
o f the psychoanalytic method. The empirical evidence pertaining to  the concept o f 
transference will now be reviewed.
7EMPIRICAL STUDIES WHICH HAVE EXAMINED THE CONCEPT OF 
TRANSFERENCE
The area o f psychotherapy research which sheds the most light on the concept o f 
transference is that o f process-outcome studies. These studies attempt to  examine the 
relation between treatment effectiveness and specific aspects o f the therapeutic 
process. I f  transference is the central curative factor in the treatment o f neurosis which 
the psychoanalytic model holds it to  be, then it follows that good outcome should be 
strongly associated with the development o f an analytic process (ie, a gradual 
resolution o f the transference neurosis during the course o f  treatment).
One o f  the early studies which examined this relation was M alan's research (Malan, 
1963, 1976). In 1963, Malan reported on the effects o f short-term dynamic 
psychotherapy conducted with twenty-one patients, and this was followed by a second 
study in 1976 which was intended as a replication o f  the first. One o f the main findings 
which emerged from this research was the significant positive correlation between 
good therapeutic outcome and the occurrence o f  interpretations linking transference 
with parent or sibling. On the face o f  it, then, this finding seems to  provide convincing 
evidence for the importance o f  transference in the psychoanalytic method.
However, M alan 's studies suffer from several serious methodological flaws (Rachman 
and Wilson, 1980). Among these, were the inadequate measures o f  outcome (the 
extent o f improvement being reduced to a single-digit score), the absence o f controls, 
and the contaminated ratings (with many o f  the ratings having been carried out by the 
analysts themselves rather than by independent, blind assessors). M ore importantly, are 
the statistical objections: Malan reported that he carried out hundreds o f  correlational 
tests o f  which only a very small proportion turned out to be significant. It is quite 
possible, then, that the positive correlation between therapeutic outcome and 
transference interpretations was merely a chance result. The methodological flaws o f 
these studies, then, preclude one from drawing any firm conclusions about the 
therapeutic value o f  transference interpretations.
While M alan's research does not allow one to  draw any conclusions one way or the 
other about the efficacy o f transference interpretations, other studies have produced 
more substantial results. On the whole, these studies have not supported the hypothesis 
that resolution o f the transference neurosis is necessary for a positive therapeutic 
outcome. For example, in a long-term fbllow-up study, Kantrowitz et al. (1990) found 
that:
"Those patients who were seen by their analysts to  have had a successful 
analysis, as defined in the traditional way [ie, creation and dissolution o f the 
transference neurosis] were no more or less likely to have achieved long-term 
stability o f psychological changes than their counterparts who, according to 
their analysts, had developed a transference neurosis" (p.493)
This finding is consistent with several well-controlled studies and meta-analyses (eg, 
Luborsky et al., 1975; Smith et al., 1980), which have shown that despite the wide 
range o f different psychotherapeutic approaches none can be shown to be more 
effective than any other. Once again, this finding speaks against the importance o f 
resolving the transference neurosis: Since other forms o f  psychotherapy (which do not 
rely on transference interpretations) fare just as well as the psychoanalytic therapies, it 
follows that transference is not the mutative ingredient that psychoanalysis holds it to 
be. Rather, the effectiveness o f therapy seems to  depend on certain common factors 
which different therapeutic approaches share, rather than on the specihc interventions 
which distinguish them.
In keeping with this, Fretter et al. (1994) found that while the accuracy o f  therapists' 
interpretations was related to  good outcome, the type o f  interpretation was not - ie, 
non-transference interpretations were just as effective as transference ones. This 
finding replicates Luborsky and Crits-Cristoph's (1990) results and suggests that 
accurate empathie 'attunem ent' is therapeutically more important than the 
development o f a transference relationship.
Recently, David Orlinsky and his colleagues have completed an extensive review o f 
over 2000 separate process-outcome findings published between 1950 and 1992 
(reported in Orlinsky, 1994). Their Endings have considerable implications for the 
conceptualisation o f transference and its role in the therapeutic process. While these 
investigators examined the relation between therapeutic outcome and a wide range o f 
process variables, the following comments will be limited to those Endings which bear 
directly on the concept o f transference.
To begin with, it was found that patients who focus on their core personal 
relationships tend to have better outcomes, and that the use o f interpretation also 
shows a consistent association with good outcome. These Endings provide partial 
support for the theory o f  transference, at least insofar as the theory advocates a focus 
on relationships with signiEcant others and that the therapist's role is to comment on 
the nature o f these relationships.
However, other Endings caution against an exclusive reliance on the transference 
relationship. In particular, one o f  the strongest predictors o f  good outcome was the 
patient's experience o f positive aEect while, by the same token, the arousal o f  negative 
affect was consistently associated with poorer outcomes. These results suggest that 
psychoanalysts who attempt to  foster a negative transference in order to  resolve early 
oedipal conEicts are likely to  exert a destructive inEuence on their patients.
Similarly, psychoanalysts oEen adopt the 'blank screen' approach in relation to  their 
patients. This is justiEed on the grounds that the therapist's emotional neutrality and 
anonymity help to  create an analysable transference. As Greenson (1967) recommends 
in f  q/"
"The analyst's personal values and preferences should not intrude into the 
analysis (.. .). It is the consistent neutrality o f  the analyst (...) that makes it 
possible for the patient's distorted and unrealistic reactions to become 
demonstrable as such (...). Only in this way can the patient's transference
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reactions come into clear focus so that they can be singled out and 
distinguished from more realistic reactions" (p.272).
However, Orlinsky et al.'s (1994) review indicates that therapist detachment and 
emotional neutrality is generally associated with poor outcome, whereas the therapist's 
engagement is a consistent predictor o f good outcome. These Endings, taken together 
with those testifying to the importance o f empathie rapport and communicative 
attunement, suggest that accurate empathie understanding on the analyst's part (and an 
indication to the patient o f  such understanding) is far more important for the 
therapeutic outcome than the fostering o f  a transference neurosis.
Process-outcome studies, then, have provided little support for the therapeutic effects 
o f the 'analytic process' (ie, the development and resolution o f the transference 
neurosis) and, on the contrary, suggest that a rigid adherence to the psychoanalytic 
treatment model can have deleterious consequences on therapeutic outcome. However, 
it is important to  note that the concept o f  transference is not entirely invalidated by 
these empirical studies; rather, it is the classical psychoanalytic technique which 
encourages the active fostering o f  the transference neurosis that is put into question.
O ther aspects o f  the transference concept, on the other hand, have received some 
empirical support. For example, Luborsky and his colleagues (Luborsky and Crits- 
Cristoph, 1990; Luborsky et al., 1994) have developed a method known as the Core 
ConEictual Relationship Theme method (CCRT) which extracts patients' descriptions 
o f  'relationship episodes' from therapy transcripts and analyses these into three 
components: (i) the patient's wishes, needs or intentions; (ii) the response elicited from 
others; and (iii) the reactions o f the self to the reactions o f others. From this analysis, 
one obtains a CCRT or set o f  CCRTs which describe the patient's core relationship 
patterns.
Using CCRTs as a research tool, Luborsky and his group have been able to empirically 
validate many aspects o f  the transference concept as originally described by Freud. In 
particular, they conErm that: (i) individuals have only a few basic relationship patterns;
n(ii) these patterns seem to originate in the early parental relationship; (iii) these patterns 
repeat themselves in the relationship with the therapist; and (iv) they are susceptible to 
gradual change during the course o f  treatment.
In summary, the empirical evidence supports the concept o f  transference insofar as this 
concept describes a process whereby individuals persist in relating to  others (including 
their therapists) according to  certain patterns established within the early parental 
relationship. However, the evidence casts doubt on the traditional psychoanalytic 
o f  treatment: the creation and dissolution o f  the transference neurosis does not 
appear to be the most effective means o f resolving early emotional conflicts Rather, 
the evidence points to the importance o f  a warm and empathie attitude on the part o f 
the therapist, which can be jeopardised by too strict a following o f  the classical 
psychoanalytic technique.
THEORETICAL ARGUMENTS CONCERNING THE TRANSFERENCE 
CONCEPT
The preceding section has shown that the empirical evidence lends support to certain 
aspects o f  the concept o f  transference, but questions the therapeutic effectiveness o f 
the classical treatment model which is based on this concept. In this section, some o f 
the theoretical arguments concerning transference will be discussed and it will be seen 
that these arguments arrive at similar conclusions about the potentially self-defeating 
uses o f  transference in psychoanalytic practice.
To begin with, it is important to note that the concept o f  transference was originally 
introduced by Freud as an explanatory hypothesis which was used to account for the 
powerful emotional attachments which neurotic patients developed towards their 
analysts As Smith (1991) points out, it is important to  keep in mind this distinction 
between an explanatory hypothesis and the phenomenon which it is designed to 
explain:
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Unfortunately, psychoanalysts soon lost sight o f the crucial distinction 
between and in the theory o f transference (...)
Transference becnme equated with a set o f  observable clinical phenomena. 
Modes o f  behavior or relatedness were held up as 'examples' o f  transference 
The hypothesized cause became conceptually merged with the effect" (p.32).
Why this basic conceptual confusion should have arisen and persisted throughout the 
history o f psychoanalysis is easily explained by the function o f  the theory o f 
transference. As Szasz (1963) argues, the concept o f  transference serves as a:
"(...) successful defensive measure to protect the analyst from too intense 
agective and real-life involvement with the patient (. . .) Thus, if  the patient 
loves or hates the analyst, and if the analyst can view these attitudes as 
transferences, then, in effect, the analyst has convinced himself that the patient 
does not have these feelings and dispositions towards /z/zw. The patient does 
not really love or hate the analyst, but someone else. What could be more 
reassuring? This is why so-called transference interpretations are so easily 
used and so often mis-used; they provide a ready-made opportunity for 
putting the patient at arm 's length" (p.437-438).
In this regard, Joseph Breuer's famous experience with Anna O - which led Freud to 
develop the concept o f  transference - is instructive. In the later stages o f  her treatment, 
Anna O developed an intense erotic preoccupation with Breuer which culminated in a 
phantom pregnancy. Breuer was so shaken up by this episode that he quickly 
terminated the treatment and eventually gave up the practice o f  psychotherapy 
altogether. Freud tried to persuade Breuer to publish the case history, but the latter 
was initially opposed to the idea. As Jones (1953) describes it:
“It gradually dawned on Freud that B reuer's reluctance was connected with 
his disturbing experience with Frl. Anna O (. . .) So Freud told him o f  his own 
expenence with a female patient suddenly Einging her arms around his neck in 
a transport o f affection, and he explained to him his reasons for regarding
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such untoward occurrences as part o f the transference phenomena 
characteristic o f certain types o f  hysteria TTz/v /o
0/7 w /zo  gV76/g/7//y /Z06/ /z/5  ^ OW/7 (7J(pe7"7^77Ce o /  //zg AVW
7 7 7 0 7 " g / 7 g r W 7 7 0 / /y  0776 /pe7" /Z 6]g7V  g V ^77  / " (y Z m O c /z g ^ /Z z /T T Z ^ tf y /b T "  7 W Â 9 C 7 "g /7 0 7 7  777
/zmzù^zzzg q / /zÂ9po^^zz/" (p.250, italics mine).
Thus, right from the very beginning the theory o f  transference served the function o f 
protecting the therapist from the powerful emotional attachments (whether positive or 
negative) which patients would invariably develop towards their analyst during the 
course o f treatment. Given the prevalence and intensity o f these emotional 
attachments, it is hardly surprising that the theory o f transference (and the emotional 
reassurance which it offers by allowing therapists to  distance themselves from their 
patient's reactions) has been almost universally accepted by psychoanalysts.
However, if  the theory o f transference is simply a causal /%zor/zg.y7.y about certain 
phenomena encountered during the course o f  therapy, then despite the reassurance 
which it offers, we should consider alternative hypotheses about the phenomena under 
consideration. One such alternative is the 'countertheory' offered by Shlien (1984). 
Shlien acknowledges that patients may experience powerful feelings in relation to  their 
therapists, but he argues against the view that this phenomenon must be seen as a 
repetition o f  previous patterns o f relating. According to  Shlien, patients experience 
such emotions in response to  whether or not they feel understood and accepted by 
their therapists:
"(...) the therapist is responsible for two fundamental behaviours - 
understanding and misunderstanding - which account for love, or for hate, 
and their associated affects. These, as well as other behaviours and the 
situation and personality o f the therapist, may account - should Erst be held 
accountable - for the whole o f what passes for transference" (p. 177).
According to  Shlien, then, it is the power o f understanding which primarily can be held 
to account for so-called transference phenomena. In this way, therapists are made
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more accountable for their behaviour than under the transference theory. The 
emotional reactions which patients experience towards their therapists are not 
but rather in the therapeutic situation, according to whether or
not patients feel understood by their therapists. By emphasising the importance o f 
accurate empathie attunement (as opposed to  the fostering o f a transference neurosis), 
Shlien's 'countertheory' is more consistent with the empirical evidence than the 
classical transference theory.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, this paper has shown how the concept o f transference provides therapists 
with a distancing device which absolves them o f any responsibility for their patients' 
emotional reactions. Although the empirical evidence does suggest that individuals' 
early relationship patterns continue to persist into adulthood, psychoanalysts have 
steadfastly clung on to this idea at the expense o f examining their own contribution to 
patients' emotional attitudes.
In this paper, the classical psychoanalytic technique based on the transference concept 
has come under the most heavy criticism. Research has shown that analysing the 
transference neurosis can be detrimental to  therapeutic outcome, by encouraging 
therapists to  adopt an excessively detached emotional stance vis-à-vis their patients, or 
to actively foster the development o f  a 'negative transference'. The empirical evidence 
and theoretical arguments which have been brieEy reviewed suggest that the crucial 
therapeutic ingredient in a successful analysis is not the resolution o f  the transference 
neurosis, but rather a warm and empathie attitude on the part o f  the therapist which 
allows the patient to  feel understood and accepted. It would be expected that in such a 
safe and supportive therapeutic environment, patients would be given the opportunity 
for independent exploratory behaviour which would allow them to overcome previous 
patterns o f relating to others.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL DEFENCE MECHANISMS
Psychological defences were deEned by Freud (1922) as "all the techniques which the 
ego makes use o f  in conEicts which may lead to neurosis". Freud Erst introduced the 
notion o f  defence mechanisms in 1895 when he used the term 'repression' to describe 
unconsciously motivated memory loss in hysterical patients. Since then, the theory o f 
psychological defences has evolved to  include any protective device used by the ego in 
order to maintain its integrity in the face o f anxiety.
The function o f psychological defences, then, is to  protect the ego from certain threats 
and dangers that arouse anxiety. However, not all anxiety, according to  Freudian 
theory, is dealt with by the means o f psychological defences. The defence mechanism 
o f denial, for example, would hardly serve a protective function in the face o f anxiety 
aroused by a charging lion! Thus, an important distinction is drawn between 
excitations ('real' anxiety due to genuine external dangers) on the one hand, and 
excitations, on the other, which one cannot escape from. It is in response to 
these internal excitations that the various forms o f psychological defences are 
instigated.
Among the internal excitations which the ego must protect itself from, defence 
mechanisms can be instigated either by zzgzzz"o/zc anxiety (fear o f punishment for 
instinctual gratiEcation) and zzzora/ anxiety (which emanates from the super-ego). 
However, anxiety arising from internal cues is not sufEcient in itself to motivate the 
operation o f  psychological defences. Freud (1915) rejects the idea that psychological 
defences arise "(. . .) in cases where the tension produced by lack o f  satisfaction o f an 
instinctual impulse is raised to an unbearable degree". UnsatisEed hunger, for example, 
a prime example o f  an ungratiEed instinctual impulse, is not repressed or otherwise 
defended against. A necessary condition for psychological defences to come into 
operation, then, is that the instinctual demand must somehow represent a threat to 
one's ego-ideal or self-esteem.
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Now, psychological defences are universal mental processes but, according to 
psychoanalytic theory, different psychoneurotic illnesses are characterised by particular 
defence mechanisms speciEc to  each illness: "(. )[D]ifferent neurotic disturbances arise 
from the different methods adopted by the 'ego ' in order to escape from 
incompatibility" (Breuer and Freud, 1895:122). Thus, for example, Freud maintained 
that it is the o f the affect which is seen as the defence mechanism o f
hysteria, and the o f the affect as that o f  the obsessional neuroses, while
psychotic illnesses were explained in terms o f  mechanisms such as /zz-q/gc/zozz (in the 
case o f  paranoia, for example).
The study o f  defence mechanisms, then, plays a central role in psychoanalytic theory 
and practice. In this essay, I will consider three common psychological defences and 
attempt to  illustrate these with examples taken from my own practice.
REPR ESSIO N
Repression is the process by which an unacceptable impulse, or ideational 
representatives o f  that impulse (images, ideas, etc.), are rendered unconscious. As 
such, "the theory o f repression is the cornerstone on which the whole structure o f 
psychoanalysis rests" (Freud, 1914, p. 16) since it is through repression that the 
unconscious is constituted as a domain separate from the rest o f the psyche. 
Repression was Erst described by Freud in his early treatment o f hysteria. He found 
that his patients were unable to  recall certain signiEcant memories which, it seems, had 
been intentionally repressed from conscious thought in order to  avoid intense anxiety. 
The repressed memories or wishes were invariably linked to the basic biological 
instincts, especially the sexual ones, whose full expression is forbidden in society.
These protective lapses in memory, however, were never entirely successful. Because 
the repressed impulse (the cathexis) was not really eradicated, but only rendered 
unconscious, it continually strove to be released, while the repressing ego (the counter- 
cathexis) strove to maintain the repression, thus creating a powerful unconscious 
conEict. I f  the defence mechanism o f repression weakened at any point this would
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result in the 'return o f the repressed', in the form o f symptoms, dreams, parapaxes, etc. 
This is illustrated in the following example:
Ms. V. was a 47-year old woman who I saw for weekly sessions at a psychiatric 
rehabilitation unit and who had suffered from a psychotic breakdown two years 
previously, following the separation from her husband. Since then her psychotic 
symptoms had largely subsided, and by the time I began seeing her there was no trace 
o f  them at all. Indeed, I was struck by her high level o f  functioning and her ability to 
'put on a brave face' (as she described it) despite the difficult divorce proceedings 
which she was going through. This was manifested in our initial session by her 
philosophical attitude to her predicament.
However, the mood o f our sessions changed quite dramatically following a tw o week 
break in the therapy. In the first session after the break, she remained silent throughout 
most o f the session and this appeared to  be quite an angry silence. Indeed, when she 
spoke it was to express her disappointment with a male friend who had not returned a 
telephone call (and this might be seen as an unconscious communication about her 
disappointment with me). It seemed that the tw o week break had reawakened 
previously repressed feelings o f  abandonment: when she was seven years old her 
parents separated and she had not seen her father since. This traumatic event had 
clearly left her vulnerable to  issues o f  abandonment. Therefore, her psychotic 
breakdown following the separation from her husband and her angry silence following 
our two week break might both be construed as a return o f the repressed wish never to 
be left.
ISOLATION
Isolation is a defence mechanism characteristic o f the obsessional neuroses and 
consists in isolating thoughts so that their connections with other thoughts and 
emotions are broken.
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"When something unpleasant has happened to the subject or when he has 
done something which has a significance for his neurosis, he interpolates an 
interval during which nothing further must happen - during which he must 
perceive nothing and do nothing (...) [T]he experience is not forgotten, but, 
instead, it is deprived o f  its affect, and its associative connections are 
suppressed or interrupted so that it remains as though isolated and is not 
reproduced in the ordinary processes o f thought" (Freud, 1926:120).
Isolation differs from repression, then, in that the traumatic experience or unacceptable 
impulse to be defended against is not repressed into the unconscious; rather, it remains 
in consciousness, although weakened by being separated from its emotional impact. 
This defence mechanism is often seen with people who have suffered from severe 
distress, such as rape victims. Often they can report the traumatic event in precise 
detail, but are unable to recall the accompanying emotions.
I became aware o f  the pow er o f isolation while I was working with a 45-year old 
woman, Mrs. P., who had been suffering from a wide range o f  anxiety-related 
symptoms for the past 25 years. It appeared that the onset o f  these symptoms had 
followed the birth o f her twins o f whom only one survived. This was clearly a 
traumatic event and I was surprised by the emotionally detached manner with which 
she related this incident. It was rather disconcerting to  listen to such a painful 
experience being described with considerable calm and emotional neutrality
However, the nature o f stillbirth might help to explain why Mrs. P. reacted to  this loss 
by isolating her grief. Perinatal death is a particularly difficult loss to  mourn for a 
number o f reasons (see, for example, Leon, 1990). It is generally not recognised by 
others as a 'legitimate' death, in that the loss is o f a person who was to be rather than 
o f  a person one has known and loved. Consequently, social support is generally lacking 
(as it was for Mrs. P ) compared with other forms o f  bereavement. Equally difficult is 
the fact that there are no concrete memories to  aid the mourning process. Moreover, 
this particular traumatic experience was complicated by the fact that one twin survived. 
Mrs. P .'s  grief^ then, might have been further inhibited by her attachment to  her live
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baby. For all these reasons, isolation seems for Mrs. P. to have been the most effective 
way o f  coping with her experience.
ÏN T R O JE C T ÏO N  AND ID EN TIFIC A TIO N  W IT H  TH E A G G R ESSO R
Introjection is the process by which an individual transposes external objects and their 
qualities within him- or herself. As well as being a defence mechanism, introjection has 
a developmental function in that it forms the basis o f the super-ego, by introjecting 
parental figures. However, where the early parental experience has been an abusive 
one, then this introjection is likely to take the form o f an identification with the abusive 
parent. Thus, Ferenczi (1932) used the term 'identification with the aggressor' to 
describe a child's submissive behaviour towards an aggressive parent and the 
subsequent internalisation o f profound feelings o f  guilt.
A similar process was apparent with a young client o f  mine, Ms. K., who suffered from 
anorexia nervosa. Her father was an alcoholic who often lost his temper and lashed out 
at the family; her mother tolerated this behaviour on her husband's part but took out 
her frustration on the children. Consequently, Ms. K. inhabited a totally unpredictable 
family environment, in which she was continually being punished for things that were 
not her fault. As a result, she internalised this abusive relationship with her parents by 
starving herself (which she described as self^punishment) and taking on responsibility 
for events which were outside o f  her control, such as her parents' divorce. In this way, 
she allowed the interaction between the abusive parent and the abused child to 
continue within herself.
CONCLUSION
I have attempted to  illustrate, through the use o f specific examples, that the function o f 
psychological defence mechanisms is to  protect the ego from anxiety arising from 
internal threats to  its integrity. Psychological defences, then, are mental processes 
which have an important adaptive role to play in the psychic lives o f individuals. This 
adaptive function is apparent in each o f  the examples which have been described. Ms.
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V .'s  repression enabled her to improve considerably while she was in hospital; by 
isolating her grief, Mrs. P. managed to prevent herself from being overwhelmed by 
emotions which others would not easily understand; and Ms. K s identification with 
the aggressor meant that, at some level, she could dissociate herself from her role as a
victim.
However, what is equally true about each o f these examples is that, while the defence 
mechanisms had a certain adaptive role to play, they also, paradoxically, were 
responsible for perpetuating the clients' difhculties. This is because the defences 
prevented these individuals from recognising and working through the emotional pain 
that they were defending themselves against. The task o f  the therapist, then, is to 
identify the client's defences and, at the appropriate time, to draw attention to  the 
defence and the possible reason for it. In this way, the client can see that the therapist 
understands the difficulties in facing up to their emotional pain, and together they can 
attempt to explore more flexible and effective means o f  coping with this pain.
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THE ROLE OF THE THERAPEUTIC ALLIANCE IN COGNITIVE 
BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY
Cognitive-behavioural therapy derives from a tradition in which consideration o f the 
therapeutic relationship has been notable by its absence. This is a frequently directed 
criticism towards cognitive-behavioural therapy, since other therapeutic approaches 
(and particularly the humanistic and psychodynamic traditions) have considered the 
clinical significance o f the therapeutic relationship to  be the cornerstone o f  their work. 
In contrast, cognitive-behavioural therapy is accused o f  being too 'mechanistic', 
concerned only with the development o f techniques for processing information and 
testing hypotheses about 'dysfunctional' beliefs. This view has been supported by the 
writings o f  some cognitive-behavioural theorists who describe the role o f  the therapist 
as that o f a 'social reinforcement machine' (Krasner, 1962) or who have attempted to 
automate the therapy process by means o f audio-taped instructions for systematic 
desensitisation (Lang et al., 1970). From the cognitive-behavioural perspective, then, it 
would appear that the active ingredient in therapy is the acquisition o f  skills for testing 
negative automatic thoughts and dysfunctional assumptions, and that the therapeutic 
relationship is merely a by-product o f  this process with no real clinical significance.
However, over the last decade the role o f an effective therapeutic alliance and the use 
o f the relationship as an active mutative ingredient in cognitive-behavioural therapy has 
been reconsidered (eg. Beck et al., 1990; Jacobson, 1989; Safran and Segal, 1990; 
Wills and Sanders, 1997; Wright and Davis, 1994; Young, 1994). The increasing 
recognition among cognitive-behavioural therapists o f the importance o f  the 
therapeutic relationship has undoubtedly been stimulated by the convergence o f  results 
from process-outcome studies which point to  the therapeutic alliance as being one o f 
the most robust predictors o f outcome (see Hovarth and Symonds, 1991, for a recent 
meta-analytic review o f the relation between working alliance and outcome in 
psychotherapy). In this essay, then, the empirical findings relating to the therapeutic 
alliance as a pantheoretical variable will be briefly reviewed, and this will be followed 
by a consideration o f  the role o f an efkctive therapeutic alliance in the specific context 
o f cognitive-behavioural therapy.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS ON THE THERAPEUTIC ALLIANCE
Ever since the publication o f Eysenck's study (Eysenck, 1952) which claimed that 
psychotherapy was no more effective than placebo conditions, a whole generation o f  
research studies was spawned which examined the issue o f outcome efkctiveness. 
These early outcome studies were reviewed in a meta-analysis carried out by Smith et 
al. (1980) who came to  the conclusion that although treatment conditions were 
demonstrably more effective than no-treatment conditions, there was no differential 
effectiveness among the various schools o f  therapy. This led to  a search for the 
common factors among the different theoretical approaches which were responsible for 
therapeutic effectiveness and in particular for a pantheoretical conceptualisation o f the 
therapeutic relationship.
Such a conceptualisation was proposed by Bordin (1979), who defined the working 
alliance as an active ingredient in all change-inducing relationships. His 
conceptualisation o f the working alliance suggests that the alliance between therapist 
and client, irrespective o f  the theoretical orientation o f  the therapist, consists o f  three 
interacting components: (i) the emotional between the client and therapist; (ii) 
their agreement on the o f  treatment; and (iii) their mutual endorsement o f the 
towards which therapy is directed. At the core o f  this formulation o f the alliance 
is the notion o f collaboration: the client and therapist actively negotiate the goals o f 
therapy and the tasks necessary to achieve those goals and this process influences (and 
is influenced by) the emotional bond between the two participants. This reformulation 
o f the working alliance construct, then, enabled researchers to investigate the working 
alliance as a common relationship variable across all forms o f therapy.
Several measures based on Bordin's theoretical model were developed to assess the 
therapeutic alliance (eg, the Working Alliance Inventory, Horvath and Greenberg, 
1989; the Therapeutic Alliance Scale, Marziali, 1984; Penn Helping Alliance Scales, 
Alexander and Luborsky, 1987). A number o f studies have investigated the relation 
between the strength o f  the alliance and therapy outcome (Gaston et al., 1990;
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Horvath and Symonds, 1991; Luborsky, 1990) and each have secured positive 
findings. In other words the quality of the therapeutic alliance is a robust predictor of 
eventual outcome accounting for upwards of 45% of outcome variance (Horvath and 
Greenberg, 1989). This relationship between alliance and outcome appears to be 
constant across different treatments (Castonguay et al, 1996) and some investigators 
have found that the client’s evaluation of the alliance measured as early as the first 
session can reasonably predict drop-out rates and can distinguish between clients who 
will benefit from therapy from those who do not (Plotnicov, 1990).
Given the predictive validity of the therapeutic alliance construct, research has begun 
to examine the client and therapist factors which promote the development of an
effective alliance. These factors will be discussed in turn.
Client factors
Horvath (1990) conducted a meta-analysis o f  11 studies that examined the effect o f 
client pre-treatment factors on the development o f  the therapeutic alliance. A number 
o f  factors were examined m these studies and, for the purpose o f the meta-analysis, 
these were divided into three broad categories: (i) interpersonal characteristics; (ii) 
intrapersonal dynamics; and (iii) diagnostic features. The results o f  the meta-analysis 
indicated that both interpersonal and intrapersonal client factors had a similar, and 
statistically signrGcant, impact on the alliance (r=.3 and r=.32, respectively). The 
seventy o f the client's presenting symptoms, on the other hand, showed little impact 
on the development o f  an effective alliance
These results suggest that clients' relational capacities influence their ability to  forge 
strong alliances, and this suggestion has continued to  receive empirical support 
(Mallinckrodt, 1992; Piper et al., 1991) However, it has also been observed that the 
impact o f these client factors on the strength o f  the therapeutic alliance tends to 
dimimsh over time (Horvath, 1995), suggesting that these factors ought to be 
construed as challenges to the therapist rather than true impediments to the 
development o f  an effective alliance. In other words, the therapist needs to be sensitive
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to the client’s relational difficulties and deal with them appropriately in order to foster 
a strong therapeutic alliance which may overcome previous patterns o f relating.
With regard to the finding that the severity o f  the client’s symptoms has relatively little 
impact on the alliance, this result is rather encouraging. It has generally been found 
symptom severity is negatively related to outcome (Roth and Fonagy, 1996) 
whereas the strength o f  the alliance is positively related to outcome (Horvath and 
Symonds, 1991). Therefore, the finding that symptom severity and the development o f 
an effective alliance are relatively independent would suggest that to  some degree 
therapists’ efforts to strengthen the alliance might help to compensate for symptom 
severity on eventual outcome o f therapy.
Therapist factors
While client factors have been relatively well investigated, empirical evidence 
pertaining to the impact o f  therapist characteristics on the development o f  the alliance 
IS virtually non-existent. This may be due to  the fact that early findings failed to 
establish a link between therapist characteristics and outcome, whereas studies using 
client data yielded more significant results (eg, Mitchell et al., 1977). However, while 
therapist pre-treatment variables have been relatively ignored in the literature, some 
evidence is beginning to  emerge regarding the types o f  therapist actions which 
contribute to a positive alliance.
Henry and Strupp (1994), for example, have assessed the impact o f  therapist actions
by using a fine-grained procedure o f coding discrete units o f  client-therapist exchanges
(Structural Analysis o f  Social Behavior, SASB, Benjamin, 1974). These investigators
have identified three dimensions on the SASB scales that are related to positive
therapeutic outcome and recommend that therapists should attempt to promote
exchanges which are: (i) affiliative; (ii) autonomy enhancing; and (iii) not controlling or 
hostile
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Safran and his colleagues (Safran et al. 1994) have been developing a model o f  
therapist-client transactions that improve the working alliance, based on task-analytic 
procedures. Their research group has been investigating the resolution o f ruptures in 
the therapeutic alliance, and while this model is still being evaluated the main Gndings 
to date emphasise that therapists need to  focus on three factors when attempting to 
correct alliance ruptures:
(i) The recognition o f  the signiGcance o f relationship difGculties between the 
client and therapist as they occur during treatment;
(ii) The use o f the alliance rupture to  focus on the client's negative feelings 
within the here-and-now relationship; and
(iii) The therapist's need to acknowledge his or her own role in the alliance 
rupture, thereby helping to promote a realistic assessment o f  the client's relationship 
patterns.
The essence o f this model, then, is the direct focus on the here-and-now relationship, 
and other studies have supported the therapeutic beneGts o f  focusing on the immediate 
relationship, both in terms o f strengthening the alliance as well as therapeutic outcome 
(Kivlighan and Schmitz, 1992; Marziali, 1984).
To summarise, then, the empirical evidence points to  the importance o f  the therapeutic 
alliance as a robust predictor o f eventual outcome and suggests that clients' core 
relational problems as well as therapists' ability to  w ork with these difGculGes within 
the immediate therapeutic relationship are important factors in the development and 
maintenance o f an effective alliance. Having reviewed the relevant research on the 
therapeutic alhance, the discussion will now focus on recent theoretical developments 
which have attempted to  expand cognitive-behavioural theory by building in a clearer 
understanding o f the role o f the therapeutic relationship.
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THE USE OF THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP IN COGNITIVE- 
BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY
Although psychodynamic theory has always recognised the clinical signiGcance o f the 
therapeutic relationship, it is only recently that cognitive-behavioural theorists have 
begun to  develop models o f the interpersonal process between client and therapist and 
focus on how the therapeutic relationship can be used as an active ingredient in 
therapy. These developments have been particularly evident in the treatment o f 
personality disorders, where there is an increasing recognition o f the need to  work with 
the client's 'interpersonal puli' (Safran and Segal, 1990) and the therapist's 
countertransference (Layden et al., 1993). For clients with personality disorders, their 
core difficulties are usually interpersonal in nature, and so the therapeutic relationship 
provides clues which help the therapist to  generate hypotheses about the client's 
maladaptive ' cognitive-interpersonal cycle' (Safran and Segal, 1990). DifGculties in the 
therapeutic relationship can therefore be regarded as a unique opportunity to observe 
m wvo what are likely to  be similar difGculties in the client's relationships outside 
therapy. Moreover, working through and resolving such difGculties in the therapeutic 
setting can provide a corrective emotional experience for the client, particularly with 
clients who have not had the experience o f resolving difGculties with others.
A recent case example is provided by Jacobson (1989) which illustrates the use o f  the 
therapeutic relationship in promoting change. The client, Diane, was a clinically 
depressed woman who had recently separated Gom her husband. The therapist 
proceeded in the orthodox cognitive manner by focusing on the presenting symptoms 
and reports that within six weeks o f therapy D iane's scores on the Beck Depression 
Inventory began to  reach the normal range. Following this rapid improvement in her 
clinical symptoms, two months o f therapy failed to  show any additional progress.
During this time, Jacobson reports that Diane began to  withdraw Gom therapy, both in 
terms o f  the homework assignments as well as her attendance. This signalled a rupture 
in the therapeutic alliance and Jacobson turned his attention to resolving this rupture. 
The therapy now focused on D iane's reluctance to  fully engage in the treatment, and it
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emerged that this reluctance was based on a fear o f  rejection. Further exploration 
revealed that Diane had an underlying belief that the only way to  maintain the approval 
o f others was to prevent them Gom getting too close to her. This was because she 
believed herself to  be inherently 'ro tten ' and so keeping people at a distance was the 
best way o f preventing them Gom discovering her 'true ' self.
This illustrates how an underlying self-schema can lead to  a maladaptive cognitive- 
interpersonal cycle. In Diane s case, her core belief about her inherent badness led her 
to avoid intimate relationships with others, a pattern o f  relating which repeated itself in 
the therapeutic relationship. Moreover, by avoiding intimacy, she never allowed her 
belief about herself to  be tested, thereby maintaining the original maladaptive schema. 
The recurrence o f  this cognitive-interpersonal cycle within the therapeutic relationship 
provided Jacobson with an important opportunity to  address D iane's pattern o f  
relating to  others and provide a corrective emotional experience by disconGrming her 
worst fears about herself. As Jacobson writes:
"The therapist-client relationship became a training ground for her to  take the 
risk o f being known intimately If  this risk payed oG in that I continued to 
provide acceptance, positive regard and support despite her disclosure o f  core 
thoughts and feelings, she would have had an experience which ran counter to 
her convictions about the need to keep people at a distance. On the other hand, if  
I were to become bored with her as her irrational underlying assumptions 
persisted or make my regard for her contingent on changes in either verbal ("I 
am not bad aGer all") or motor (her building a career) behavior, I would be 
conGrming her belief that she had to  be competent and successful in the world in 
order to gain the esteem o f  others" (p . 92).
This case example illustrates how difGculties in the therapeutic alliance can provide 
important insights concerning the client's core beliefs and patterns o f relating to others 
and can be used to promote therapeutic change. In order to  do this, the therapist needs 
to  be sensitive to any Guctuations in the quality o f  the therapeutic alliance in order to
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avoid participating in a maladaptive interpersonal cycle, but rather provide a new 
interpersonal experience that will modify the client's maladaptive self^schemas.
CONCLUSION
As cognitive-behavioural therapy has developed and advanced, the role o f the 
therapeutic alliance has become increasingly prominent. The empirical evidence which 
has been reviewed in this essay points to the importance o f establishing a strong 
collaborative relationship in the early stages o f  therapy as having a direct bearing on 
therapeutic outcome. In this regard, awareness o f  the client's relational capacities and 
the therapist's ability to  work directly with relationship issues as they occur during the 
course o f therapy have been shown to  strengthen the therapeutic alliance and maximise 
effectiveness. As a result o f  this research, recent theoretical models o f  cognitive- 
behavioural therapy have begun to  emphasise the interpersonal aspects o f  therapy and 
speculate on how the therapeutic relationship can be used in the service o f  therapy. 
I hese theoretical developments have brought the therapeutic relationship to centre- 
stage in cognitive-behavioural therapy, and have emphasised that an effective alliance 
is not merely a pre-condition before the 'real' therapeutic work begins, but can in itself 
become an active vehicle for producing change.
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THE ROLE OF THE COUNSELLING PSYCHOLOGIST IN THE 
TREATMENT OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
Many have argued that the concept o f schizophrenia is not a valid object o f  scientific 
investigation (Bentall et at . 1988; Slade and Cooper, 1979), Considerable doubt has 
been cast on the reliability, construct and predictive validity o f the diagnosis of 
schizophrenia; moreover, the aetiology o f this condition remains unknown despite 100 
years o f intensive research. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the condition known as 
schizophrenia is an important social problem (affecting 1% o f the population) and one 
that may cause considerable distress to  both sufferers and their families alike. The 
purpose of this paper, then, is to  describe psychological approaches to the treatment o f
this debilitating condition.
THE VULNERABILITY STRESS MODEL OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
Traditionally, purely biological explanations o f schizophrenia have been dominant in 
the psychiatric literature. However, the last tw o decades have witnessed a shift m 
emphasis towards more multifactorial models, which attempt to explain psychotic 
phenomena at several different levels, including biological, psychological and social
factors.
One such model is the vulnerability-stress model proposed by Zubin and Spnng 
(1977). Their conceptualisation o f schizophrenia states that psychotic symptoms are a 
result o f the consequences o f environmental stress reacting with an underlying 
predisposition the individual may have to  develop the disorder. The predisposition to 
develop schizophrenia is thought to  be an enduring vulnerability trait, determined m 
part by genetic factors. The model states, however, that psychotic symptoms will anse 
only when the level o f environmental stress reaches a threshold for that individual s 
level o f vulnerability. The importance of this model for psychologists, then, is that it 
emphasises the role o f environmental factors in the occurrence o f psychotic episodes. 
According to the model, a treatment program which focuses exclusively on the 
biological aspects o f schizophrenia will remain incomplete, and efforts should be
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guided towards m o d i^ n g  environmental factors which adversely affect the course o f 
the illness. By reducing environmental stress one should be able to  effect a 
corresponding reduction in the risk o f  schizophrenic relapse. This has been the 
rationale for family interventions in the treatment o f schizophrenia.
Many studies have supported the vulnerability-stress model o f schizophrenia and the 
role o f  a stressful family environment in precipitating relapse. For example, Tienan et 
al. (1985) attempted to  investigate both genetic and environmental factors in the 
development o f schizophrenia by comparing the incidence o f schizophrenia in the 
adopted-away oGspring o f  schizophrenic mothers and adopted-away offspring o f 
mothers without psychiatric diagnoses. The quality o f the rearing environment in the 
adoptive family was also assessed. The data Gom this study strongly suggest a genetic 
influence in the development o f schizophrenia: o f  the 10 oGspnng who mamfested 
psychotic symptoms, 8 were found among the adopted away oGspring o f  schizophrenic 
mothers. However, the data support a vulnerability-stress model as opposed to  a 
purely genetic account, because all o f  the schizophrenic cases occurred in families 
rated as 'disturbed'. Furthermore, the adopted-away oGspring o f schizophrenics with 
rearing environments rated as 'healthy' showed no development o f psychiatnc 
symptoms.
Similarly, Brown et a l (1958) found that schizophrenic patients returning to  live with 
family members had higher relapse rates than those returning to live on their own. The 
Expressed Emotion (BE) scale was developed as a result o f  the investigation into the 
factors o f the family environment which precipitated relapse, and ratings on this scale 
are determined from a 90-minute interview with the patient’s relatives. From this 
interview, a measure o f EE is obtained and consists o f  three main dimensions: the 
frequency o f  critical comments which the relative expresses about the patient, a rating 
o f hostility and a rating o f marked emotional overinvolvement. Relatives are rated as 
being either high or low in Expressed Emotion, and only one o f  the three dimensions 
needs to reach threshold for the relative to be classified as high EE.
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The EE scale is a remarkably robust predictor o f  schizophrenic relapse as research has 
consistently shown a strong association between returning to  live with a high EE 
relative and high readmission rates (Brown et al., 1972; Tarrier et al., 1988; Vaughn 
and LeG, 1976; see Table 1).
Table I: o» q/'^c/?zzqpWM/a a W
Study P ercentage relapse rates a t 9 o r 12 
m onths
H igh EE  t% l Low EE  (% )
Brow n et al. (1972) 58 16
V aughn and  Leff (1976) 48 6
T a rr ie r  et al. (1988) 48 21
Patients returning to  live with high EE relatives following hospitalisation, then, 
represent a particularly vulnerable client-group. An eGective treatment program should 
therefore aim to include family members in order to reduce levels o f EE in the 
household. I f  EE is successfully reduced, this should have a protective effect on the 
schizophrenic patient by reducing the level o f  environmental stress which he/she is
exposed to.
Many studies have examined the effectiveness o f family interventions in reducing levels 
o f EE  in relatives and preventing schizophrenic relapse. For example, L eG et al. (1982) 
recruited twenty four families who had a high EE relative, and allocated half o f the 
families to a family intervention group while the remaining twelve patients received 
routine psychiatric aGer-care. At 9 months aGer discharge the family-intervention 
group had signiGcantly fewer relapses (9%) compared with the control group (50%). 
These improvements were maintained at two-year fbllow-up (33% relapse rate for the 
experimental group compared with 75% in the control group). These Gndings have 
been consistently replicated and are summarised in Table 2.
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Table 2: Thmz/y mtezTgAz/zoM mtgj^ybz' /zzg/z EE /zozz^^Ao/(E.
Study R elapse rates in percentages 
9 o r 12 m onths 24 m onths
l  efTet al. (1982):
Family intervention 9 33
Routine treatment 50 75
Fallnon et al. (1985):
Family intervention 6 17
Individual psychotherapy 44 83
T a rr ie r  et al. (1989):
Family intervention 12 33
Education programme 43 57
Routine treatment 53 60
FAMILY INTERVENTIONS
The evidence, then, suggests that family interventions are eGective in reducing levels of
EE in relatives, with a corresponding reduction in the nsk o f relapse for the 
schizophrenic patient. However, it is important to  note that high EE relatives are not a 
homogeneous group but represent a wide range o f problems, coping styles and 
communication paGems. As Chnstine Barrowclough (1992) warns, there are no 
'cookbook' answers to  the target areas o f change in relatives, and treatment packages 
which aGempt to  provide such answers are inappropriate. The measure o f EE was 
designed as a research instrument and there are a number o f difficulties in applying it to 
clinical practice. Its value lies in the fact that it represents a sensitive index o f 
environmental stress, but it remains for the clinician to  specify in each case what that 
stress consists of. Therefore, in clinical practice, a needs-led rather than an EE- 
reduction approach is more appropriate. However, the EE measure can provide a 
useful Gamework for determining areas o f need and current coping strategies for
individual families.
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In itia l assessm ent
When working with families o f  schizophrenic patients, the Grst step is to  carry out a 
detailed and comprehensive assessment o f the individual and collective needs o f  family 
members. It is therefore useful to see individual members separately for the initial 
assessment so that they can asseG their own problems and particular perspectives on 
the family situation. Barrowclough (1992) outlines six broad areas which should be 
covered during the initial interview with relatives:
(i) Distress in relatives and situations that trigger distress.
(ii) Coping strategies used to  deal with both positive and negative symptoms.
(iii) The relative's understanding about the illness, the symptoms, medication, and so
on.
(iv) The consequences o f the illness on the relative.
(v) The relationship with the patient and the identihcation o f dissatisfactions the 
relative has about particular aspects o f his/her behaviour.
(vi) Areas o f  strength
The aim o f the initial interview is to identify the particular problems and strengths 
within the family so that areas o f  need can be ascertained and current coping strategies
made more effective.
Interventions
Family interventions should consist o f  two main components , educating relatives about 
the nature o f  the illness, and stress management including coping strategies. Education 
is important, as all successGil intervention studies have included an educational 
component, and indeed education serves many useful purposes not least o f which is to 
engage the family in the treatment programme. Education is particularly useful for 
critical relatives, as research has shown that these relatives tend to hold the patient 
responsible for his/her symptomatic behaviour (Barrowclough et al., 1994; Brewin et
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al., 1991). That is, by attributing undesirable behaviour to  causes controllable by the 
patient, relatives tend to  adopt critical attitudes in an attempt to change this behaviour, 
and may become hostile when the criticism turns out to have very little effect. By 
educating relatives about the uncontrollable nature o f  schizophrenic symptoms, it is 
expected that they would make fewer attributions emphasising causes controllable by 
the patient, with a corresponding reduction in critical and hostile comments.
The stress management component o f the intervention is aimed at reducing the level o f 
reported stress in the family environment, through the use o f cognitive-behavioural 
strategies. As with all cognitive-behavioural approaches, a detailed assessment o f 
agreed problem areas and current coping strategies is made. Relatives are then asked 
to  record the particular situations which gave rise to  problematic responses during the 
interval before the next session. These records are then examined to  determine the 
typical antecedents and consequences of problem situations in the home, and this 
information is fed back to  the family as a first step towards finding more effective 
coping strategies in dealing with the problem situations.
The preceding discussion may have given the impression that high levels o f  EE or 
stress in the family environment is a one-way affair, with high EE in relatives being a 
cause o f  the patient’s clinical state. However, the causal connection between EE or 
environmental stress and patient symptomatology is not unidirectional, and the 
interactive relationship between these two factors should be emphasised. In other 
words, it is not simply that high EE causes a deterioration in the patient’s condition; 
rather, symptom severity may also contribute to relatives’ levels o f  EE. A 
comprehensive treatment approach should therefore aim to  improve the schizophrenic 
patient’s level o f functioning as well as attempting to  decrease the environmental stress 
in the family. The following tw o sections describe methods appropriate for this aim.
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MANAGING RESIDUAL POSITIVE SYMPTOMS
A distinction is Gequently drawn between what have been termed the positive and 
negative symptoms o f schizophrenia. Positive symptoms refer to the florid 
characteristics of schizophrenia, such as hallucinations, delusions and thought disorder; 
whereas negative symptoms involve a deficit in functioning, such as flatness o f 
emotion, lack of motivation, social withdrawal, etc This section will focus on 
psychological approaches to  the management o f positive symptoms; in the following 
section techniques appropriate for negative symptoms will be considered.
The introduction o f neuroleptic medication in the 1950s resulted in great advances in 
the management o f positive symptoms. However, although the effectiveness o f 
neuroleptic drugs is well established, many patients experience unpleasant side-effects 
some o f  which are irreversible, such as tardive dyskinesia. Furthermore, relapse rates 
are still high even on continuous medication (Hogarty et al., 1979), and up to  50% of 
patients may continue to experience hallucinations and delusions, even if  at a reduced 
level (Silverstein et al., 1978). Because o f these difficulties alternative psychological 
approaches to  the management o f  positive symptoms have been developed.
Among these psychological approaches is a treatment method known as Coping 
Strategy Enhancement (or CSE, Tarrier et al., 1990). This approach stems from the 
fact that most schizophrenic patients use active coping strategies o f their own with 
varying degrees o f  success (Falloon and Talbot, 1981). The aim o f this method, then, is 
to use and build on coping mechanisms already used by the patient.
Coping Strategy Enhancement involves, firstly, a detailed behavioural analysis o f the 
patient’s symptoms, in order to determine the frequency, duration and severity o f each 
symptom; the antecedents; the emotional reactions and behavioural responses; and the 
consequences o f each symptom. From this analysis, it is possible to determine the 
environmental cues which elicit the various symptoms and the coping strategies used 
by the patient. Coping methods are then classified as being appropriate or 
inappropriate, depending on their effectiveness and long term consequences. A
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particular symptom is then targeted in agreement with the patient and potential coping 
strategies identified. The selected coping strategy is then practised under simulated 
conditions within the session, and homework assignments are set It the strategy is 
successtul, another symptom is selected tor treatment; if  not then the patient is trained 
in an alternative strategy and so on. At present, tw o studies have been carried out to 
evaluate the eGectiveness o f CSE (Tarrier, 1987; Tarrier et al., 1990), and these have 
both shown improvements in post-treatment functioning.
SOCIAL SKILLS TRAINING FOR NEGATIVE SYMPTOMS
Impaired social functioning is prevalent in schizophrenic patients, and unlike positive 
symptoms, which respond to  some degree to  antipsychotic medication, social deficits 
cannot be improved by neuroleptic drugs. Social skills training is therefore the method 
o f choice in treating the negative symptoms o f schizophrema.
Social skills training involves working towards explicit goals (eg, to  teach basic 
communication skills) and usually takes place in a group format. The group setting 
allows individuals to  practice new skills in a safe and supportive environment and 
provides vicarious learning opportunities through observation o f peers.
Social skills training packages have been developed, and consist in modules comprising 
a Trainer's Manual, Patient's W orkbook and Demonstration VideocasseGe (see 
Vaccaro and RobeGs, 1992). Each module is goal-speciGc (eg, medication 
management, conversation skills, self-care skills, etc.) and divided into skill areas. For 
example, the skill areas in the medication management module are;
(i) Understanding the benefits o f antipsychotic medication.
(ii) Knowing correct self^administration o f  medications.
(iii) Recognising the side-effects o f medications.
(iv) Negotiations with health care providers.
(v) Understanding the benefits o f long-acting injectable medications.
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Through modelling, role-play and rehearsal, patients are encouraged to improve their 
skills in each o f these areas. Finally, m v /m  exercises are performed in order to 
generalise skills acquired in the clinical setting to  the natural environment.
Many studies have examined the efhcacy o f social skills training (eg, Fallon and 
Liberman, 1983; Gunderson et al., 1984; HogaGy, 1984) and the convergent Gndings 
show that patients consistently repoG decreases in social anxiety aGer training, and if 
training is provided on a long-term basis and is integrated with other psychiatnc 
services, the evidence suggests that relapse rates are reduced by as much as 50%.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, it has been seen that the treatment o f schizophrenia requires an integrated 
treatment approach, comprising a wide range o f service options, including medication, 
family interventions, cognitive-behavioural coping strategies to manage positive 
symptoms and social skills training. In addition, an optimal therapeutic approach must 
presume that the care o f  schizophrenic individuals is long-term and thus treatment 
should be provided on a continuous basis, in contrast to  traditional psychiatric care 
which is administered only in crisis situations and helps to reduce only the most Gond 
symptoms o f  schizophrenia.
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DEPRESSOGENIC SCHEMAS
This paper will focus on a particular aspect o f Beck's cognitive theory o f depression, 
namely the nature o f dysfunctional assumptions or depressogenic schemas. To begin 
with, a general outline o f  the cognitive model o f depression will be given; this will be 
followed by a discussion o f  tw o studies which have examined the validity o f the 
cognitive model; and finally, certain recommendations will be made about the 
assessment o f  depressogenic schemas in the light o f  the findings from these two 
studies.
T H E  C O G N ITIV E M O D EL O F D EPRESSIO N
B eck's cognitive theory o f depression is based on the observation (Beck, 1963) that 
depressed patients show dysfunctions or negative bias in the processing o f  information 
which lead to  and maintain depressed affect and behaviour. Beck hypothesised that an 
early Iraumatic experience would lead an individual to develop a specific type o f 
depressogenic schema (Fig. 1). These schemas consist o f enduring concepts or 
assumptions about other people, oneself and the world in general. An example o f  such 
a schema might be "In order to be loved or worthwhile, I must be successful in my 
w ork" (this particular schema might be developed as a consequence o f growing up 
with an overdemanding parent).
The theory further posits that should an individual experience a traumatic event 
relating to  the schema (for example becoming unemployed), then that schema will be 
reactivated. According to  the theory, then, schemas increase a person's vulnerability to 
depression Once the schema is reactivated this will lead to  negative automatic 
thoughts concerning the self; the world and the future (the cognitive triad) and logical 
errors in thinking (such as arbitrary inference, over-generalisation, personalisation and 
selective abstraction). These automatic thoughts and logical errors in cognitive 
processing maintain the negative bias in the content o f thought, which leads to 
depression.
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Fig. 1: moc/g/ q /
Early traumatic experience
(Latent) depressogenic schemas
DEPRESSION
Errors in thinking
Negative automatic 
thoughts
Absence o f  events relatingTraumatic life event relating 
to schema to schema
ABSENCE OF DEPRESSIONSchema activated
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That, very briefly, is B eck 's cognitive theory o f depression. In what follows, two 
studies will be discussed that have focused on a particular aspect o f Beck's theory, 
namely the nature o f the depressogenic schemas
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
D ohr et al. (1989)
The first study (Dohr et al., 1989) was designed to  examine whether depressogenic 
schemas represent stable personality traits as Beck hypothesised, or whether they are 
state-dependent. The experimental design was very simple: Three groups o f  subjects - 
symptomatically depressed, clinically remitted and normal controls - were compared on 
various cognitive measures. The measures o f interest for the present discussion were 
the Automatic Thoughts Questionnaire (ATQ), designed to measure negative thoughts 
which in theory are present only during a depressive episode, and the Dysfunctional 
Attitudes Scale (DAS) which was designed to  assess theoretically enduring 
vulnerability factors. In addition, all subjects completed the Beck Depression Inventory 
(BDI) and the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRS-D), which are measures o f 
symptom severity.
The results o f  the study showed that, as expected, overall group differences were 
significant for both the BDI and the HRS-D. Post-hoc comparisons showed that the 
depressed group had higher scores than the remitted group who, in turn, had higher 
scores than the normal controls.
Regarding the cognitive measures the results w ere more interesting. Analyses o f 
variance indicated that there were group differences for both the ATQ and the DAS. 
Post hoc comparisons showed that, for both measures, the symptomatic group scored 
significantly higher than both the remitted depressive and the normal control groups. 
Furthermore, the remitted depressed group did not differ significantly from the normal 
control group on either o f  the cognitive measures. B eck 's hypothesis, on the other 
hand, would have predicted that the depressed and remitted groups would significantly
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differ on the ATQ but not on the DAS, and that the normal controls would differ from 
both groups on DAS scores but would not differ from the remitted group on ATQ 
scores.
A second study was used to complement the first. A longitudinal design was used in 
which a group o f patients w ere assessed on the same measures as the first study when 
they were symptomatically depressed and then again when they were clinically 
remitted. The results o f this study confirmed those o f the first study: as expected, 
scores on the HRS-D and the BDI significantly decreased during remission. The study 
also indicated that there w ere signihcant decreases in both ATQ and DAS scores.
Taken together the two studies conducted by D ohr et al. (1989) suggest that, contrary 
to Beck, dysfunctional attitudes are more statelike than traitlike and therefore do not 
represent stable cognitive patterns which increase one's vulnerability to  depression.
However, tw o criticisms might be directed tow ards these studies which might throw  
some doubt on this conclusion. The first is that small sample sizes were used (about 20 
subjects in each group). However, if  the size o f  the effect which one is looking for is 
small, then correspondingly large sample sizes are needed in order to  detect any 
significant diûerences. Thus, with larger sample sizes the remitted depressed group 
might have differed significantly from the normal control group on DAS scores.
Secondly, it is quite possible that the DAS is not an adequate measure o f  dysfunctional 
attitudes. Because schemas are not completely represented in one's awareness it would 
appear contradictory to measure these structures via self-report instruments. M ore 
indirect techniques, such as memory analysis, might be more appropriate in this regard.
H am m en et al. (1985)
The second study which shall be discussed made use o f  such indirect techniques in 
assessing schemas. This was a study by Hammen et al. (1985) the aim o f  which was to 
determine whether depressogenic schemas interact with schema-congruent negative 
life events in producing depression.
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A sample o f  93 college students w ere divided into two sub-groups, defined as either 
dependent schematic or self^critical schematic The assessment o f schema subtype was 
based on the notion that availability in memory o f behavioural examples relating to a 
schema may be used to  index the strength o f  that schema. Subjects were asked to 
provide specific examples o f  times when the felt (i) good about themselves, (ii) bad 
about themselves, (iii) dependent on others for emotional needs and (iv) critical o f 
themselves. Schemas were operationally defined as a preponderance o f a specific type 
o f  content across the four behavioural example tasks.
Following the schema assessment procedure, once each month for four months 
subjects were contacted for a telephone interview assessing stressful life events, which 
were divided into interpersonal and achievement events. The Beck Depression 
Inventory (BDI) was also administered on these occasions. The data indicated that, as 
predicted, dependent schematics showed a significantly stronger correlation between 
depression and interpersonal events than did the self-critical schematics, and that they 
showed a stronger correlation between depression and interpersonal events than 
between depression and achievement events. Self-critical schematics showed the 
opposite pattern
The central hypothesis o f  the study, then, was that depressive outcome would be more 
strongly related with schema-congruent negative life events than with schema- 
incongruent negative events, and the results o f the study offer support for this 
hypothesis. The Hammen et al. study, then, provides good evidence for the 
vulnerability model o f depression as hypothesised by Beck.
RECOMMENDATIONS
W hat conclusions, then, can be drawn from these tw o studies? Taken together, they 
would suggest that the vulnerability model o f depression is valid, but cast doubt on the 
method o f measuring vulnerability. In other words, the DAS may not be an adequate 
measure o f dysfunctional assumptions since, unlike negative automatic thoughts, these
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are not discrete events occurring in consciousness, but rather represent generalised 
assumptions which may never have been formulated in so many words. H ow then 
might one infer which types o f  depressogenic schemas are present for a particular 
client, if  they cannot be measured directly?
Fennell (1995) makes six recommendations:
1. Themes which emerge during treatment, (eg, a preoccupation with 
achievement or with social rejection) may be an indication o f  the type o f schema a 
particular client has developed.
2. Logical errors in automatic thoughts may reflect similar errors in underlying 
schemas. So, for example, the automatic thought which states T burnt that cake - 1 can 
never do anything right" might arise from an incompetence/failure schema.
3. Global self evaluations may be an indication o f the types o f  assumptions that 
a particular client holds: For example, a client who frequently refers to himself as 
"stupid" may have an underlying self^critical schema, whereas someone who refers to 
herself as "weak" is more likely to  have a schema characterised by feelings o f 
dependency.
4. Memories and family sayings are another indication o f the type o f schema a 
client may have developed. Thus, a client who frequently refers to  the saying " If  you 
cannot do something well, it 's  best not to  do it at all" may have the assumption that 
"In order to be loved, I must succeed in everything I do".
5. High mood often indicates that the terms o f an assumption have been met, 
just as low mood signals its violation. So, for example, a person who believes it is 
necessary to  be successful all the time will be devastated when they have failed at a 
particular task, regardless o f  its importance.
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6. Downward arrow technique (Bums, 1980). This technique involves taking 
each thought to its logical conclusion, rather than challenging the thought, in order to 
arrive at the underlying assumption (see fig. 2 for an example o f this technique).
To summarise then, two studies which have attempted to test the cognitive model o f 
depression have been discussed and it has been seen that, taken together, they offer 
support for the model. However, the argument has also been put forward that 
dysfunctional assumptions or depressogenic schemas cannot be accessed directly 
through self-report measures but rather need to  be inferred through rather more 
indirect techniques, such as those which have just been outlined.
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Fig 2. azrcm; f/zy^zc/wz /zga/ Z/zy^e/f (?a^gzz ^ozzz Fgzzzzg//,
799J).
Situation: Session with a patient who reported feeling no better at the end.
Em otions: Guilty, anxious, depressed.
T houghts: That was a terrible session - we didn't get anywhere.
Supposing that was true, what would that mean to  you?
The patient w on 't get better.
Supposing they didn't, what would that mean to  you?
That I had done a bad job.I
And supposing you had, what would that mean to  you? 
That I was a lousy therapist.
Supposing you were a lousy therapist, what then?
Sooner or later I 'd  be found out.
And what does that mean, 'found out'?
That everyone would know I was no good and despise me.
ie. To th in k  well o f myself, and  to have o thers th in k  well o f me, I  have to  succeed
a t everything I do.
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PART 2: THERAPEUTIC PRACTICE DOSSIER
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THERAPEUTIC PRACTICE DOSSIER
The therapeutic practice dossier contains a description o f my placement settings; an 
overview o f my placement experiences in which I attempt to  demonstrate an integration o f 
theory and practice; four summarised client studies; and a discussion o f  process issues. All 
identifying features o f clients referred to within this portfolio have been altered in order to  
maintain anonymity.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLACEMENT SETTINGS
My first year placement was based at an NHS Trust Psychology Department. I worked at 
a Community Mental Health Centre, staffed by a multi-disciplinary team which was 
headed by a social w orker and included a consultant psychiatrist, two social workers, 
three community psychiatric nurses, an occupational therapist and a clinical psychologist. 
The aim o f  the CMHT was to  provide ongoing community care and support to  clients 
with relatively long term mental health problems. As such, the client group encompassed a 
wide variety o f presenting problems, which gave me the opportunity to  familiarise myself 
with the theory, aetiology and treatment o f common presenting concerns.
My second year placement was based at a psychiatric rehabilitation unit. This w ork 
involved close collaboration with a multi-disciplinary team, according to  the Care 
Programme Approach (CPA) My therapeutic approach included working according to the 
principles o f  Coping Strategy Enhancement for patients who continued to  experience 
residual psychotic symptoms. M ore prevalent among the difficulties experienced by the 
patients on the rehabilitation unit, however, were the negative symptoms o f  schizophrenia. 
These difhculties required my close collaboration with other members o f  the team, such as 
the occupational therapist and the patients' key-workers, in order to design and implement 
individually-tailored care plans to  help patients maximise their level o f  independent 
functioning. In addition to  my work on the rehabilitation unit, I saw three outpatients for 
psychodynamic therapy during the course o f my second year, under the supervision o f  a 
UKCP registered psychotherapist.
For my third year placement I worked at an NHS Trust Psychology Department, 
supervised by a consultant clinical psychologist. I had input on the recovery programme at 
an addiction inpatient treatment service, where I saw clients for individual therapy and 
psychological assessment, as well as running tw o therapy groups (a relapse prevention 
group and a cognitive behavioural group). In addition to this, I worked at a community 
drugs team where I saw clients for motivational interviewing and brief individual therapy.
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While this was a specialised placement which focused on a specific client group, I also 
gained experience in working with clients who had concomitant personality disorders 
within a schema-focused approach.
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OVERVIEW OF THREE YEARS PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE 
THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH TEAM
My first year placement was based at an NHS Trust Psychology Department. I worked at 
a Community Mental Health Centre, staged by a multi-disciplinary team. The aim o f the 
CMHT was to provide ongoing community care and support to clients with relatively long 
term mental health problems. As such, the client group encompassed a wide variety o f 
presenting problems, which gave me the opportunity to  familiarise myself with the theory, 
aetiology and treatment o f common presenting concerns.
The emphasis o f my first year training was on the acquisition o f the basic therapeutic skills 
as expounded by Rogers (1951). These offered a basic therapeutic foundation from which 
to integrate the various theoretical approaches and techniques which I would develop
throughout the course o f  my training. As I became more confident in my listening and 
communication skills within a therapeutic relationship, I began to work with the basic 
cognitive-behavioural techniques relevant to my clients presenting issues. Crucial to  this 
was a thorough cognitive-behavioural assessment, in which the client and I would attempt 
to arrive at an agreed formulation o f the target problems and begin to look at the factors 
which might be maintaining such problems. Following this, specific goals w ere set and an 
appropriate treatment plan was designed in collaboration with my supervisor. Working 
within this setting, then, enabled me to acquire the basic tools o f cognitive therapy, 
including systematic desensitisation for specific phobias, relaxation techniques for more 
generalised anxiety problems, the use o f thoughts and feelings diaries, challenging 
dysfunctional assumptions, etc.
THE PSYCHIATRIC REHABILITATION UNIT
Towards the end o f my first year and throughout the second year o f my training, I 
continued with this cognitive-behavioural approach as I became involved with a
psychiatrie rehabilitation team. This work involved close co-operation with a multi­
disciplinary team within an inpatient setting, according to the Care Programme Approach 
(CPA). My work in psychiatric rehabilitation was based on a disability model o f mental 
illness, the aim being to help patients maximise functioning while recognising the limits set 
by their enduring disabilities (Watts and Bennett, 1983). Acceptance o f what may be a 
chronic disability is then the starting point for the development o f a therapeutic approach 
which may focus on helping the patient understand and manage their disabilities and the 
adverse social predicament associated with them.
In terms o f  diagnosis, schizophrenia was the most prevalent condition among the patients 
on the ward. The symptoms o f schizophrenia are divided into positive symptoms - the 
florid symptoms such as hallucinations and delusions - and negative symptoms - the 
behavioural deficits, such as apathy, social withdrawal and poverty o f affect. For most 
patients the presence o f  positive symptoms had been greatly reduced by anti-psychotic 
medication. However, some continued to experience hallucinations and my therapeutic 
approach with these patients was to work according to  the principles o f Coping Strategy 
Enhancement (Tarrier et al., 1990). This involved obtaining a detailed behavioural analysis 
o f the patient’s symptoms in order to determine the cues which elicit the various 
symptoms and the coping strategies used by the patient. The effectiveness o f the patient s 
current coping strategies could then be enhanced by attempting to  build on these or 
practising alternative strategies (eg, distraction, focusing, relaxation, etc.).
M ore prevalent among the difficulties experienced by the patients on the rehabilitation 
unit, however, were the negative symptoms, such as social withdrawal, depression and the 
loss o f independent social and functional skills. These difhculties required my close 
collaboration with other members o f the team, such as the occupational therapist and the 
patients’ key-workers, in order to design and implement individually-tailored care plans to  
help patients maximise their level o f independent functioning.
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OUTPATIENT PSYCHOTHERAPY
Tn addition to my w ork on the rehabilitation unit, I saw three outpatients for 
psychodynamic therapy during the course o f my second year, under the supervision o f a 
UKCP registered psychotherapist. This experience gave me the opportunity to  attend 
more closely to relationship and process issues and the importance o f providing a secure 
therapeutic frame. My work with Mrs. L. illustrates many o f  these issues.
Early sessions with Mrs. L. were characterised by strong feelings o f helplessness in the 
countertransference. I often felt emotionally overwhelmed by her material and rather 
ineftectual as a therapist. It seemed as if I was paralysed, unable to  interact constructively 
with her, and that all I could do was sit back and absorb all the painful and sometimes 
angry feelings that she was expressing. In my supervision sessions we talked about this 
process in terms o f  the communicative aspects o f  projective identification, and that I was 
perhaps being made to feel as she had felt in her early relationship with her mother, namely 
powerless and overwhelmed by the mother’s dominance.
Establishing clear boundaries was an important priority during our early sessions as Mrs. 
L. would often arrive 10-15 minutes late or I would struggle to end the session on time. 
This need to  establish appropriate boundaries had a parallel in many o f Mrs. L. s other 
relationships. She described how she often felt manipulated in these relationships but went 
along with it because o f  a fear o f offending the other. A  similar process seemed to  be 
happening between us, although in reverse, and it became clear that this was an issue 
which we needed to  address in therapy. Mrs. L .’s need for omnipotent control o f  the 
sessions was understandable given the fact that she often felt controlled in her other 
relationships. However, as w e began to work through this issue and adhere more closely 
to  the boundaries o f  the therapeutic frame, Mrs. L. began to  establish more appropriate 
boundaries with other members o f her family.
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As therapy progressed, our own relationship became increasingly more 'real’ and I began 
to feel more present in the sessions In Kleinian terms, it seemed as if Mrs. L. was moving 
from a predominantly paranoid-schizoid position to a more depressive position and she 
began to own the split off feelings which she had previously projected into me. Bion’s 
(1962) formulation o f the 'container and the contained’ was helpful in understanding this 
process. Bion extended Klein’s notion o f projective identiftcation and suggested that the 
mother or therapist acts as a container for the infant or patient s projected feelings. These 
feelings are 'detoxifted’ by the nurturing (or in the case o f therapy, listening) breast and 
then returned in such a way that the infant or patient gets back good feelings o f  being held 
and understood rather than the original bad projections. The clinical implications o f  this 
meant that in our early sessions I left much o f Mrs. L .’s splitting uninterpreted so as not to 
overwhelm her with her own anxiety and aggression, but rather sought to  contain it by 
adopting a listening and empathie attitude. These feelings were subsequently reintegrated 
later on in the therapy and Mrs. L. became more able to  express the anger and hurt which 
she fblt in relation to  her mother, rather than self^destructively taking them out on herself.
THE SUBSTANCE MISUSE SERVICE
My third year placement was in a specialist substance misuse service, and I had input into 
an inpatient recovery unit as well as a community drugs team. On the inpatient unit I was 
introduced to  group w ork by working as a co-therapist in tw o therapy groups, a relapse- 
prevention group and a cognitive-behaviour therapy group. The relapse-prevention group 
was a psycho-educational group, based on the cognitive-behavioural model o f relapse 
proposed by Marlatt and Gordon (1985). My role as a co-therapist was to  help clients 
prevent potential relapses by increasing clients’ self-awareness and teaching cognitive- 
behavioural skills and coping strategies. To this end, the relapse-prevention programme 
consisted o f  six weekly sessions focusing on the following topics: (i) positive and negative 
effects o f drug use, both long term and short term; (ii) coping with craving, (iii) high-risk 
situations; (iv) lifestyle balance; (v) decision-making and problem-solving, and (vi) 
handling conftontation.
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The size o f  the relapse-prevention group was large (between 15 and 20 members), as all 
the o f  the day- and inpatients on the ward were required to attend. In contrast, the 
cognitive-behaviour therapy group was much smaller, consisting o f between four and eight 
members. This allowed us to spend more time on homework assignments and feedback 
and work with clients’ personal issues in more depth Nevertheless, the format o f  the 
group was highly structured and focused on such topics as: introducing the cognitive- 
behavioural model o f addiction and relapse, errors o f  thinking, seemingly irrelevant 
decisions, unhelpful beliefs, the rule violation effect and a discussion o f 's e t  up ’ stories.
In addition to running the groups on the recovery unit, I also saw clients for individual 
therapy both on the ward and at the community drugs centre. The theoretical orientation 
for this w ork was cognitive-behavioural but following on from my increased awareness o f 
relationship and process issues in year 2, I found the schema-focused (Young, 1994) and 
interpersonal (Safran and Segal, 1990) approaches to  be particularly useful. Recent 
theoretical developments in cognitive therapy have increasingly recognised the clinical 
significance o f attending to  interpersonal processes in the therapeutic relationship, and 
these developments have been particularly evident in the treatment o f personality 
disorders. This was o f relevance to my work on placement as there have been numerous 
studies documenting the high prevalence o f  personality disorders among substance abusers 
(see Beck et al., 1993, for a review). For clients with personality disorders, their core 
difftculties are usually interpersonal in nature, and so the therapeutic relationship provides 
clues which help the therapist to generate hypotheses about the client’s maladaptive 
' cognitive-interpersonal cycle’. Difficulties in the therapeutic relationship can therefore be 
regarded as a unique opportunity to  observe m wvo what are likely to be similar 
difhculties in the client’s relationships outside therapy. Moreover, working through and 
resolving such difficulties in the therapeutic setting can provide a corrective emotional 
experience for the client, particularly with clients who have not had the experience o f 
resolving difficulties with others.
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CONCLUSION
In summary, the breadth o f my training has proven essential in acquiring skills applicable 
in a broad range o f  situations and populations I have had experience o f  working with a 
wide variety o f client difficulties, including psychotic disorders, phobias, anxiety, 
depression, eating disorders, post-traumatic stress-disorder and drug and alcohol 
addiction.
O f particular value has been the experience o f working within different theoretical models 
o f therapy which has allowed me to develop a style o f intervention based on the 
constructive use o f  the therapeutic relationship. During the course o f  my training I have 
gained a greater awareness o f  process issues within therapy and how these reflect on 
client’s core difficulties. Attending to these aspects o f  the therapeutic process has enabled 
me develop a personal style which integrates humanistic, psychodynamic and cognitive- 
behavioural orientations o f  therapy.
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CLIENT STUDY (1)
THE CLIENT'S REASONS FOR SEEKING HELP
Ms. K. was a 23-year old woman who had first developed symptoms o f anorexia at the 
age o f 16, when her parents w ere going through a divorce. Since then she said that she 
had developed a habit o f not eating when faced with problems and would starve herself 
for days. She also reported that during those times she tended to  isolate herself from 
her fiiends and would become tearful and depressed.
RELEVANT PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY
Ms. K. described her mother as a strict woman, who never fulfilled her own potential 
and consequently transferred her aspirations onto her children. As a result, Ms. K 
experienced her mother as extremely demanding and always felt like a disappointment 
to  her, despite her best efforts to  live up to her mother’s high expectations.
H er father was described as an alcoholic with a volatile temper. It appeared that the 
m other would tolerate her husband’s behaviour, but take out her frustration on the 
children. Consequently, Ms. K said that she was frequently punished not for her own 
behaviour but for her father’s, which seemed to  have created a deep-rooted sense o f 
guilt.
Eventually, however, Ms. K .’s parents separated when she was 16 years old. It was 
during this period that Ms. K .’s anorexic symptoms began to  develop and she 
described these as a form o f  seffipunishment for what was going on in the family home. 
Ms. K .’s anorexic symptoms were at their worst during her parents’ divorce, and her 
eating subsequently became much more stable. However, underlying these symptoms 
was a tendency to emotionally withdraw from others in order to cope with difficult 
emotions.
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THE THERAPY AND THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP
The therapeutic sessions paralleled many o f the main themes in Ms. K .’s life: issues o f 
intimacy, emotional withdrawal, establishing trust and being in control were important 
themes in the therapy. One o f the striking characteristics in Ms. K .’s manner was the 
impression which she gave o f  being in complete control. She spoke in a slow and 
deliberate manner, w ithout a trace o f  emotion. I perceived this lack o f feeling as a 
defence mechanism which protected her from the powerful emotions which would 
threaten to overwhelm her should she allow herself to fully experience them. 
Consequently, the use o f metaphors and dreams played an important part in our 
therapeutic work, as a means o f  accessing some o f Ms. K .’s more difficult emotions.
In terms o f the transference relationship, the question o f  trust was an important issue. 
Due to  her father’s unpredictable temper and violent outbursts, Ms. K. was generally 
wary o f  other men. As a male therapist, then, this wariness also applied to  me and it 
was a relatively slow and difficult process for us to  establish the necessary trust for 
therapeutic work to  begin. These transference issues meant that the working alliance 
was a delicate matter, and consequently her pattern o f  withdrawing from others also 
extended to  the therapy.
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
From a psychodynamic perspective, the theoretical formulation must focus on three 
areas o f  object relation: the current life situation, the early infantile relations and the 
transference relationship (Menninger, 1958; Malan, 1979). With Ms. K. a common 
pattern emerged from each o f  these three areas: this was her pattern o f emotionally 
cutting herself off from others in order to  protect herself. This defensive pattern o f 
relating to  others seemed to  have been developed in response to the trauma o f the 
original parental relationship: A picture emerged o f her mother as one who was harsh 
and critical about Ms K .’s projects and abilities, as well as being punitive for reasons 
that had more to do with the father’s behaviour than with Ms. K .’s. As a result, Ms. K 
seemed to  have internalised this relationship in the form o f a superego that was critical
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to the point o f being an internal prosecutor, and her anorexia (which she described as a 
form o f self-punishment) could be seen as a manifestation o f  this. This relationship 
with her mother, combined with her father’s excessive drinking and volatile temper, 
meant that the family home was a dangerous and unpredictable environment to  grow 
up in and, consequently, emotional withdrawal seemed to  have been the most effective 
means o f survival at that time. This pattern o f relating to others, however, extended 
beyond the original family situation, so that in her current relationships (including the 
transference relationship) she seemed to shut herself off as a preventative measure, ie, 
to prevent re-experiencing the emotional pain that she was exposed to  as a child.
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CLIENT STUDY (2)
THE CLIENT'S REASONS FOR SEEKING HELP
Mrs L was a 30 year old woman who was overweight and had extremely low self­
esteem. She was also inclined to  be jealous and obsessive and this was a related issue 
which she wished to address in therapy.
RELEVANT PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY
Mrs. L reported that her mother used to physically and emotionally abuse her and 
would often say she regretted having her. Mrs. L .’s father seemed unable to fulfil his 
protective role and either did not notice the abuse on his wife’s part or simply chose to 
ignore it.
Much o f  Mrs. L .’s history had been very abusive. She was bullied throughout her 
school years and was raped at the age o f  14. She married her first husband when she 
was 19 years old and during her pregnancy with her first child she was hospitalised 
because o f his violence. He left her shortly after the birth o f their baby and there had 
been no contact since.
Following the separation from her first husband, Mrs. L went through a very difficult 
period, struggling as a single mother, feeling very depressed and occasionally suicidal 
She gained a lot o f  weight during this time (reaching 28 stone) and would often hit her 
stomach in frustration. She underwent a gastroplasty operation and managed to  reduce 
her weight to  15 stone, but she continued to  feel depressed. She was admitted to  a 
psychiatric hospital and attended as a day patient for one year. Towards the end o f  that 
year she met her second husband and they married four months later.
Mrs. L .’s relationship with her husband seemed very intense. He also had a history o f 
abuse in his childhood and she sometimes described their relationship as one o f
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alternating between the roles o f abuser and victim. Despite this aspect o f their 
relationship, however, M rs L felt that her husband was very loving and supportive
THE THERAPY AND THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP
Early sessions were characterised by strong feelings o f helplessness in the 
countertransference. I often felt emotionally overwhelmed by Mrs. L / s  material and 
rather ineffectual as a therapist. In my supervision sessions we talked about this 
process in terms o f  the communicative aspects o f  projective identification, and that I 
was perhaps being made to feel as she had felt in her early relationship with her 
mother, namely powerless and overwhelmed by the m other's abuse. In this way, it 
seemed as if  she had internalised the abusive relationship with her mother, and partially 
identified with the aggressor. While most o f the internalised aggression was directed at 
herself (and consequently responsible for much o f her self-criticism) some o f  it spilled 
out into other relationships.
As therapy progressed, it seemed as if  Mrs. L was moving from a predominantly 
paranoid-schizoid position to a more depressive position and she began to  own the 
split off feelings which she had previously projected into me. B ion's (1962) 
formulation o f  the 'container and the contained' was helpful in understanding this 
process. The clinical implications o f this meant that in our early sessions I left much o f  
Mrs. L s splitting uninterpreted so as not to  overwhelm her with her own anxiety and 
aggression, but rather sought to contain it by adopting a listening and empathie 
attitude. These feelings were subsequently reintegrated later on in the therapy and Mrs. 
L. became more able to express the anger and hurt which she felt in relation to  her 
mother, rather than self-destructively taking them out on herself.
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
With Mrs. L. one might hypothesise that the traum a o f  the mother's abuse left her 
feeling inherently worthless as a person. This sense o f  worthlessness seems to  have left 
her vulnerable to other abusive experiences which in turn had reinforced her initial
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insecurities. This profound sense o f  insecurity meant that in her relationship with her 
husband she was frequently jealous and required an almost obsessive commitment on 
his part in order to  feel loved.
Furthermore, it seemed that through a process o f  introjection, Mrs. L had allowed the 
interaction between the abusive parent and the abused child to  continue within herself 
This internalised relationship appeared to  be responsible for much o f her self-criticism 
and her tendency to overeat despite feeling depressed about her weight. In addition, 
her identification with the abusive parent meant that although most o f  her aggression 
was directed towards herself, she could also act in an aggressive and controlling 
manner towards others, as was evident in the early stages o f the transference 
relationship.
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CLIENT STUDY (3)
THE CLIENT'S REASONS FOR SEEKING HELP
Ms. P. was a 43-year old woman who had been suffering from a range o f anxiety- 
related symptoms for the past 25 years. Her panic attacks had become particularly 
acute following her brother's recent suicide attempt.
RELEVANT PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY
Ms. P. had a younger brother who was disabled and she had consequently always 
adopted a mothering role in relation to  him. Although she clearly cared for her brother, 
she complained o f  his being so dependent on her. Added to this were the feelings o f 
jealousy that she experienced towards him due to  the fact that she perceived his 
relationship with their mother as being very close, whereas she said that the mother 
kept her at a distance. She did not have much to say about her father except for the 
fact that he was an alcoholic and eventually left her mother for another woman. There 
had been no contact with him since.
Ms. P. married her first husband when she was nineteen years old and shortly 
thereafter she became pregnant with twins. This was a very traumatic experience for 
her, as only one twin survived the birth. One year later she said her marriage died and 
the couple separated five years later. H er relationship with her surviving daughter was 
described as being very close, and indeed she was the only person to  whom Ms. P. 
could show any affection.
At the time that we began therapy, Ms. P. had been with her current partner for seven 
years. She said that they had a satisfactory relationship, although she could not tell him 
that she loved him and felt that she had to  maintain some emotional distance.
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Six years prior to  therapy Ms. P. had a hysterectomy for carcinoma o f the cervix, and 
she worried a great deal about the possibility o f  recurrence. This experience set off a 
fear o f  being alone, which were a fealure o f her panic attacks ever since.
It seemed that the precipitating factor for Ms. P .'s  relapse o f anxiety-related symptoms 
was her brother's recent suicide attempt. He had been going through a divorce and 
was highly dependent on Ms. P. for emotional support, which Ms. P. found very 
stressful. She finally confronted him with this, saying that he could no longer rely 
exclusively on her for support. Following her brother's subsequent suicide attempt, 
Ms. P. felt extremely guilty as she felt that she had let him down. The stress resulting 
from these circumstances seemed to have exacerbated her panic attacks and general 
anxiety
THE THERAPY AND THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP
Our work focused mainly on the behavioural management o f  Ms. P. s panic attacks by 
recording the situations in which panic attacks occurred and challenging the negative 
automatic beliefs which preceded them. While this work helped to alleviate her anxiety 
somewhat, w e felt that she might benefit from more in-depth psychotherapy than the 
brief, focused approach which I could offer in a CMHT setting. Following our initial 
contract o f ten sessions, then, I referred her to the Psychotherapy Department.
As regards the therapeutic relationship, I often found it difficult to  engage with Ms. P. 
as she would frequently enter into lengthy monologues which seemed to  serve the
purpose o f keeping me at a distance. This emotional detachment seemed to be a 
feature o f many o f her other relationships and I perceived it as a defence against her 
vulnerability to  issues o f loss and abandonment.
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
It would appear that the original onset o f  Ms. P .'s  anxiety symptoms and panic attacks 
followed the birth o f her twins o f  whom only one survived. Stillbirth is a particularly
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difficult loss to moum as it is generally not recognised by others as a 'legitimate' 
death, in that the loss is o f a person who was to  be rather than o f  a person one has 
known and loved. Consequently, social support is generally lacking compared to  other 
forms o f bereavement (Leon, 1990), as it was for Ms. P M oreovei, this particular 
traumatic experience was complicated by the fact that one twin survived. Ms. P s 
grief, then, might have been further inhibited by her attachment to her live baby. My 
hypothesis, therefore, was that the original causal factor for Ms. P .'s  anxiety-related 
symptoms was the unresolved grief that she experienced for her lost baby.
Indeed, loss seemed to be an important theme in Ms P s life. Her father left the family 
when she was a child, never to  be seen again. This early experience might have left her 
vulnerable to  incidents involving loss (and her emotional detachment tow ards loved 
ones might be seen as a way o f protecting herself from these painful experiences). 
Indeed, Ms. P .'s  anxiety and panic attacks seemed to  have been consistently 
aggravated by significant losses: The original onset o f anxiety symptoms seemed to 
have coincided with the traumatic experience o f a stillbirth; she experienced a relapse 
o f symptoms following her hysterectomy; and the current spate o f panic attacks 
seemed to  be due to  the threat o f losing her brother.
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CLIENT STUDY (4)
THE CLIENT'S REASONS FOR SEEKING HELP
Mr. P. was a 35-year old man whose main reason for seeking therapy was to overcome his 
"m ^or problem with guilt". This, he said, was the result o f  a car accident hve years 
previously in which his father-in-law had been killed and for which he felt responsible. 
While he had been a recreational drug-user for ten years prior to the accident, his drug-use 
subsequently escalated uncontrollably in an attempt to  block out these feelings o f guilt.
RELEVANT PERSONAL AND FAMILY HISTORY
Mr. P. described his mother as 'passive', while his father seems to have alternated between 
being emotionally distant or exploding into a furious rage. Consequently, Mr. P. seemed to 
have grown up in fear o f  his father's unpredictable outbursts o f anger and he suppressed 
any negative emotions so as not to  provoke him. When these emotions became too much 
to  bear, however, he would run away from home, for which he was always severely 
punished.
Five years prior to  therapy, Mr. P. got married and six months later was involved in a car 
accident in which his father-in-law was killed. Although M r P. was not driving, he felt 
extremely guilty about this incident. His marriage broke down shortly after the accident, 
contributing to  his feelings o f guilt, and as a result his use o f cocaine and amphetamines 
escalated in an attempt to  block out these feelings. This eventually led to drug-induced 
psychotic symptoms in which he suffered from extreme paranoid delusions and heard 
voices o f people coming to  harm him. As a result o f  these delusions he felt the need to 
stay alert and on the look-out, which led to  an increased use o f amphetamines which in 
turn perpetuated his delusional beliefs, and finally, in a desperate effort to  escape the 
situation, M r P. attempted suicide.
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THE THERAPY AND THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP
The first session was mostly spent with Mr. P. describing the car accident and his feelings 
o f guilt around this event. In this session, I introduced the thoughts and feelings diary and 
we worked through a recent example o f  the thoughts behind his feelings o f guilt. He found 
this to  be a useful exercise and the following four sessions were spent working through the 
examples which he provided in the diaries. In following sessions he began to  talk in more 
detail about his relationship with his parents and in particular his dissatisfaction at the 
emotional distance between him and his father.
In terms o f  the therapeutic relationship, an interesting aspect o f our relationship gradually 
become more evident over time: This was the nature o f my role as the 'expert' in our 
relationship. Unfortunately, this was a dynamic which was probably not particularly
helpful for M r P as it might have reinforced his low sense o f self-esteem and lack o f 
control over his life. This was an issue which we addressed in subsequent sessions so that 
we could relate to each other on more equal terms and avoid perpetuating an interpersonal 
cycle which reinforced Mr. P .'s  sense o f  inferiority.
The outcome o f therapy was that Mr. P. reported a reduction in his feelings o f guilt 
associated with the car accident. This seems to  have occurred mainly as a result o f  a 
shared conceptualisation o f  Mr. P .'s  difficulties arising from early childhood experiences 
which led to  an underlying sense o f guilt. The process o f developing a shared 
conceptualisation enabled Mr. P. to make sense o f  his difficulties and methods o f  coping 
and focus his efforts on challenging his underlying assumptions o f  responsibility.
T H E O R E T IC A L  FO R M U LA TIO N
Mr. P. grew up in a family environment in which his father seemed to  have punished any 
disobedience, however slight, with physical violence. Consequently, Mr. P. seemed to  
have developed an early maladaptive schema whereby he believed that he was morally bad
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and deserving o f harsh criticism and punishment. This schema seemed to  have been 
reactivated following a car accident in which Mr. P .’s father-in-law was killed. Although 
Mr. P. was not driving, he held himself responsible for the accident and the way in which 
he coped with his feelings o f guilt was to  escape, by turning to drugs. This method o f 
coping increased his feelings o f guilt, which in turn led to greater drug use, leading to a 
vicious cycle which resulted in a psychotic breakdown and an attempted suicide.
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DISCUSSION OF PROCESS ISSUES
INTRODUCTION
This discussion will focus on a particularly important process issue, namely, the use o f the 
therapeutic relationship in conceptualising clients' difficulties and promoting change. In 
order to illustrate my argument I will refer to tw o process reports submitted during the 
course o f my training (and these reports are included in the Appendix, for sight o f internal 
and external examiners only). These reports w ere submitted in years II and III o f  my 
training, in which the theoretical orientation for my therapeutic work was psychodynamic 
and cognitive-behavioural, respectively. While the psychodynamic approach has 
considered the therapeutic relationship to be the cornerstone o f its work, in contrast 
cognitive-behavioural therapy is often accused o f being too ‘mechanistic , concerned only 
with the development o f  techniques for processing information and testing hypotheses 
about ‘dysfunctional’ beliefs. However, recently cognitive-behavioural theorists have 
begun to develop models o f the interpersonal process between client and therapist and 
focus on how the therapeutic relationship can be used as an active ingredient in therapy. 
These developments have been particularly evident in the treatment o f  personality 
disorders, where there is an increasing recognition o f the need to  w ork with the client's 
‘interpersonal puli' (Safran and Segal, 1990) and the therapist's countertransference 
(Layden et al., 1993).
Clients' core difficulties are often interpersonal in nature, and so the therapeutic 
relationship provides clues which help the therapist to  generate hypotheses about 
potentially maladaptive ‘ cognitive-interpersonal cycles (Safran and Segal, 1990). 
Difhculties in the therapeutic relationship can therefore be regarded as a unique 
opportunity to observe 7>? vivo what are likely to  be similar difficulties in the client s 
relationships outside therapy. Moreover, working through and resolving such difficulties in 
the therapeutic setting can provide a corrective emotional experience for the client, 
particularly with clients who have not had the experience o f resolving difficulties with
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Others. Two case examples will be discussed to  illustrate the use o f the therapeutic 
relationship in promoting change:
Ms. K.
Ms. K. w as a 23-year old anorectic woman who was referred to  me for psychodynamic 
therapy. From a psychodynamic perspective, the theoretical formulation must focus on 
three areas o f object relation: the current life situation, the early infantile relations and the 
transference relationship (Malan, 1995). With Ms. K. a common pattern emerged from 
each o f these three areas which we might call the core ol^ect relation: this was her pattern 
o f emotionally cutting herself off from others in order to  protect herself. This defensive 
pattern o f  relating to others seemed to  have been developed in response to  the trauma o f 
the original parental relationship: A picture had emerged o f her mother as one who was 
harsh and critical about Ms. K .'s  projects and abilities, as well as being punitive for 
reasons that had more to  with the father's behaviour than with Ms. K .'s. As a result, Ms. 
K. seemed to  have internalised this relationship in the form o f a superego that was critical 
to the point o f being an internal prosecutor, and her anorexia (which she described as a 
form of self-punishment) could be seen as a manifestation of this. This relationship with 
her mother, combined with her father's excessive drinking and volatile temper, meant that 
the family home was a dangerous and unpredictable environment to  grow up in and, 
consequently, withdrawal seems to  have been the most effective means o f survival at that 
time. This pattern o f relating to  others, however, had extended beyond the original family 
situation so that in her current relationships (including the therapeutic relationship) she 
seemed to  shut herself ofT as a preventative measure: ie, to  prevent re-experiencing the 
emotional pain that she was exposed to  as a child.
The session to be discussed was our sixth session. This was preceded by an interruption in 
the therapy, when Ms. K. failed to  attend three consecutive appointments. This signalled a
rupture in the therapeutic alliance, but provided an important opportunity to address Ms.
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K .'s  pattern o f relating to others - a pattern which seemed to  be repeating itself in the 
therapeutic relationship.
Ms. K. began the session by speaking, in quite general terms, about how she had been 
going through a lethargic period, feeling that she needed space to  be on her own and 
pushing others away. However, related to this was a desire to  be looked after and a sense 
o f disappointment when others were unable to provide that care, subsequently leading her 
to  cut off from her family and ûiends. It seemed to me that these emotions appeared to  be 
very relevant to her three week absence from therapy, and so I attempted to focus the 
discussion on our relationship. It was initially quite difficult for Ms K. to speak openly 
about her feelings in the context o f  our relationship, and particularly any sense o f 
disappointment which she might have had towards me. However, we were able to  explore 
together some of the reasons for her reluctance to fully engage with others, and talked 
about this in terms o f a long-standing coping mechanism which was developed in response 
to her parents' inability to tolerate her basic needs and emotions. She also went on to 
speak about her m other's critical attitude towards her and consequently how she felt that 
if she expressed herself openly, the other person would reject her for it. This marked an 
important point in the therapy, after which I was better able to acknowledge her anxiety 
about expressing herself openly towards me. In this session, we also established a means 
o f partly overcoming this difhculty, namely by bringing in written material to the sessions. 
By putting her thoughts down on paper, this effectively enabled Ms. K. to let me know 
about her deeper feelings without directly expressing them to me in the session, which 
probably felt too dangerous at that point in the therapy.
M r. P.
Mr. P. was a 35-year old man who was seen for weekly sessions o f  cognitive-behavioural 
therapy at an addictions recovery unit. Mr. P. grew up in a family environment in which 
his father seems to have been quite physically abusive and punished any disobedience with 
physical violence. Mr. P. lived in fear o f his father and frequently ran away fi"om home, but
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when he returned he was always severely punished for these escapades. It appears that the 
severity o f  the punishment which Mr. P. received was usually out o f proportion with 
regard to the action for which he was being punished. Consequently, Mr. P. seemed to 
have developed an early maladaptive schema whereby he believed that he was morally bad 
and deserving o f harsh criticism and punishment. This schema seemed to  have been 
reactivated following a car-accident in which his father-in-law was killed. Although Mr. P 
was not driving, he held himself responsible for the accident and the way in which he 
coped with his feelings o f  guilt was to escape, by turning to  drugs. This method o f  coping 
increased his feelings o f  guilt, which in turn led to greater drug-use, leading to  a vicious 
cycle which resulted in a psychotic breakdown and an attempted suicide.
The session to be discussed was our fifth. The main theme of this session was an 
exploration o f Mr. P .'s  relationship with his father and in particular his dissatisfaction at 
the emotional distance between them. An interesting aspect of the therapeutic relationship 
which I was not consciously aware of in the session became evident in writing up the 
process report. This was the nature o f my role as the ‘expert' in our relationship: I began 
by introducing my agenda for the session (which is quite uncharacteristic o f  me, as I 
usually take the client's lead) and on several occasions he asked me for advice on how to 
improve his relationship with his father. This seems to have arisen from a particular 
dynamic between the tw o o f us in which I am the professional in whom Mr. P. places his 
trust. This was clearly a flattering role for a trainee psychologist and I seem to  have been 
initially quite willing to enter into that dynamic. On the other hand, it was a dynamic which 
was not particularly helpful for M r P., as it might have reinforced his low sense o f  self­
esteem and lack o f control over his life - and this might be seen as an example o f  the 
process of schema-maintenance, as described by Young (1994), in which Mr P s core 
belief that he is inferior to  other people is confirmed by the nature o f  our relationship. As I 
was not consciously aware o f this dynamic in the session itself^ I appear to  have been 
‘hooked' into an interaction which if left unchecked may have led to  a dysftmctional 
interpersonal cycle (Safran and Segal, 1990). However, through a process o f internal 
supervision (Casement, 1985) I gradually became more aware o f this aspect to  our
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relationship, and this was an issue which we w ere able to  address explicitly in later 
sessions.
CONCLUSION
The above case examples illustrate how the therapeutic relationship can provide important 
insights concerning clients' core beliefs and patterns o f  relating to  others, and can be used 
to  promote therapeutic change. In order to do this, the therapist needs to be sensitive to 
any fluctuations in the quality o f  the therapeutic alliance in order to avoid participating in a 
potentially maladaptive interpersonal cycle, but rather provide a new interpersonal 
experience.
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PART 3: RESEARCH DOSSIER
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INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH DOSSIER
The research dossier consists of three pieces of work. These were all related to my interest 
in the experience of psychosis for sufferers and their families. In the first piece the 
literature on auditory hallucinations is reviewed with specific reference to  the coping 
strategies which individuals use in dealing with their hallucinations.
Following on from this literature review, I conducted an empirical piece in the second year 
investigating the experiences of two individuals who heard voices. In accordance with a 
phenomenological approach, the meaning which participants attributed to their 
hallucinations is highlighted in the analysis and the influence which these meanings had on 
their coping eftbrts is considered.
For the third year project I turned my attention to the experiences of those caring for a 
relative with schizophrenia. A content analysis o f interviews with eight carers is presented
and discussed within a coping and adaptation framework.
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COPING STRATEGIES FOR AUDITORY HALLUCINATIONS: A REVIEW
OF THE LITERATURE
ABSTRACT
This article reviews the literature on the strategies which psychiatric patients 
spontaneously use in order to cope with auditory hallucinations. Coping strategies are 
divided into four main categories: (i) social contact; (ii) sensory stimulation; (iii) 
physiological arousal; and (iv) cognitive strategies. The theoretical and empirical
literature is drawn upon to explain how and under what circumstances particular 
strategies might be effective. The implications of this review for therapeutic practice 
are discussed.
IN TR O D U C TIO N
Counselling psychologists have traditionally limited themselves to working with less 
severely disturbed populations (Woolfe, 1996). However, this article will argue that 
counselling psychologists have an important role to play in helping persons who suffer 
from psychotic experiences. The importance of this role stems from the humanistic 
value base of counselling psychology which seeks to understand the subjective 
experience o f  persons in psychological distress and work within this perspective to 
promote change. It will be argued that by adopting a medical model o f  psychotic 
disorders, mental health practitioners have largely ignored the subjective experience o f 
those who sufter from such disorders and that this neglect has compromised the 
effectiveness of their interventions. However, a focus on fostering the development of 
an individual’s coping strategies is the natural outcome of the underlying philosophical 
basis o f  counselling psychology, and this approach can be highly e lective  in relieving 
the distress associated with psychotic symptoms (Tarrier et al., 1990).
The concept of schizophrenia - the symbol of psychotic disorder - has been criticised 
on the grounds that it is not a valid object of scientific investigation (Bentall et al., 
1988; Slade & Cooper, 1979). Considerable doubt has been cast on the reliability.
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construct and predictive validity of the diagnosis of schizophrenia; moreover, the 
aetiology o f  this condition remains unknown despite 100 years o f intensive research. It 
has been argued that the reason for this is that schizophrenia does not denote a unitary 
medical condition, but rather that individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia represent a 
heterogeneous group, each experiencing a difterent configuration o f  psychiatric 
symptoms
Given the heterogeneity o f  persons diagnosed with schizophrenia, it is not surprising 
that research which has used the diagnosis of schizophrenia as an independent variable 
has contributed very little to our understanding o f  psychotic phenomena. An 
alternative research strategy is to side-step the problem of diagnostic classification 
altogether and to focus instead on specific symptoms. This strategy is based on the 
premise that although the syndrome of schizophrenia is scientifically questionable, the 
reality o f psychotic o r (hallucinations, delusions, thought
disorder, etc.) cannot be denied.
Along these lines, the focus o f this article will be on auditory hallucinations. Although
auditory hallucinations are associated with a variety of medical and neurological 
disorders, as well as certain non-morbid conditions (Asaad and Shapiro, 1986), they 
are usually considered first-rank symptoms of schizophrenia. Seventy percent of those 
suffering fi-om a core schizophrenia psychosis are thought to experience hallucinations 
(Sartorius et al., 1974) and hallucinations are also present in a number of other 
psychiatric diagnoses such as bipolar disorder, m ^ o r depression and dissociative states 
(Asaad and Shapiro, 1986). Because o f  the relatively common experience o f  auditory 
hallucinations among those who are diagnosed with a mental illness, they represent an 
important priority for psychological research. This article will review the literature on 
auditory hallucinations with specific reference to the coping strategies which patients 
use in dealing with their hallucinations. To begin with, the psychological interventions 
in the treatment of hallucinations will be considered. This will be followed by an 
examination o f  the main studies which have investigated patients’ coping strategies 
with respect to auditory hallucinations. The common strategies found between studies 
will be described, and an attempt will be made to relate these to the experimental and
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theoretical literature on hallucinations. Finally, the role o f  the counselling psychologist 
in helping persons who experience auditory hallucinations will be emphasised.
PSYCHOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS IN THE TREATMENT OF 
HALLUCINATIONS
With the introduction o f  neuroleptic medication in the 1950s great advances have been 
made in the management o f  auditory hallucinations. However, although the 
eftectiveness o f  neuroleptic drugs is well established (Davis et al., 1980) many patients
experience unpleasant side-effects some of which are irreversible, such as tardive 
dyskinesia. Furthermore, relapse rates are still high even on continuous medication 
(Hogarty et al., 1979) and up to 50% of patients may continue to experience 
hallucinations and delusions, even if at a reduced level (Curson et al., 1988; Silverstein 
& Harrow, 1978). Because of these difficulties alternative psychological approaches to 
the management of psychotic symptoms have been developed.
A number of studies have described psychological methods of treating hallucinating 
patients whose symptoms do not respond well to neuroleptic medication. In a review 
of these studies Slade and Bentall (1988) grouped the psychological treatment studies 
into eight different treatment approaches (mainly cognitive or behavioural), all of 
which seemed to have been at least partly successful. These were: (i) operant 
procedures; (ii) systematic desensitisation; (iii) thought stopping; (iv) altered sensory 
input; (v) self-monitoring; (vi) aversion therapy; (vii) ear-plug therapy; and (viii) first 
person singular therapy.
Slade and Bentall (1988) suggested that the eight treatment approaches might work 
through three underlying processes, namely: (a) focusing; (b) anxiety reduction; and 
(c) distraction or counter-stimulation. refers to the self-monitoring o f
hallucinatory experiences, an element which is included in many of the treatment 
strategies. For example, operant procedures and aversion therapies, which require the 
patient to make a contingent response on the basis of the presence or absence of 
symptomatic behaviour, help the patients to attend carefully to their hallucinatory
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experience. Similarly, first-person-singular therapy, the aim o f which is to help the 
patient relabel his or her voices as ‘talking to  m yself, also includes an attention- 
focusing process.
The process o f seems to operate mainly in the systematic
desensitisation therapies, which attempt to reduce the stress associated with factors 
which precipitate hallucinations (for example, stress associated with social situations). 
It has been found that by systematically reducing the anxiety associated with particular 
stressful situations, there is a corresponding decrease in hallucinatory activity (Slade, 
1973). Finally, Jlzj/rarc/zoM or processes seem to  play an important
role in some of the psychological treatment approaches. Again, operant procedures 
seem to make use of these processes by reinforcing behaviour which is incompatible 
with hallucinations, thereby leading to stable behaviour patterns which act as 
permanent distraction from hallucinatory activity.
Psychological treatment studies, then, have demonstrated that psychological 
techniques are effective in reducing the ffcquency o f  hallucinations and have suggested
possible underlying mechanisms which are responsible for their efficacy. However, 
many of these studies, particularly those which have included contingency management 
interventions, might be criticised on the grounds that it remains unclear whether the 
treatment was effective in reducing hallucinatory activity or simply patients’ reports of 
their hallucinations. If patients are being punished or rewarded contingent upon their 
verbal reports of their hallucinations, then they will be highly motivated to alter these 
reports, regardless of whether or not they continue to experience psychotic symptoms. 
So, although modifications in patients’ reports of their hallucinations have been 
achieved, the question remains whether behavioural modification can result in any 
meaningful change in the experience of psychosis itself.
Secondly, the experimental literature has paid little attention to the subjective 
experience of hallucinations. This criticism is especially pertinent in the light of a 
recent study (Miller et al., 1993) which examined 50 psychiatric inpatients’ attitudes 
toward their hallucinations and found that more than half of their subjects reported
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that their hallucinations served an adaptive function (for example, to integrate a 
trauma, to provide strength or to increase self-esteem) and that a significant minority 
(12%) stated that they would like to  continue hallucinating. Moreover, 20% o f 
subjects reported that they would like to continue hallucinating if they could control 
their hallucinations. These results are consistent with other studies (Benjamin, 1989; 
Falloon & Talbot, 1981; O ’Sullivan, 1994; Romme and Escher, 1989) and support the 
idea that hallucinations are sometimes valued by patients. These findings underline the 
importance o f  attending to the hallucinator’s experience since intervention
strategies, if  applied without adequate individual assessment o f  the subjective meaning 
of hallucinations, might conflict with patients’ central beliefs about their hallucinatory 
experiences.
One area which has been relatively neglected in psychological research on 
hallucinations is the coping strategies which patients make use o f  in dealing with their 
psychological symptoms. Such an approach, however, has several advantages. 
Investigation of hallucinators’ own coping methods can inform mental health 
practitioners about effective psychological methods for controlling hallucinations in 
addition to those which are reported in the experimental literature. Furthermore, it has 
been found that although instruction in behavioural methods can have clinically 
significant effects, for most patients the effect only lasts for the duration of the 
intervention (Fowler & Morley, 1989; Nelson et al., 1991). It appears that many 
patients do not continue using these behavioural strategies following instruction, 
perhaps because these strategies conflict with central beliefs about the nature of their 
psychotic experiences. For example, distraction techniques, although effective in 
reducing the intensity o f  hallucinations, are unlikely to  be used if  a person believes that 
his or her voices are intolerant o f disobedience. A therapeutic approach which begins 
with the patient’s own coping strategies, however, and attempts to build on these, will 
have high face validity and acceptability for the patient, thereby increasing the 
likelihood that effective coping methods will continue to be used. Counselling 
psychologists, because o f  their emphasis on a client-centred rather than a medical 
approach, might be particularly well suited for this type of intervention.
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PATIENTS' COPING STRATEGIES
Since Falloon and Talbot’s (1981) pioneering study, a number o f  investigators have 
examined patients’ strategies for coping with their hallucinations (Breier and Strauss, 
1983; Carr, 1988; Carr and Katsikitis, 1987; Cohen and Berk, 1985; Frederick and 
Cotanch, 1995; O ’Sullivan, 1994; Romme and Escher, 1989; Romme et al., 1992; 
Tarrier, 1987). For the most part, these studies have conducted open-ended interviews 
with psychiatric outpatients who continue to experience persistent hallucinations and 
have enquired about the methods which they use in dealing with their hallucinations. 
Although individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia or other types of psychotic illness 
are often thought to be passive victims of their hallucinations, the research which has 
been conducted in this area has consistently shown that most patients (70-100% of 
patients in the samples studied) develop active coping strategies in an effort to reduce 
the distress associated with these psychotic symptoms. What is impressive is the wide 
variety of strategies which are developed by patients and which have been reported in 
these studies. However, despite the wide range of coping strategies that have been 
reported, certain common themes emerge from these studies which suggest that they 
all work through a smaller number of underlying mechanisms.
One o f  the criticisms which might be directed towards the current research on patients’
coping strategies is that few studies have included process elements (i.e., how do each 
of the strategies work?) and predictive elements (i.e., in what situations and for which 
people do they work?). This is an important criticism given that many investigators 
have found that different patients use opposite strategies (e.g. reducing vs. increasing 
interpersonal contact or activity levels) in coping with their hallucinations. In what 
follows, then, the common strategies reported across studies will be focused upon and 
the theoretical and experimental literature on auditory hallucinations will be used to 
explain how and under which circumstances they might work.
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Social contact
Many o f  the studies which have inquired about patients’ coping strategies have 
reported changes in social contact as a common strategy in dealing with hallucinations 
(Carr, 1988; Carr and Katsikitis, 1987; Cohen & Berk, 1985; Falloon & Talbot, 1981; 
O ’Sullivan, 1994; Tarrier, 1987). Interestingly, these changes mostly involved 
increasing interpersonal contact rather than reducing it - a finding which might seem 
surprising given the ‘negative’ symptoms (the deficits in functioning and social 
withdrawal) which often accompany ‘positive’ symptoms such as hallucinations. 
However, two different processes might underlie the use of this type of coping 
strategy. First, an increase in social contact might act as a form o f  distraction, one o f 
the three fundamental processes which Slade and Bentall (1988) have argued 
contribute to the efficacy o f  many cognitive-behavioural interventions in the treatment 
of hallucinations. Indeed, engaging in a conversation might help someone who is 
experiencing hallucinations to keep their mind focused and their attention distracted 
from the content of hallucinations.
Secondly, the use of this strategy probably also relates to the positive effects of 
verbalisation on hallucinations, which have been reported in other studies (e.g. Alford 
& Turner, 1976). It has been demonstrated that auditory hallucinations are 
accompanied by subvocalization (Inouye & Shimizu, 1970). Thus, concurrent 
verbalisation, which suppresses this sub-vocal speech, has been shown to reduce the 
severity of hallucinations (Margo et al., 1981). It would be expected, then, that 
increasing social contact would serve the dual purpose o f distracting from the content 
o f  distressing hallucinations as well as disrupting the subvocal activity that is 
concomitant with hearing voices.
Further research is needed, however, to test these hypotheses. The studies which have 
investigated patients’ coping strategies have generally limited themselves to  
determining which type of coping strategies are used by hallucinating patients, without 
inquiring about the underlying reasons for using these strategies. Although two
explanations have been proposed as to why patients might increase their social
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contact, there are no doubt many more. For example, the simple comforting presence 
o f another human being might be enough to  reduce the distress associated with hearing 
intruding voices. Further research inquiring about patients’ for adopting
particular coping strategies is therefore needed in order to clarify these questions.
Although increases in social contact were more frequently reported, some studies 
found that a minority o f  patients from the company o f  others as a means o f
coping with their hallucinations (Carr and Katsikitis, 1987; Falloon and Talbot, 1981; 
Tarrier, 1987). This strategy is reminiscent o f  the recommendations o f  Leff and
Vaughn (1985) that discharged schizophrenic patients should aim to reduce their 
contact with high Expressed Emotion (EE) relatives. Many theorists have proposed 
vulnerability-stress models of psychotic illness (Nuechterlein, 1987; Perris, 1989; 
Strauss and Carpenter, 1981; Zubin and Spring, 1977), in which psychotic episodes 
are viewed as being the result of an interaction between an underlying biological 
vulnerability and exposure to  a sufficiently high stressor. Certain types o f  relationship, 
characterised as being high in EE (in which high levels o f  criticism, hostility and/or 
emotional overinvolvement are expressed), have been shown to act as such a stressor 
for vulnerable individuals and predict relapse rates in discharged psychiatric patients 
(Brown and Wing, 1972; Vaughn and Lefr^ 1976). Frequent contact with high EE 
individuals, then, represents a source o f stress for many patients and reducing contact 
should therefore have a protective effect for these patients. Social withdrawal might 
therefore be explained as an attempt by certain patients to reduce the stress associated 
with psychotic episodes. Once again though, further research is needed in order to 
address this question directly.
Sensory stimulation
Manipulating levels o f  sensory stimulation appears to  be another common strategy 
among patients experiencing auditory hallucinations. For example Falloon and Talbot
(1981) found that some patients attempted to minimise sensory input (by closing their 
eyes or putting plugs in their ears), while for others increased sensory stimulation
seemed to be the desired aim. Listening to loud, stimulating music appeared to be an
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especially popular form o f increasing sensory stimulation, and this strategy was 
frequently reported in other studies (Carr, 1988; Carr and Katsikitis, 1987; Frederick 
and Cotanch, 1995; Tarrier, 1987).
Decreases in hallucinations with increased external auditory stimulation (often through 
the use o f a portable cassette player) have been demonstrated in several case reports 
(Collins et al., 1989; Feder, 1982; M argo et al., 1981; Nelson et al., 1991). However, 
stimulation per se is not enough to reduce the frequency o f  hallucinations, since M argo 
et al. (1981) found that the rate o f hallucinating when subjects were exposed
to  white noise. Rather, the structure and meaningfulness of the stimuli appear to 
determine whether hallucinations will decrease. Margo et al. (1981) exposed subjects 
to various types of auditory stimuli (meaningless sounds, music, boring or interesting 
excerpts of speech and excerpts in a foreign language) and found that reductions in the 
frequency of hallucinatory activity occurred as a function of the meaningfulness of the 
stimuli.
These findings suggest that ambiguous auditory stimulation may precipitate
hallucinatory activity and that reducing the ambiguity of the stimulus leads to a 
corresponding reduction in the intensity and frequency of hallucinations. This 
suggestion is consistent with Tarrier’s (1987) finding that traffic noise was reported by 
some patients as antecedents to their hallucinations and Alpert’s (1985) study, which 
found that subjects experienced more hallucinations at moderate levels of white noise 
but not at high levels. In addition, it has been well documented that hallucinators make 
hasty and over-confident judgements about the nature and source of their perceptions 
(Alpert, 1985; Heilbrun and Blum, 1984; Mintz and Alpert, 1972; Schneider and 
Wilson, 1983). It would appear, then, that hallucinators have a bias towards 
interpreting ambiguous sounds as voices - a suggestion which is supported by detailed 
functional analyses o f  auditory hallucinations (e.g. Fowler and Morley, 1989) Taken 
together, these findings suggest that reducing the ambiguity in auditory stimuli should 
have a beneficial effect on the frequency o f  hallucinations, by reducing the likelihood 
o f error in the attribution o f the source o f one’s perceptions. Listening to music (which 
consists of a meaningful pattern of sounds), preferably at a high volume, would be
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expected to have such an effect. This suggestion would also help to explain why some 
patients prefer to block out sensory stimulation altogether, by covering their ears or 
using ear-plugs.
Physiological arousal
The level o f  physiological arousal appears to be another variable which hallucinators 
often try to manipulate in an effort to  control their hallucinations. This usually involves
attempts to reduce arousal: thus, relaxation methods (such as meditation) and 
substance use (medication or the consumption of alcohol or street drugs, such as 
cannabis) seem to be directed primarily towards this aim. Carr and Katsikitis (1988) 
found that arousal-reducing techniques were among the most ff-equently used coping 
strategies that schizophrenic patients used in dealing with their symptoms, and this 
finding has been replicated by most other investigators.
West’s (1962) theory of hallucinations and dreams would help to explain why 
decreasing physiological arousal would result in a reduction of hallucinatory activity. 
West argued that dreams and hallucinations occur when an interaction between high 
cortical arousal and low sensory stimulation results in the release of ‘engrams’ 
(permanent neural traces related to memories, thoughts and imagination) into 
consciousness. During sleep, sensory stimulation is at a minimum but the cyclical 
variations in arousal, according to this theory, produce dreams. This theory also 
accounts for the finding that normal subjects hallucinate under conditions of sensory 
deprivation, when the level of stimulation is decreased but arousal is maintained. The 
theory predicts, then, that schizophrenic patients - who do not require sensory 
deprivation in order to hallucinate - should experience abnormally high levels of 
arousal, and this prediction has been borne out by several studies (Kometsky & 
Mirsky, 1966; Venables, 1966; Zahn et al. 1981). West’s theory, then, predicts that 
hallucinations will occur during periods o f  low sensory stimulation and high 
physiological arousal. Targeting either one of these areas should therefore help to 
reduce the frequency of hallucinations.
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W est's theory helps to explain why patients who experience hallucinations oAen adopt 
cojping strategpkîs vvtûcli zm; geared tcnvzunds insducing their len/el ()f pliysiolojgical 
arousal. However, although most o f  the studies on patient coping strategies found that 
liahucrnating pzüiexrts gene%?dly iiim to  redijce their ler/els ()f arcxuszd, tivo studies 
(Falloon & Talbot, 1981; Frederick & Cotanch, 1995) reported that some patients use 
dtXomdX-increasing techniques to control their hallucinations. This points to the general 
problem o f classiAcation in coping strategy research since, on closer inspection, most 
o f  the techniques which these authors classiAed under 'physiological arousal' do not 
appear to belong to this category. Thus, for example, both Falloon and Talbot (1981) 
and Frederick and Cotanch (1995) classified ‘listening to loud music' as an attempt to 
increase arousal, whereas it would seem more appropriate to consider this technique as 
an example of increased sensory stimulation. It is therefore important to draw the 
distinction between sensory stimulation and physiological arousal, as the empirical 
evidence and W est's theory suggest that these two variables have an opposite effect on 
the occurrence of hallucinations. Nevertheless, both sets of authors identiAed jogging 
or other types o f  physical exercise as a coping strategy used by some patients, which 
could legitimately be considered as an arousal-increasing technique. Although this 
appears to be an infrequently used strategy, further research is required to clarify the 
relation between physical exercise and symptom amelioration.
Finally, it should be noted that increased involvement in activity was reported in some 
studies as an effective coping strategy (Breier & Strauss, 1983; Carr, 1988; Tarder, 
1987), and it might be argued that increasing physiological arousal was the desired aim 
of this strategy. However, this seems an unlikely explanation since the activiAes which 
patients engaged in were typically o f  a relatively passive nature (reading, wnting, 
playing an instrument, handicrafts, etc.). The beneAcial effects of such activities are 
more readily explained in terms of a ‘limited channel capacity' model of consciousness 
(Antrobus, 1968) than by the effects o f increased physiological arousal. According to 
this model, stimulus-independent thought (memories, images, fantasies and, 
presumably, hallucinations) gain access to conscious awareness at the expense of 
concurrent external stimulation, and vice-versa. Furthermore, the type of cognitive 
event which prevails will depend on its pay-off value to the individual. Therefore, if the
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'limited channel' is Aooded with external stimulation which is intrinsically interesting 
or rewarding for the individual this should have an inhibitory effect on hallucinations. 
This model is consistent with the results o f  several studies (e.g. M argo et al., 1981; 
Slade, 1974) and points to  the beneAcial eAects o f  intrinsically rewarding diversional
activities on the occurrence o f hallucinations.
Cognitive strategies
Finally, each o f  the studies which have investigated patients' coping strategies have 
found that many patients reported using cognitive strategies in dealing with their 
hallucinations. These strategies might involve attempts to ignore the voices (Carr, 
1988; Falloon and Talbot, 1981; Frederick and Cotanch, 1995; Romme and Escher, 
1989), shifting attention by concentrating on another subject (Carr, 1988; Falloon and 
Talbot, 1981; Tarrier, 1987), using self-instruction (e.g. telling oneself that the voices 
are imaginary) (Breier and Strauss, 1983; Carr and Katsikitis, 1987; Cohen and Berk, 
1985; farrier, 1987), talking back at the voices and telling them to go away (Carr, 
1988; Frederick and Cotanch, 1995; O'Sullivan, 1994), or selecting positive voices 
and accepting their guidance (Frederick and Cotanch, 1995; Romme and Escher, 
1989).
Ignoring the voices or telling them to go away were generally not found to be eftective
coping strategies (Falloon & Talbot, 1981; Romme & Esher, 1989). As one 
respondent described it:
"Finally 1 decided to  ignore the voices and asked them to leave me alone. In all 
my ignorance I handled this in a totally wrong way. You can 't just put aside 
something that is existing in yourself and manifesting itself in such a strong 
way (...) Until then the voices had always been polite and ftiendly but it 
changed in the opposite way: they said all kinds of strange things and they 
made the things that were important to me look ridiculous. It was a full blown 
civil war" (Romme & Esher, 1989: 211-212).
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A more eftective strategy was to  evoke alternative thoughts as a means o f  distracting 
from the voices. This underlines the importance o f  distraction in reducing the 
ft^equency o f  hallucinations (Slade & Bentall, 1988), although it should be pointed out 
that increasing activity levels, consistent with the 'limited channel capacity' model 
outlined above, would be expected to  be a more eftective means o f  distraction than the 
cogniftve strategies alone.
Self-instruction techniques were another common method o f cognitive control over 
hallucinations (Breier & Strauss, 1983; Carr & Katsikitis, 1987; Cohen & Berk, 1985; 
Tarrier, 1987). These techniques are similar to  the self-control methods developed by 
Meichenbaum and Cameron (1973), which were shown to  be eftective in improving 
schizophrenics' performance on a number o f  attention, percepAon and language tasks. 
However, for self-instruction statements to be effective they would have to be located 
within a credible general ft-amework for understanding the experience o f
hallucinations. For example, the statement "The voices which I hear are only
imaginary" is unlikely to  relieve distress unless one believes in an explanatory 
framework which conceptualises hallucinations in this way. The importance of an 
explanatory ft-amework is brought out in a passage written by a patient in the book
published by The National Schizophrenia Fellowship o f
Great Britain:
"Learning to live with hallucinations certainly takes time, but once it has been 
learnt, life can still be lived to the full and eigoyed with little or no residual 
handicap. Having an acAve delusion about telepathy at the same time is 
certainly most unhelpful and greatly increases vulnerability. I only wish I had 
found at the onset an alternative philosophy like the idea o f  the split brain
which I could have fully believed in" (Rollin, 1980: 145).
The importance o f  adopting a specific frame o f  reference in understanding one's 
hallucinations was brought out in a congress which was attended by 300 people who 
heard voices (Romme et al., 1992). For example, Romme describes one o f  his own 
patients who developed a theory about her voices based on Julian Jaynes' (1976)
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book, OngzM ;» 1/?^  BrgaAakwM q/^l/zg jgzcaTMgrn/ Romme
says that "It was reassuring for her that the author described hearing voices as having 
been a normal way o f  making decisions until about 1300 BC. According to Jaynes, 
hearing voices has disappeared and been replaced by what we now call 
'consciousness'" (Romme and Escher, 1989: 209). Other ftames o f reference which 
were used by the conference participants included psychodynamic (particularly 
Jungian), mystical, parapsychological and medical perspectives. Each o f  these ftames 
o f reference provides a rational framework for the hallucinator to make sense of his or 
her voices and illustrates the individual's search for meaning (Frankl, 1973) in the 
process of coming to terms with what might otherwise be a rather frightening 
experience.
In the absence of a convincing explanatory framework for understanding their voices 
many hallucinators develop delusional beliefs (such as telepathy) in order to explain 
their subjective experience. Because of the immediacy and intensity of their 
hallucinatory experience such beliefs become much more plausible than accounts 
which deny the 'reality' of the voices. Indeed, it may not always be advisable for 
mental health practitioners to encourage a person to develop a medical perspective on 
their voices. As Benjamin (1989) has shown, hallucinators usually have meaningful and 
interpersonally coherent relationships with their voices, and these relationships may 
serve an adaptive function. Better for the practitioner to work within the context of 
the person's beliefs about their voices, and help them in ways which are not at odds 
with their central beliefs.
SUMMARY AND THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS
This review has indicated that hallucinating patients develop many difrerent strategies 
in order to cope with their voices. The argument has been put forward that these 
different coping strategies can be usefully grouped under four broad headings (social, 
sensory, physiological and cognitive strategies), and this categorisation system has 
been justifted by relating the different categories to separate underlying processes
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which might be responsible for their effectiveness and which have been suggested by
the theoretical and experimental literature on hallucinations.
The question which arises at this point is whether any particular strategies are more 
effective than others in coping with auditory hallucinations. The two studies which 
have investigated this question (Falloon & Talbot, 1981; Tarrier, 1987) have shown 
that there is no differential effectiveness among the difterent types o f  coping strategies 
used by psychiatric patients. Falloon and Talbot (1981) divided their sample of patients 
into those with 'good ' or 'fair' versus 'poor' adaptive functioning in the presence o f 
persistent hallucinations, and compared the tw o groups on the frequency with which 
particular coping strategies were used. This comparison revealed that both groups 
reported using similar strategies (relaxation, increased leisure activity and reduced 
attention), although the better adapted patients often used fewer coping strategies, but 
which were applied consistently and with greater confidence in their effectiveness. This 
seemed to be related to the greater understanding which these patients had about the 
precipitating factors associated with the onset o f  their hallucinations. It seems 
probable, then, that these patients' efforts were directed towards controlling the 
precipitating factors rather than the actual hallucinations themselves.
Given that the empirical evidence does not point to the greater effectiveness of any 
particular coping strategy, but that awareness of the antecedents of hallucinations 
seems to be one of the critical factors in effective coping, this underlines the 
importance of an individualised approach in helping patients to cope with their 
hallucinations. Functional analyses of hallucinations (e.g. Fowler & Morley, 1989; 
Tarrier et al. 1990) have revealed the remarkable diversity in the types o f  antecedents 
which can precipitate hallucinations in different individuals. Therapists therefore need 
to be mindful of these individual differences in vulnerability, as these will suggest 
which particular coping strategies would be most effective for a given person. For 
example, if a patient typically experiences hallucinations during interactions with his or 
her family, then social withdrawal or relaxation combined with desensitisation - in 
order to reduce the stress associated with the particular situation - might represent the 
most effective method of coping. On the other hand, sensory stimulation techniques
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might be the best method if the onset of a person’s voices coincide with certain types 
o f ‘ambiguous’ auditory sAmuli (such as traffic noise or the sound o f the wind blowing 
through the trees). Detailed functional analyses are therefore required so that patients 
can gain a greater awareness o f the antecedent events which are associated with their 
hallucinations, thereby allowing them to direct their coping efforts towards these 
events rather than the hallucinations themselves once they occur.
This review also highlights the need for researchers and therapists to attend closely to
the subjective experiences of hallucinating patients. Strauss (1989) argues that patients 
with a psychiatric diagnosis are not passive victims of a disease which needs to be 
‘cured’, according to a medical model. Rather, he argues that the person behind the 
diagnosis is an active agent who interacts with mental disorder in a crucial way that 
influences the course of that disorder, and the research which has been reviewed in this 
article supports this view. This implies that therapists working with hallucinating 
patients need to adopt a therapeutic style that stands in contrast to the didactic 
approaches which characterise many psychological interventions for psychotic 
symptoms. Instead of focusing immediately on ‘treatm ent’, therapists need to spend 
more time listening to their patients and hearing about their subjective experiences and 
unique personal problems. Without this listening and empathie attitude, the danger is 
that psychological interventions will be embarked upon which conflict with the 
patient’s experience and central beliefs about his or her hallucinations, thereby 
rendering them ineffective. Given that most patients develop active coping strategies 
of their own, an effective therapeutic approach should aim to work collaboratively 
with the patient in finding the most adaptive strategies for dealing with his or her 
hallucinations.
Counselling psychologists are in a unique position to offer a therapeutic approach of 
this kind. The humanistic value base o f  counselling psychology, as opposed to  a 
medical model o f  client-professional relationships, means that therapists working 
within this discipline are little concerned with static psychiatric categories and more 
interested in processes of change and factors which drive or prevent change. A focus 
on persons as goal-directed can provide the basis for understanding a range o f
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behaviours which might otherwise be considered indicative of pathology and therefore 
in need of treatment. For example, shouting back at voices or accepting their guidance 
might be considered as ‘symptomatic behaviour’ from a medical perspective, but in 
line with the view which is being advocated in this article, it is more productive to  see 
this behaviour in terms o f  active coping attempts at achieving psychic equilibrium, 
which may or may not be effective. The role o f  the therapist, from this perspective, is 
not to cure symptomatic behaviour, but to work collaboratively with persons who 
experience hallucinations in order to  foster a sense o f  control over the more distressing 
aspects o f their psychotic symptoms.
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THE EXPERIENCE OF HEARING VOICES: AN INTERPRETATIVE 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
ABSTRACT
This paper reports a qualitative, idiographic study in which two case studies o f 
individuals who hear voices is presented. In accordance with a phenomenological 
approach, the meaning which the participants attribute to  their voices is highlighted in 
the analysis, and the influence which these meanings have on their coping efforts is 
considered. In conclusion, the therapeutic implicaffons o f  this analysis are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The aim o f  this paper is to  present tw o case studies o f  individuals who experience 
auditory hallucinations and to consider how the meaning which they attribute to their 
voices impacts upon the ways in which they cope with this experience. While a number 
o f  studies have investigated voice-hearers’ coping strategies (see Knudson and Coyle, 
1997, for a review), only one study (Romme and Escher, 1989) has considered the 
relevance of subjects’ explanatory frame of reference on the coping process. The 
paucity of studies which have examined this relationship is a serious criticism of the 
coping literature since one would expect the nature o f  a voice-hearer’s explanatory 
framework to  bear directly on his or her coping efforts. Indirect evidence for this link 
is provided by the commonly reported finding that although instruction in behavioural 
coping methods can have clinically significant effects, many patients do not continue to 
use these coping methods following instruction (Allen et al., 1985; Erickson and 
Gustafson, 1968; Nelson et al., 1991). Fowler et al. (1995) have suggested that the 
reason for this lack o f  generalisation is that the patients’ own conceptualisations o f 
their voices were not consistent with the use o f  the particular coping strategies in 
which they were instructed. For example, distraction techniques, although effective in 
reducing the intensity o f  hallucinations, are unlikely to  be used if  a person believes that 
his or her voices are intolerant o f  disobedience. Attending to  the subjective meaning o f 
hallucinations would therefore seem to be of paramount importance in fostering the
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development of effective and generalisable coping techniques and it is unfortunate that 
this aspect o f  the voice-hearer’s experience has been largely ignored in the coping 
strategy literature.
Moreover, the subjective meaning o f  hallucinations is a topic which has been relatively 
ignored in the psychological literature, more generally (although see Hulme, 1996; 
Jung, 1908/1914; and Romme and Escher, 1993, for notable exceptions). Boyle 
(1990) has suggested that the main reason for this is that a content-free analysis o f 
hallucinations, and therefore an emphasis on form rather than content, is apparently 
considered to be more likely to meet the criteria o f  an ‘objective’ science. However, 
this conceptualisation of the scientific method has been criticised as being too narrow 
Giorgi (1995), for example, argues that for knowledge to be considered scientific it 
must be: (i) systematic, (ii) methodical, (iii) critical and (iv) general. However, he 
points out that /zcw one conducts an inquiry which is systematic, methodical, critical 
and general is very different depending on whether or not the object of study possesses 
consciousness. While psychology has tradiAonally modelled itself on the natural 
sciences, new-paradigm researchers would argue that the subject matter o f  psychology 
(ie, conscious beings) requires a different theoretical and methodological approach, 
and one which allows psychology to establish itself specifically as a human science 
rather than a natural science. Accordingly, the priorities of the new-paradigm 
researchers shift from a concern with objectivity, measurement and causation to  a 
greater emphasis on personal subjectivities, meaning and interpretation (see Smith et 
al., 1995a).
Consonant with the aims and priorities o f  the new-paradigm psychology, the present 
study attempts to  explore in some depth the personal experience o f  tw o individuals 
who hear voices, describe the meaning which they attribute to their experience and 
consider how these meanings might influence their personal coping styles. The 
approach which is adopted in this study, then, is idiographic in that the concern has 
been to capture the detailed, particular and complex processes in these individuals’ 
accounts o f  their voices, in contrast to the nomothetic approach o f  most psychological
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inquiry which is based on statistical comparisons o f  group means (see Harre, 1979, 
and Smith et al., 1995b, for more on the idiographic approach).
M ETH O D :
P artic ipan ts:
The data in this paper are derived from two case studies of individuals who hear 
voices: Lucy (aged 31) and Neil (aged 26). Both individuals have a diagnosis o f  
schizophrenia according to DSM -IV criteria and are currently receiving psychiatric 
treatment on an out-patient basis. The names o f  these two individuals and any 
references to  other names or places in their accounts have been changed in order to  
protect confidentiality.
Potential participants for the study were contacted from the case-load of an NHS 
consultant psychiatrist. PaAents qualified for inclusion if  they met the following 
cntena: (i) were aged between 18 and 65; (ii) did not suffer from any organic 
condition which was likely to cause auditory hallucinations; (iii) acknowledged, 
currently or in the past, having the experience of ‘hearing noises or voices which other 
people cannot hear’; and (iv) were willing to talk about these experiences. Patients 
were initially screened for suitability by the psychiatrist and any patients who were 
likely to  experience difiiculAes as a result o f  having participated in the study were 
excluded at this stage. Following this screening procedure, five patients were 
contacted and interviewed about their experience of hearing voices. However, because 
of limitations of space and a methodological commitment to a detailed exploration of 
individual accounts, the following analysis applies only to the two participants 
mentioned above. Their accounts were selected on the basis that they represent two 
diverse sets o f  experience, and both participants offered detailed and articulate reports 
o f  this experience.
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Interview s:
Each participant was interviewed on one occasion, using a semi-structured interview 
format. The main topics o f  the interview schedule included: (i) the nature and history 
o f  the voices; (ii) the construction o f  meaning; and (iii) coping with the voices. 
Although a pre-set interview schedule was used, the questions were open-ended and 
the interviewing style was non-directive so that the content o f  each interview was 
dictated by the individual participant. Each interview lasted between 20 and 90 
minutes. The interviews were audio-taped, with the consent of the participants, and 
the tapes were transcribed verbatim.
Analysis:
The initial process of analysis involved listening to the tapes and reading the transcripts 
a number o f  times, examining them for emergent themes which were then recorded on 
summary sheets. Although a number of themes emerged at this stage of the analysis, 
for the purposes o f  this study only those which related to  the individuals’ 
understanding of their voices and their coping strategies were selected for further 
analysis. The next stage involved looking for connections between the themes and 
clustering the themes accordingly in order to produce a super-ordinate list o f  themes. 
Care was taken at this stage to ensure that the themes were represented in the 
verbatim transcripts and that the investigator had not over-interpreted the material. 
This process was repeated for each o f  the interviews.
This analytic approach is known as /zAg/zowgWqgzcar/ (IPA),
the aim o f  which is to  explore the participant’s individual perspective, while
recognising that the analytic process requires interpretation on the part of the 
investigator (see Flowers et al., 1997; Jarman et al., 1997; and Smith, 1991, 1994, for 
further examples o f  this approach)
A validation check was conducted by an independent researcher who played no part in 
the project, as recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Yin (1994). H er task
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was to  read through the qualitative raw data alongside the relevant thematic categories 
to ensure that the final analysis did not misrepresent the participants’ accounts. See 
Bromley (1986), Lincoln and Guba (1985), Smith (1996) and Yin (1994) for 
alternative cn tena for the reliability and validity o f  qualitative and idiographic research.
ANALYSIS AND D ISCU SSION :
For the following analysis, direct quotes from the interview transcripts are written in 
Italics. Where an exchange between the interviewer and interviewee has been quoted 
‘B ’ refers to the interviewer, ‘L ’ refers to Lucy, the first participant, and ‘N ’ refers to
Neil, the second participant. is used to indicate that a passage has been omitted
from the original transcript.
F irs t p a rtic ip an t:
Lucy IS a 31 year-old woman who has been hearing voices for the last 10 years. She 
has had a number o f  hospitalisations during that time, following acute episodes o f 
illness, and is currently seeing a psychiatrist twice a month and a community 
psychiatric nurse up to  three times a week. She is on a number o f  anti-psychotic and 
other psychiatnc drugs (Clozapine, Procycladine, Amitryptaline and Droperadol), but 
continues to hear voices, almost continuously. She lives at home with her mother, and 
works part-time in a hair-dressing salon.
I Identity and content o f  the vniceR
Currently, Lucy hears two main voices, although she used to hear as many as 12 
separate voices when she was first admitted to  hospital 10 years ago. These two voices 
have clearly differentiated identities and personality characteristics as the following 
passage demonstrates:
/  mgwz, zAgrg w g  /wo vo/ggj, Jgrg/ny. 6zzno/z X //Ag o
7"go//y. E g  .y vg/y ûkwowg a W  Ag, zzm, ozz/y /g /6  o6o«/ /Aznfgy... Ag
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/)gqp/g rgoüf my m W  a W  /Agy Awow Em  gW/, zzm, Evg ^ o /o y /g w  /o //vg, / W  
^  /  db/z V z/b ÜW Em  /oA/ //zg /zozrzb/g /zor.ygmazz q/^z/zg y^/zoco/i^j^g wz// comg 
am / gg/ mg am / Az// mg ozz*/ /fzTzzqggoWbzz wz// comg am / //zg worA/ wz// 6g 
& ^ q y g z / y4m/ //zgzz Jgrg/?^, /zg '.y yzz.y/ a  Zz///g 6qy, /zg '.y y W  yiz// q/^ z^zzz, )/ozz 
Azzow, /zg V/ /g// mg /A zz^ /zAg, zzm, A/bvg //zg ^ %%/^om //zg czzpAoorz/ am / /m / 
z/ zzz mzzm .y g/zgj/ q/^z/rawgz".y' ^ j /  j/zzqzz/ //zzzzgiy /zAg //zo/. //'^^zzzzzzy W  
z/ .y, z/ M azzzzqyzzzg z-ga/Zy. "
Benjamin (1989) has shown that hallucinating psychiatric patients have integrated,
interpersonally coherent relationships with their voices and Lucy’s description of her 
voices is an illustration of this. During the course of the interview the different 
personalities of Simon and Jeremy became more apparent, as did Lucy’s emotional 
reaction towards them. Although both voices are generally experienced as persecutory, 
Simon’s harmful intentions are rather more apparent and he is described as ‘evil’, 
whereas Jeremy, consistent with his identity as a little boy, is simply ‘mischievous’:
"6zmozz w z// a q y  Tbzz ’z-g zzjg/g.ya^, gvgzyozzg //zzzzA$ j/ozz z-g //zg gzzz/ y/ozz z-g //zg 
/zz/a .^ Lbzz Azzow, w /zy dbzz ’/  y/ozz b b  yozzz-a^gy a  ^brvozzz" azzaf oSrowzz j/ozzz-iygy oz" 
j^amg//zzzzg. ’ lJ7za/ /zg zz.«za//y .sq y j / a  m g  z j EzzzTZ a  /zo /g ... bzzz?z zzzy 
bgok/o//zg.y wz//z m g  zzz z/ / i  . .y  E g  /g / / f  m g  / a  .sma//zgz' zz^  mzzm zzz /zgz- bgz/ azzb^ 
zz/z, //zrow  brzcA^y //yozzg/z wzzzbbwa^, //zzzzg$ /zAg //za / / i . .y  ^ j / ,  yzz.y/ ^yor/ q ^  zzm, 
... o/z, /zgz".yggzz/azy //zzzzgiy /ow oz-bk m g. /i..y  Egyzz.y//zgz".yggzz/g,y m g. E g  ’.y z"ga//y 
b a z /  vfzzz/ gvz/. "
E .  ‘7 /  j^ozzzzz/y /zAg & m ozz za: //zg ozzg w /zo Zü/Ay /o y o zz  moz-g //zzzzz. .. "
L . "fgzz/z /zg z/bg.y, yga/z , bzz/ /zg ^  zzo/ //zg ozzg /  m  w ozrzg z/ abozz/ "
E .  w / ^  az"g yozz wazTzgz/ moz-g ab o zz/ Jgz-gzzzy.^ "
E .' bggzzzzfg /zg ’j^  qzzz/g cozzvzzzczzzg. fbzz Azzow.^ E g  \  zz/z, /zg '.y... z / 'jy z z f /
/zAg... Lbzz wozz/b&z ’/  /gzzwg a  c/zzA/ ozz //zgzz" owzz zzzzz/ /zg j:yzza:/ a  g/zzM  6 b  yozz 
/gzzz/ /o  /z.y/gzz moz-g / a  /zzm, /oAg zzz maz"g w /za / /zg ’.y wyzzz|g azzz/ /z/gz-a/Zy bbzzzg 
//zzzzg$ /zg /g /E } /azz  /o  b b . Lbzz Azzow, /zg V/ aory / a  m g  /^..y ‘E z q  Z(p y'ozzz' ma//zgz- '.y
books' and I  will I I I  sit and rip my m zzm 's books up and she 11 come back
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am / .y/zg V/ 6g... yozz Azzow, /V / 6g zzz //zg /zozz.yg. / . . J  Ezz/ /  zzzgazz /  //zzzzA /  
zzzzziÿ/ 6g gg//zzzg a  goob  /ozzg/z. Ezz/ z/ j  zzo/ vgzyyzzzzzzy. "
E. " 6 0  z/ & /zg .yozzzzok /zAg a  6 z/ q/^a pz-ac/zca/yoAgz" zzz //%z/ way. "
E. "Tgo/z, /zg zj^ , vgzy zzzMg/zzgvozzj. "
The content o f  the voices generally seems to consist o f  instructions to carry out certain 
actions, often to harm others or herself When she first began to  hear the voices, she 
heard Simon shouting at her to jump in front o f  a lorry, which she did. On another 
occasion, she jumped through a window because the voices told her that she was being 
stalked. However, in relation to  these incidents she said:
"7/za/ WÜW abozz/ zzzzzg y'gaz'f qgo. /  /zovgzz ’/ /zck/ azzy am / bbwziy /zAg //za/ 
zzow. Eggozzj^g /  Azzow, /  Azzow z/ yzzf/ vozcgf, //zgy cazz V /zzzz"/ zzzg. "
Throughout the interview, Lucy continued to emphasise the fact that she is now less 
vulnerable to the voices’ influence than she was in the past. With respect to her acts of 
seffiharm, this increased ability to  resist the voices’ commands seems to  stem ft^om a 
change in her conceptualisation o f  the voices, so that she is now more likely to 
experience the voices as being imaginary: "T/zgy ’z-g zzo/ z-ga/. T/zgy ’z-g yzzj/ zzzy zzzzzzb 
/z/qyzzzg /z"zgA$ ozz zzzg. Ezo/ j  w/%z/ //zg zzzzz".yg.y &zzz// : . . /  7/zgy gazz '/ /zzzzY zzzg. " (although 
this conceptualisaAon o f  the voices is not consistent, as will be discussed below).
Her refusal to obey the voices’ commands to harm others, on the other hand, seemed 
to consist of a stronger form of resistance, as she adamantly considers such acts to be 
contrary to her nature as a ‘gentle person’:
"/6 zzzzozz/ /g/E zzzg /o Az// /zgc^/g a^ wg//. Ezz/ /  wozzA/zz ’/, E b  zzgvgr bb //za/, Ezzz 
a  ggzz//g /zgz-wzz. Ezz/, zzzzz, z/yzza^ , z/ azzzzqya^  zzzg gozzfg /zg /g//.y zzzg /o Az// /?gc^/g. 
L%, ozzbE ’zzz zzo/ /zAg //&?/. "
‘Wzzb /zg /g//.y zzzg, w/zgzz /  'zzz waiy/zzzzg /zgcyz/g /zazz", /a  /zzz/ /zo/ wa/gz" ozz am /
scald them. And I hate that! 1 would never do it. ”
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It is widely assumed that people who hear voices are powerless to resist their 
commands. This is an issue which has been investigated by Leuder et al. (1997) who 
interviewed 28 individuals who experienced auditory hallucinations. These 
investigators attempted to  establish the extent to which voices influenced the voice 
hearer’s activities and found that the individuals whom they interviewed were not 
usually compelled to  carry out the voices’ instructions. Rather, any demands which 
were made on them were cognitively mediated, in that the respondents judged the 
necessity o f carrying out the action for themselves. Thomas (1997) has put forward a 
dialogical model o f  auditory hallucinations consistent with this finding, in which the 
interaction between the voice hearer and the hallucination shares features in common 
with ordinary social interaction between two conversational partners. The dialogical 
model, then, holds that voice hearers are not necessarily compelled to  act under the 
voices influences, but rather that these influences are “ ...the same as those observed in 
everyday social interaction where our behaviour is a function o f  both intent and 
mediated infiuences o f  others" (Thomas, 1997: 201).
This certainly seems to  be the case with Lucy. Although her voices often issue 
commands to act in a certain way, she does not always comply with these demands:
E. 6 0  qy bo y/ozz / ^ g  /o bb w W  bzgy .%zy? '
E. '7  bo/z Vygg/ cozz^y/gb 6ozzzgZzzzzgj 7 bb. 7 //zzzzA z7 ^ //zg ozz/y way 7 gwz gg/ 
/zgagg q^zzzzzzb Ezz/ zzzzz... 7 bozz '/ a/wqy.yy^g/ cazz:(qg//gb 7 bbzz 7 wozz/ /a  bb 
gvgz)4/zzzzg / / ^  /g// zzzg /o bb. 7/ j  bbzzggz-ozzf. "
W hen she does act on the voices’ instructions, the main moAve seems to be to  appease 
the voices, otherwise they continue to  pester her:
7/ jyzziÿ/, w/zgzz //zgy /g// zzzg /o aory wzzzg//zzzzg ozzb 7 bbzz 7 aory z/, //zgy go  ozz 
azzb ozz azzb ozz /:..y  7/zgy wozz 7 gzvg }/ozz a  zzzozzzgzz//zgagg zzzz/z/j/ozz vg bbzzg 
w/kz///zgy aory"
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A compelling reason for carrying out the voices’ instructions then is to  placate them 
and get some relief from their constant demands. However, this reason needs to  be 
weighed against reasons for not obeying the voices’ commands, among which are 
Lucy’s perception that the voices’ commands are often ‘bowggrow.y’. In the case o f 
instructions to  harm others, Lucy was emphatic that she would never act on them, 
because zzo/ /zAg /Ao/. /  wozz/b zzgvgr /wzf E b  zzgvgr... Evg /zzzr/ zzzyjgÿ"
6zz/ zzo/ ozzyboby... E b  zzgvgr AzzzY azzyboo^ g/yg. "
n. The construction of meaning:
Taylor (1983) has proposed a theory o f  cognitive adaptation to threatening events, in 
which the search for meaning in the experience and an attempt to regain mastery 
following the event are central components o f  the adjustment process. This section
will examine Lucy’s search for meaning in her experience of hearing voices, while the 
following section will focus on the theme of regaining mastery by considering her 
efforts at coping with the voices.
Romme and Escher (1989) have discussed the importance of adopting a specific 
frame o f  reference during the early stages o f  learning how to  cope with voices. They 
argue that the process o f  adaptation consists o f  three phases: (i) the startling phase, 
following the usually sudden onset o f  the voices; (ii) the phase o f  organisation, in 
which one begins to  make sense o f  the experience; and (iii) the stabilisation phase, in 
which a more continuous way o f  coping with the voices is acquired. The construction 
o f  meaning is an essential step towards beginning the organisation phase and helps to 
reduce anxiety in the face of what is often a rather frightening experience.
However, this process o f attributing meaning to  the voices can be very difficult in the 
context o f  a psychiatric setting, as most mental health practitioners actively discourage 
this meaning-making process, the outcome o f  which is usually considered to  be
delusional. However, because of the immediacy and intensity of the hallucinatory 
experience, such ‘delusional’ beliefs become much more plausible than accounts which 
deny the ‘reality’ of the voices. One of the striking aspects of Lucy’s account is that
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although she would often describe the voices as imaginary, she nevertheless attributes 
meaning to their every utterance. This is illustrated, for example, in the following 
passages:
/Aqy WA E/zzbr, /  weo», 7 bbzz 7 Azzow Ezzzzb, 7
/AzzzA b  '.y Ezzzbr. "
"6by /zAe 7 zzz Zb/Azzzg /o _yozz zzow ozzb /Aqy z-g zzzzzbgzVzz^  owory zzz Ezzzzb a / /Ae 
zzzozzzgzz/. A4bz".yg cobg wgb, ^ozzzg Eggp, bggp, bgg/z "
So although Lucy might hear sounds which are unintelligible, nevertheless she 
considers them to be meaningful and that the voices are simply speaking in a foreign or 
coded language which she does not understand.
This investment o f meaning in the voices seems to have made it very difficult for Lucy 
to accept an explanatory framework which conceptualises the voices as being merely 
the symptoms o f an illness. Furthermore, the fact that she does not feel ill (in the usual
sense of the word), together with the social stigma associated with a psychiatric 
diagnosis (which has the effect of reducing self-esteem) were additional factors which 
rendered the illness explanation unappealing.
E. ‘Wzzb bo }/ozz /AzzzA / W  )/ozz b/bk 7 wozz/ /o jgg b  //Ag vozcgj[/ ozz 
z/Azgaa; a /  /Aa/ bzzzg? "
E. "Egcozz.ye 7 bzbA 7 oz^Azziig wz-ozzg: "
E. "OAqy. 6o/?/^.yzca%  }^ ozz zzzgazz, brbA 7^ g /.. .  ? "
E. "Eb, zzo, zzo/ a /  ab. Eb, wAgzz /Agy brogzzoW  z7 7 /AozzgA/ OA, 
goobbga^g .^/ ' Lbzz Azzow. E^ycAo. "
E ; "LgaA, wAa/ bfb  /A o /^g / /zAg.? "
E; "OA, b  way a  Ab aob z"ga//y Agcazzfg, zzzzz... };azz .ygg, wAgzz 7 wgzz/ /a  .ygg zzzy 
bbc/or ozzb 7 a  ggz7ÿzga/g wbA 'CArazzzc 6bAzzc/zArgzzza ' bbwzz, azzb /Aa/ 
zzzaAgj^  zzzg /AzzzA G ob 7 zzz AayAg/-cayg '. 7/ bbg.yyz 7 zzzaAg j/ozz ^ g /  vgry 
goob  "
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For Lucy, the search for meaning was initiated immediately following the onset o f  her 
voices. This was an experience which she found difficult to understand and so the need 
for an explanation was o f  paramount importance. In the following passage, she 
describes her reaction to  the initial onset o f  the voices as well as the importance o f
finding a suitable explanation for this experience:
L. ‘And then all o f  a sudden I was just listening to my walkman and I heard a  
voice that’s on it, talking to me. [ ...]  I  thought ‘My walkman ‘sp icked  up the 
radto when I  was playing the tape. There was this disbelief. I  couldn't believe
E. 6 0  /AozzgA/ z7 wow /Ag z-obo /Aa/ wziy ^^ ozzz"
tape. ”
L. Yeah. Yeah, but I  didn V have a radio on my walkman. ”
B. Right, right. And then what did you think after that, after...? ”
E. TAa/ /  wz%y gozzzg zzzob 6 0  /  wgzz/ /o jgg a  bbc/oz" ozzb /  /oA/ Azzzz /:. .y 7ooA
/ / »  Agorzzzg zAzzzgiy' azzb Ag Zo/b zzzg b  wacy... wgb, Ag r ^ z r g b  zzzg /a  a
/z.9 /gAzabz.y/.
E. “And then what happened? ”
E . "Ezzz, / w /  zzzg zzz A o ^ / a / y b r  a  wAz/g. ^ z z b /  .y b b  b/zAz 7  Azzow w A o/ w a y  gazzzg 
azz. E  wayzz 7  a  vgzy  zzzgg g j^z-zgzzcg . Ezz/ /  b z b  / /y .. .  / b z b b b  zz;^ vgzy Ag.y/
/ a  /zy  azzby^zzb a  /zzzzpo jg azzb  zzzgazzzzzg / a  b  a b ,  cozzjg b  z-ga/Ty b z b  f  AaAg zzzg
Because o f  the distressing and bizarre nature o f  Lucy’s experience, the need for an
explanation was particularly insistent. Her search for meaning seems to have consisted
o f  an attempt to understand why the voices were occurring as well as the significance
o f  the voices. In other words, the search for meaning consisted o f  an attempt to  find a
cozzW explanation as well as an explanation about the zza/zzz-g o f  the experience. In
both cases, a multiplicity o f  meanings emerged in Lucy’s account, perhaps because o f
the inadequacy o f  any one explanation in accounting for the complexity o f  her 
experience.
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For example, with regard to her conceptualisation o f  the nature o f  the voices, she 
would sometimes refer to  them as and other times as 'W/zzczzzaboziy '.
Thus, she appears to waver in her belief about the reality o f  the voices:
"fbzz .ygg, .yowgbwgj 7 Awow / W  /Agy rg /a/Azzzg /o zzzg ozzb zEa; rzzAAzjA ozzb 
wzzzg/zzzzgj 7 g^g/ cozTzgb away azzb 7 cazz Y /gb z-gab/y y>-azzz w W a: w/za/. /...y  
Cbzz^g /  ^ o w  /AM M, /Azj MyzzAï a  vozgg, z/'.y zzo/ z-gaby /Agz-g, Azz/ zzzzz... 7/g 
/6zzzzozz/ M z-ga/ /a  zzzg, Aggazza^ g 7 Agaz" z/, azzb z/ '.y biiy/zzz-Azzzg. "
One way around this dilemma concerning the reality o f  the voices is to consider them 
as aspects o f  the self This conceptualisation o f  the voices seems to represent a middle
position, in which the illusory nature o f the voices is acknowledged, and yet they retain 
their meaningfulness and can be interpreted as representing different aspects of one’s 
personality. This theory about the voices is reminiscent of certain psychodynamic 
accounts o f  psychoAc phenomena (cf) Bion, 1957; Spillius, 1988) and is an idea which 
Lucy briefly touched upon in the following passage:
"/6zzzzozz/ M bAg a  bgzzzozzzc wzgg, Ag '.y zzzy Aob bg a: bAg zzzy Aab A a^  qy zzzg. 
.4z^Azzzg /Aa/ 7 wazz/ /a  bb Azz/ z / 'j zzo/ abow gb 7 zzzgazz, z7 zzzzz.y/ Ag 
wzzzg/Azzzg /a  bo wz/A zzzy /zgz-fozzab/y Agcazzjg, zzzzz, wAy bb 7 Agar z/.:' 7/ zzzzzj/ Ag 
.yazzzg/Azzzg /o bo wz/A zzzg /Aa/'.y... 7'zzz zzo/ /wfjg&ygb Egc/z/g /AzzzA 7 azzz, Azz/ 
7 zzz zzo/. 7/ '.yyzzj^ / a  vozcg. 6b z/ zzzzza^ / Ag wzzzg /zar/ qy^^ozzr /zgrwzzab/y cazzzzzzg^  
azz/. 7 bozz 7 Azzow. 7gg / a  Az/ cazÿzza^gb "
The last part o f  this passage indicates that this is not a theory which has been fully
worked out and accepted as the ‘correct’ or the most persuasive interpretation 
concerning the nature o f  the voices. Rather than dogmatically insisting on any one 
interpretation, Lucy seems to be considering a number o f  different, partial
explanations, including spiritual, medical and psychodynamic accounts.
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Similarly, with regard to the causal attributions which Lucy made concerning the onset
o f her voices, a number o f  explanations were put forward;
6wVh%Gf/%K? fo /gcryg jr.. /  A%s/ a%y
jfoAa r W  tweevt /  W  /%ryiboa%p <%//.. ;f , /f
%/arA%%/o,,,,K,, ;f twang m,e dkw?;. /IfKfjTf/w,,*, jrZag/fgve /ÜKzf jMkzrfacf/f. 2?%, a/jo, 
jycMf jTyz/aftAKK/ /o /j ,%/%f%,ng c^r/afyc/acVfc a&iwgvt jT*,#*/ &, dk,,.
jbA ea/afq /dK % d ddw w ffA næorjbw rjüdw  dbee
I.ater cm hitlie interview slie came back to thetlieme that lier dnig ccxnsiinipticKiiniijght
iKive been a prcx;ipitating fadar 6 )r tlie onset ol^the voices, and addeci another pcissible
explanation:
jT 4%)/; V Azfcnf fo f/awr <db)/ itVbgfAgy jT i4Y%w/c/h;e goA.. /  iMwoankf've Z,##;
Aook V wAe/Agr // '.y y W  z/KA/cec//:../.
/f  c67Vk»?%fy,d%a&; f/ag^ D». Züwf iwybew
/  WYZf }%)%7tg%%r, <?// iwry f6%*c/K%rj aüwüf /  twzf /nhgMfdkW)^ .. /'dfZXg ///
iw&a? /  was cükggr y/\fd%dk; V a,gf Agjp,. jfo a,*;, jr»,*;; awaf jü/,w?gr
Awaf, iwMR, idksfM/VbgcZ Awow, /rcwAW  JSeaamuAg /w a y  w  JMamyzanwg. f .? # //47% 
v4 W  t W  bbgjw Y Agjÿ?. "
Two further possible explanations were put forward in the next passage:
/?. "ffTg/ 6&) jwow dkwsXrjycM, /hraf A<%g%o? fo A(%,r 1407#%:, /(xadoYyf /bacVr cv, ,f
IC. jTf oowfA/ &o%!, y%g7%zMK7g. /Y%r /üdhN?gr4dray?& }<%% /b?cny,
/%%% (Ck-ff c(w/c/ Ag t W  m ggyygj / : . . /  jk, /f gc%,A/ Ag tW .
j8z# /  aAywdryf '^yyMfty^noAaA/y G (x//w w jA m g y?yg ybr &yAy»g^  a / /  tAojg ahyg$. Tf 'j 
waügg y»g w ta  a  Aay^t-cayg. /  üb/y Y /byaw. "
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As with her explanations about the nature o f  the v o ice , Lucy expresses considerable 
uncertainty about the possible causes for this experience. Nevertheless she offers a 
number o f  possible explanations, including attributions to adverse life events (losing 
her tw o jobs and her flat), the consumption o f  hallucinogenic drugs, an underlying 
sensitivity or genetic vulnerability, and divine retribution. The diversity o f  causal 
explanations which are held by Lucy has a parallel with the findings o f  Taylor et al. 
(1984) who interviewed 78 women with breast cancer and found that a large number 
o f  them listed several possibilities as to the cause o f  their cancer. One might speculate 
that the onset o f  voices and the occurrence o f  breast cancer are comparable inasmuch 
as the causal origin o f  these events remains relatively uncertain, even by the medical 
and scientific community. Thus, a search for the true cause on the part o f  a patient 
would seem to be an impossible task. By holding multiple theories about the cause o f 
their condition, then, people such as Lucy might be doing the best they can in 
attempting to find meaning in the face o f  causal uncertainty.
n i .  Coping strategies
The previous section has discussed the diversity o f  explanations which emerged in
Lucy’s account concerning the nature and causes o f her experience o f hearing voices.
This diversity was also evident in her discussion about effective coping strategies for
dealing with the voices. However, while a wide variety o f coping strategies were
descnbed. her coping efforts seem to centre around three main strategies: (i) sensory
stimulation, in an attempt to block out the voices; (ii) social contact, serving the dual
purpose o f  providing emotional support as well as obtaining insight about the nature o f
the voices; and (iii) release o f  tension, by going for a brisk walk and shouting back at 
the voices.
Ü) Sensory stimulation:
Many studies which have investigated voice-hearers’ coping strategies have found that 
increasing levels o f sensory stimulation is a widely used method for coping with voices 
(Can-, 1988; Carr and Katsikitis. 1987; Falloon and Talbot. 1981; Frederick and
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Cotanch, 1995, Tarrier, 1987). For Lucy, this consisted of listening to her walkman or, 
if  the voices were particularly intrusive, switching on the radio and the television at the 
same time in order to  'drow n ou t' the voices:
L." ' 7 / w /  7? ^  W /y  a W  / w r  /wy raoAo 077 a r  /Ag aoTMg /7777g. 7 / C07^j7077.
/ .  .y  / /  f  y 77j /  07;gw 77.yg(/ c A a o j y  . y .TA grg .y j o  77777cA 077, 7 / .y y i /f /  AAg
}/077 Vg jAo77/g(/ üf A/g \5Az7/ ZTp/ '. "
(&7gf /Aa/ w o r A / o . . .  ? "
L. Well, they just lose themselves. You know? Too much chaos going on. [...]  
T A ^ y W  /o.yg /Ag777jg/wg.y a W  /Ao/ .9 wAg/7 /A ^  /gm/g 777gy b r (7A077/  70 77777777/gj. 
/  ùg077 '/  7777ûgg7'j^ /w7(/ wAy /A(7/  worAÿ Af7/  7/  "
B: “So do you do that when...? ”
L.- 'W 7g77 /A ^ y g  gg/A77g  077 777y 77g7Tg.y. 2?go//y A(%//y, w A ^ /Agy 'T-g... wAg/7 
/A ^  '/"g Ag777g OVg7"-d:g777a77(A77g. "
fii) Social contact:
Social contact is another common strategy in dealing with hallucinations which has 
been widely reported in the literature (Carr, 1988; Carr and Katsikitis, 1987; Cohen 
and Berk, 1985; Falloon and Talbot, 1981; O'Sullivan, 1994; Tarrier, 1987). Lucy's 
discussion o f  this coping method emphasised the importance o f  social support and the 
possibility o f  achieving insight into the nature o f  her experience through discussion 
with others. However, she is selective about who she shares her experience with as she 
feels that some people, such as her mother, might And it distressing. Instead, she 
prefers to  talk to  mental health professionals or other voice-hearers, perhaps because 
of their greater ability to understand her experience:
7. '7  77gvg7" WA /O 777y 77777777 aAo77/ 7/. " 
jB.' TIA y/j/A a/.^"
L.' 'TFg/A C6777fg fAg X 77777... j/077 j^ gg, fAg Vg/y dkp7-g^ .$7Vg Ag7"Jg(  ^ ^77/, 77777, /
just don t want to burden her and make her fee l worse and, you know, put a
f/7"77777 077 Ag7". 5'o /Ag7"g '.ÿ 077g oy777y A -^W07-Ag7"f /Ao/... /  /o/A /O him oAo77/ 7/.
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^77/ 770/ /O 77^ 77777777. /^  . J  /  ^ 7777/ 7/ W077M 77p.9g/ 777g 77707"g /O /g// 777y 77777777. 
P^ %g7'g7M /  W077Ay /O/A W7/A 777y 77777"j^ g. "
^  what is it like to talk with your nurse? ”
Z. 'W /n ^ /. /fg, Ag A gÿj 77 /o/. //g  g j^ /7777iy //. '
^  ' W777/ M 7/ /A77/ j  A g * ^ /  77A077/. . . .? "
Z. 11^// 7/  f  y77J/ /77/^7^, 7/ 'j  AAg... 77/?7'oA/g777 ^A7Zrg7/  7J  77 /?7"oA/g777 A77/vg7/
W7-/ 7ÿ^ /A777g. ,A7f/ /77/A777^ . Æ ^ggW /y wAg77 j/077 07777 g^g/ 7777^ g7".y 77^ 077/ 7Zy /O
7/ A79^g7Zy. ^ 777/  /Ag 77707"g 77M7gA/_y077 gg/, /Ag Ag//g7"_y077 C7777 0077/ro/ 7/. /  
^77ü( 777^77y. "
The importance o f  msight, then, is emphasised here as a means o f  coping with the 
voices. Lucy's concern with achieving insight and getting "7Z7iywg7'j  77A077/ Tty /o w/iy 7/ 
A7ÿyg7ty is undoubtedly linked to the themes which were discussed in the previous
section, namely her relative uncertainty about the nature and causes o f  her experience
o f  hearing voices.
(iii) Release o f  tension
The third copmg strategy which Lucy described consists o f  going for a brisk walk out 
in the country and shouting back at the voices.
L. '7  77^ g7/ /o, /  77W  /O g7y(^ ^0777^ ^^07- 77 /o77g W77/A. ^gg7777j:g /ATT/ WTTy /  0077/7/  
/77/A /O /Ag V070g& /  77Jg7/ /O gO TTOAO^ f /Ag DoW7ty 77777/ /77/A... TTTZyW/gT" /Ag VO/Ogf, 
tell them... I d  shout at them, ‘cause I  was the only person on the Downs, tell
/Ag777 /O /gTTWg 777g 77/077g 77777/ gO 77W7]y, A77^g7- }Y)77 A?70W.:^  "
B. And that would help, actually to be able to, you know, verbally to shout at 
/Ag7?7.^ "
L: Yeah. It releases a lot of pent-up emotions and tension. ”
Later on, she described in greater detail this process o f  releasing tension;
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It gets rid o f  the tension. A bit like getting, urn, a  voodoo doll and sticking it 
with pins (laughs). The satisfaction, (pause) Like I say, when I go fo r walks I  
look quite violent, walking at a real pace and, ymi know, really letting out the 
energy [„.]. You see, walking briskly, you can get that vibe, you know. There's 
like, there S the blood pumping and the adrenaline's going and you can really 
get out some aggression. You see. I'm not the sort o f person that would be 
aggresstve towards other people. You know, i f  they were in the same room I  
could keep it in, I  could pull my feelings in and that's , that's why i t ’s so 
dangerous. You know, I  just like explode. ”
This coping strategy is interesting since most studies which have investigated voice- 
hearers’ copmg techniques have found that individuals generally prefer to  reduce 
physiological arousal (through relaxation methods, for example) rather than increase it 
(although both Falloon and Talbot, 1981, and Frederick and Cotanch, 1995, have 
reported exceptions to this trend). However, Lucy seems to  be relating the efficacy o f 
this cathartic technique to  the fact that she is generally a person who keeps her 
aggressive emotions m check, thus leading to  a build-up o f  aggressive energy. Going 
for an energetic walk is an effective way o f  releasing this accumulated tension, with 
the added advantage that "because I had the freedom o f the whole Downs, I  could 
shout and no-one would raise an eyebrcm'". The theme o f  allowing aggressive energy 
to build up and tbe need for catharsis is one which is elaborated in greater detail by the 
next respondent, Neil, to  whom I shall now turn.
Second participant:
Neil is a 26 year-old man, who hrst began to hear voices about six years ago. He was 
admitted to  an acute psychiatric ward two years ago, for a period o f  Gve weeks, but 
has smce been hvmg at home with his mother. H e continues to see a psychiatrist every 
tw o months and takes 400 mg o f  Sulpiride daily to  keep the voices under control.
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I. Onset, identity and content o f  the voices:
In response to the question o f  when he first began to hear voices, Neil expressed 
considerable uncertainty about the date o f  onset. This difihculty in establishing the
exact date of onset seemed to be due to a difficulty in distinguishing between 
‘ordinary’ thoughts and voices:
^  wf/A, /  wow/gr caw /g// we w A e M ) / c w A e o r T /  "
AearT/ m /cej... TArr/ j  a  7 /#cf/A  ow , acA/a/Zy... 
fmAarA/y aA(w/ a  yeTzr ago. /  7/ 0A Y Awow, wayAe zY way a  AA/e A// 
A ^ r e  /A a/ Aecaf/^e, ww... /  Abw Y Awaw, A .y A arA /a aay wAe/Aer /Aey Y-e vo/ce^ 
07" /AowgA/^ y. T(w A7?aw.? /:..y  /  7&)77 Y A/iaw... A .y AAe... /  Twea??, /  Ab7? Y Awaw, 
77^ 7777/777 ^ . y  /A a/ y^Ae Aay TAo7/gA/y w /o  Ae7" A ear/ ^ 7//  /  7/077 Y A77(7W 7/^  
/A a/ .y a  /Ao7/gA/ 0 7 - 7777 7T7/7AA/e vozce, y/o7/ A770w. /  7/ 0 M Y A770w wAa/ jAe 777e7Z7iy 
Zy /Aa/. To7/ A77(7w, wAa/ w /Ae /AcwgA/, W7"/ /Amg.? //o w  caT/ycw /eA y;o7/ re  
ZAA/A/Ag ^o777e/A777g... IFeA, /  777e7777, wAe77 y o 7/ Aorve a  /Ao7/gA/ /% ^ w g  777/0 
your head, is it a voice talking to you? You know. ”
Eventually, however, Neil became clearer about the date of onset and also elaborated 
on the distinction, as he understands it, between voices and thoughts:
M ‘TVA, weA, »o ae/7/aAy, /  777e7Z77 /a/A777g, /A/77A777g aAo7// A, /  777e7Z77 /  've Aee77 
/?roAaA/y Ae777'777g  vo7eej^yb7"... f 7770e aAo7//... 7/777... /Ae eT zr/ze^/ /  ca77
7"e777e777Ae7" A AaeA /o WTty wAe77 /  WTiy aAo7// /we77/y 7-ea/Zy. TeaA. C7777 Y 
7-e777e777Aer A77v/77g /Ae777 A ^7-e /Aa/. TeaA, / 77'oAaA/y aAo7// /we77/y a/ür/eA 
Ae77777  ^vo/eej^. O r a  vo/ee, /zT/ywory. "
A .' ‘W v o 7ce .^  A /gA /. v4777/  7 /o e j A /a / v o /e e  77/^77/7;)/ //y e ÿ ?  ’’
TFeA , 7 / .y 7770f / /y  y 7/a /... 7/A, 7/077 Y A770W, .yo7077/y  AAe 777e. IFeA , 7/ 07777 Y 
r e a / /y ... A/b, A .y 770/, yvw 07777 Y r e a / /y  AeTzr //. IFeA , y 'o // 07777 Ae7zr //, y/07/ A770W 
7/ .y A7ç ^ 77777g , 677/ 7/ .y 770/  AAe a  v o /o e  /ArA '.y g o /  777^ /077e /o  //. "
B: “Right. What do you mean by that? ”
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N: -Well, you know when you think a  thought, yeah? It doesn't sound like 
Y-e aay/Mg A, Abea^  A? '
N: "It sounds like you 're, urn... It's, it's something that you recognise as your
thought, isn't it? [...]  Uh, it's like a  whisper, isn't it? It's more silent. You
know, thoughts are kind o f more silent, they don't have that kind o f vocal tone 
/o /Aew. "
A?.- "That's mostly what these are like, really. It's more like a thought out o f
Neil seems to be drawing a distinction here between internal sounds (such as auditory
hallucinations and thoughts) which do not have any V oca/ tone’ to  them and external
sounds (such as other people’s voices) which do - in phenomenological terminology
this corresponds to the distinction between immanent and transcendent objects (see
Giorgi, 1995). The aural quality o f  hallucinations and thoughts, then, is similar insofar
as they are both characterised by an absence o f  'vocal tone’ and can be contrasted with
sounds which originate from an external source and which possess this quality. The
distinction between thoughts and hallucinations (which are both immanent objects),
however, is less clear cut although the element o f  control is an important
discnmmatmg factor here. Neil seems to be saying that auditory hallucinations are
charactensed by a lack o f  control or volition {"Its more like a  thought out o f
control"), which would explain his difficulty in distinguishing between a hallucination 
and "a thought popping into your head".
This represents a strong contrast between Neil and Lucy in terms o f  the quality and 
intensity o f  their experience. Lucy was able to  give a definite account about the onset 
o f  her voices, presumably because this represented a clear departure from her normal 
expenence, whereas Neil had difficulty in establishing the date o f  onset because o f  the 
similarity between his voices and ordinary thoughts. In this sense, then, the nature o f 
Lucy’s expenence seems more clearly ‘hallucinatory’, whereas Neil’s voices seem to 
be closer to  ‘ordinary’ mental processes, and indeed throughout most o f  the interview
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he preferred to refer to  them as 'these thoughts’. This difference in the nature o f  Lucy 
and Neil’s experience also seems to have important implications with regard to the 
ownership over the voices: while Lucy’s voices were mostly conceptualised as being 
separate from herself, Neil identifies his voices as himself like me’’).
The content o f  Neil’s voices, however, shares features in common with Lucy’s voices:
B
B
N
B
N
‘7  woTK/gr w W , w W  7 /0  /Ag w /cg j g g w W /y  .$79 ;? "
‘7 ^ // ,  /A ^  Y-g Mj%77//y 77A7W/ M /w g;?g(y /e  (WgAj^. 
‘7%A/, }/g77A. "
YAwgA^ OA 7/g7zr. "
‘7)o /A ^  jTzy 777^/Amg g/yg? "
%  /  /AwA /A ^  M^ g7/ /o Ag ^ / / g  Jg%%/77/ 77C/7/77//y. "
While the content o f  the voices usually seems to consist o f  violent or sexual thoughts, 
Netl also descnbed a different process which consists o f  an internal dialogue with
himself about philosophical or practical matters;
N: "I can have conversations with myself [...] And they’re not just about
rubbish, they’re about deep thing.s, you know, and I'm actually like coming
out with conclusions. You know. I'm actually talking... I  mean I  don't know
who it is inside my head, maybe it's me, it's probably me but I  don't know, I
mean I'm just talking to the person and they're answering and, uh. I'm just
having complete discussions and, uh, I come out with conclusions. And the
weird thing about it is when I come out with a conclusion I  feel better. "
19." % g A // '
N: "I feel better in myself, I think ‘Oh yeah. Well, I'll do that then' and 
everythtng's alright. It's, it's almost as if  like, um, I'm reflecting off my soul. 
You know? As if  I'm talking to my soul. ”
Again, this passage indicates the extent to which Neil identifies the voices with himself 
("As if I'm talking to my sour), and it also points to a positive aspect o f  the voices,
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namely that they represent a means of facilitating the decision-making process (this is, 
incidentally, reminiscent of Jayne s (1976) theory that the original fonction of 
hallucinations was to  guide action). While in passages such as these Neil seems quite 
willing to accept responsibility for the voices, when the content is more disturbing then 
responsibility is more likely to be denied:
W. ‘W777/  /Ag» / go / 77 rg7z//y /(W7/ vo/gg, wA/cA W7zy vg/y .yggyy / . . J  / /  A7Z7/  ^ / / g  
7W 7Z»g7}/ /o » g  /o  A. fgTzA... / /  W7M ^ A g  TKM/y. "
/A7Z/ Tz/yoy'Twr vo/gg, o r W7zy // /Ag vo/gg .yowgo»g g/yg.? '
‘‘D o» '/ A»ow. (yAo/7 jA g»g^ Co»/A Ag /Ag DgvA 7zy ybr 7zy / 'w  
go»ggr»g7//^..y '
“ JJ%77/, WA7Z/ 7&A A '
Æ" ‘(77z»gA ^X zA A A /w . A zA jy cw rw o /A g r. (y A o r / fA g » g ^ . Tg7zA. '
B: “What effect d id that have on you? ”
17- ‘7  W7zyy».y/ fg7zrg7/ /  W7zyy//j/ AAgyY-gzzAgAo»/, /  WTzy .yAogAgz/ Z/Ag, O o c p j ./  
w W . y  .yM7/:/g»/y /o.y/ A, ) /o »  A»ow, / 'v g  .yM7&/g»/y W  A. G o » g  /o  /A7Z/ / w / » /  
» o  g o w /» g  AzzgA. 7 »  /Ag rg7z/w 7^ ^ » o /7» 7zA /y ./:..y  fgzzA, /  wz\yA /  7A7AZ '/  A7zvg 
/Ag.yg /A o»gA /j, 7  rg7z//y 7/ 0. A w/ AAg 7  ^79; 7  7/b »  '/  /A/»A A ' j  /» y  ^ A .  7  rg 7z//y 
7/ 9»  '/. "
One might speculate, then, that for Neil the extent to  which he is willing to  accept 
responsibility and ownership over the voices is a fonction o f  theA content, with highly 
disturbing thoughts being more likely to  be attributed to  external sources, such as the
Devil, rather than to himself. Generally, however, Neil’s conceptualisation of the 
voices entails a great deal o f  responsibility on his part, as we shall now see.
H. The construction o f  meaning and implications for coping:
Neil’s understanding about the nature o f  his experience is that the voices are primarily 
an expression of anger which is being denied or suppressed:
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Dw, /  /A/»A A j  AAg wAg» /  Y» »o/ /» /owcA wAA wy awggr, owggr gowgj 
ow/ m  /Agfg /AowgA/.y (yAor/ j//g»g^. '
A. W»A wAy, Ab};ow /A/»A /Ao/ M? "
17 IFg// A »ggAy a  rg/gTzyg. TAg g»g/;gy »ggAy /o Ag rg/g7zygA "
In the same way, when the voices are o f  a sexual nature Neil attributes this to  the 
suppression o f  his sexuality:
/  /A/»A A j: Az»A AAg wzzyAg /Ag .yowg /A/»g zzy wg// Agczzw^ yg /  jw^rg^y^y wy 
.ygxwzzA/y, jgxwzz/ w/;gg.y... (lA, »o... j/ow A»cw, A'.y ywj/... A'.y zz /AowgA/ /Aa/ 
/x).y.y/A/y /A ^  Y-g /Agrg Aggawjg /  Y» .y^^T-gj^y/»^ yowg/Amg z/zy/ak q^zMg. "
This suppression of unacceptable feelings (sometimes sexual, but more often 
aggressive) leads to a build-up of tension which then needs to be released. And Neil 
seems to  be saymg that if  this tension or energy is not expressed directly (for example,
by becoming angry) then it will manifest itself as voices:
A. So when you hear voices, that's in a  sense a manifestation o f that 
yz^rgyygz/.. '
17 "TgaA, g%zzg//y, ygaA. 1% ; /Agy comg zzy vozcgy /  Ab» '/ A»mv. 7  /Aa/ 'y z7  /  
ca» / TvarA aw/ /Ag Arzg(gg Ag/wgg» wzw, a  y^g/zzzg yAawA/ /wzTz z»/a a  va/gg. 
Why should it? Why don Y /  just get into a  complete rage to express the 
awggr.? TAa/ y /Ag zwarg /wzAzra/, A yggzwy A yAaw/A gazwg aw/ AAg /Aa/. Aw/ A y 
zwayAg /Aa/7 Yw yw/^rgyyz»g /Aa/ a»ggr azw/7Y» yayz»^ %  ;/aw rg »a/, }Y)w Y-g 
»a / g aw g  /a  Ao /Aa/ '. Aw/ A y g a / /ayz»A yazwg yar/ a^rg/gayg. AAzyAg /AawgA/
/y /Ag, /Ag aAvzawy gAazgg /a  gazwg aw/ wAA, j/aw A»aw. "
While Neil is saying here that he "ga» Y warA aw/ /Ag Arzz^g AgAvgg» wAy ay^gAzzg
yAawA/ /wrw z»/a a  vazgg", later on in the interview he gives a clue as to  why this 
transformation should take place:
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•■Cause I'm quite a visual thinker and um. maybe demons represent negativity 
or something that I ’m scared of. you know f.J  /  remember I used to wonder 
whether it ft.e. the voices] was coming from, you know, a  spiritual source or 
somewhere, a  dark force, or whether it was commgfrom me, you know. Well, 
it probably is coming from me. probably been coming from me. I  ju st used to 
get confused in the, uh, the metaphors. Like saying ‘Demons ’ is probably, um, 
what’s the word? I t ’s land o f like, um, visualistng what, what the feeling
So Neil seems to be saying that one reason for representing his feelings as demons or 
as evil voices is because he is a "visual thinker" and he sometimes gets "confused in 
the metaphord’. This corresponds quite closely with Segal’s (1981) theory about the 
presumed ‘concrete thinking’ o f  psychosis, in which symbol and reality become 
con&sed leading to what she calls the symbolic equation’. With Neil tliis seems to 
consist o f  symbolising his anger as a demon, and then taking this symbolism literally so 
that he actually experiences his anger as a demonic voice.
Ned’s conceptualisation o f  his voices shares many features in common with the
accounts o f  other psychoanalytic theorists who have attempted to describe the
processes involved in psychosis. For example, Sullivan (1956) talks about how the
schizophrenic individual banishes parts o f  the self which are anxiety-provoking,
dissociating them into what he termed the not-m e’. Similarly, the Kleinian and object-
relations schools have also emphasised this process o f  defensive disintegration in
which the “ego fragments and splits itself into little bits in order to avoid anxiety”
(Segal, 1973 :30). These fragmented parts o f  the self are then projected as voices and
are consequently experienced as less overwhelming than if  they had not been 
externalised in this way.
Neil often commented on this experience o f  fragmentation, for example:
"I'm not a  whole person. I'm just... there's little bits o f me all over the place.
You know? All fighting. I  need to be brought as one, I  need to be aligned".
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However, Neil s conceptualisation of his voices as dissociated aspects of the self has 
important implications for coping with the voices;
‘ Wwz/ /  Y» /o .Kzy / W  /y /  agggp/ wyygyyb/" wAo 7 aw  /Ag» /Agyg
vo/ggy W // ywy/ A/yqpyzgar. fbw A»ow? "
A. ‘7  wga», Aavg };owybw»A /Aa/ wAg» j/aw vg... Taw A»aw, a /  Awgy wAg» j/aw 
Aavg agg^/gA  _yawrygy /» a  AgAgr way, /Aa/ /A/y Aay ag/»a//y AaA a  ;?ay///vg 
gÿgg/ a»  /Ag va/ggy ? "
N. Yeah, yeah. It does, yeah. It doesn ’/ happen. I  Vg become more o f a whole 
/?gz-ya»
More specifically, what this self-acceptance consists of is recognising his anger and 
expressing it in appropriate ways, rather than suppressing it:
‘7/Ag /Ag a/Agr »/gA/ 7 way y////»g /Agrg a»A 7 way /A/»A/»g 7  'w /?/yygA a ^ '.
And I  fe lt a  lot... more o f a whole person ”.
‘7  yAa»/Ay»y/ agggp/ wy a»ggr 7 /A/»A, /gar» Aaw /a gAa»»g/ //, y;a» A»aw. 
ATayAg 7 wa»/A Ag AgAgr a ^  /g///»g a» / z»y awggr /Agrg a»A /Ag», )/a» A»aw. 
Aggawyg // wa»/ApraAaA/y gawg a» / a»A // wa/z/gA/ '/ Ag ay Aay ay 7 'w, ay wAg»
7 suppress it and it comes out as these voices ”.
So by accepting his anger, and learning how to  'gAa»»g/ A’ appropriately, Neil is 
saying that this would have a beneficial effect on the voices (and on those occasions 
when he Aay recognised his anger, this has indeed been the case). The efficacy o f  this 
strategy seems to  stem ffom the fact that it helps to  reduce his sense o f  fi^gmentation 
and allows him to  become a 'wAa/g /?grya»’ again.
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CONCLUSION:
This study has explored in some detail the experiences o f  two individuals who hear 
voices. A  relationship has emerged between the meaning which these individuals 
attribute to their voices and the strategies which they use in order to  cope with this 
experience. Neil’s explanatory framework primarily involves conceptualising the 
voices as dissociated aspects o f  the self; and more specifically that the voices represent 
an expression o f  anger which is being denied. His coping efforts (or his recognition o f 
what would count as an effective coping strategy) stem directly ffom this 
conceptuahsation o f  the voices: by accepting his anger, and therefore reclaiming the 
dissociated parts o f  his self; the voices are less likely to  manifest themselves. Lucy’s 
account, on the other hand, reveals more uncertainty about the causes and nature o f 
the voices, and she does not offer one unitary explanation but considers several 
Aoyy/A/g interpretations about the meaning o f  the voices. This diversity which is 
evident in her explanations about her experience is also reflected in her coping 
strategies for dealing with the voices. While Neil mentioned only one coping strategy, 
and one which is logically implied by his conceptualisation of the voices, Lucy’s 
coping efforts are more diverse and are characterised more by a sense o f  pragmatism 
(indeed, when asked about the conditions under which the different strategies were 
more hkely to be effective, she rephed that it was mostly a question o f  "AzTz/ z W  
erro r”). One might argue, then, that the flexibility o f  Lucy’s approach to  coping is a 
consequence o f  the lack o f  persuasive power which any one interpretation about the 
meaning o f  the voices holds for her.
This study, then, stands in contrast to  much o f  the research which has investigated 
voice hearers’ coping strategies and which has examined these strategies in isolation, 
without reference to  the subjective understanding which individuals have about their 
voices. Although the results o f  this exploratory study are not generalisable beyond the 
actual respondents who participated in the study, it would seem that the relationship 
between the meaning which individuals attribute to  their voices and their coping efforts 
is one which merits further investigation.
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h.s has important therapeutic implications for counselling psychologists working 
with clients who hear voices. This study has highlighted the importance o f  attending to 
t e subjective understanding which clients develop in relation to  their voices This is an 
aspect o f  the hallucinatory experience which has been sorely neglected by researchers 
an practitioners alike. However, the humanistic value-base o f  counselling psychology 
entails that therapists working within this discipline have a therapeutic commitment to 
seek to understand the subjective experience o f  their clients and work within this 
perspective to promote change. Thus the role o f  the counselling psychologist is 
conceptualised as one o f  assisting clients in the meaning-making process. By helping 
clients to clanfy the meaning and significance o f  their voices counselling psychologists 
have an important role to  play in facilitating the development o f  effective coping 
strategies for this particular client group.
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APPENDIX I: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
In troduction :
Introduction o f  researcher, explanation o f  research - aims and rationale. Explanation 
and signing o f  consent form. Completion o f  the demographic information 
questionnaire.
(Switch on audiotape recorder)
I  N atu re  and  history  o f voices:
1. Historv:
r d  like to start by getting a sense o f  the nature and history o f  your experience o f  
hearing voices, ffom when they first occured to  the present day. So to  begin with, 
could you tell me when you first heard voices?
Could you tell me what was going on in your life at the time?
Prompt: W ere there any m ^ o r events or life changes for you at the time?
[IITfgrg qqprqprzTZ/g, zzyL ] D o you think these events/life changes had anything to  do 
with you starting to  hear voices?
TzyL ] In what ways?
Are the voices the same now as they were the first time? TwL ] W hat has 
changed?
[IIAgrg TgyrT^r/Tz/g, ayL ] Y ou’ve told me how the voices have changed between the 
first time that you heard them and now. Has that been the only change in the voices or
have there been other changes over time?
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2. Awareness n f  antecedents to  vnicAR 
Is there anything that brings on the voices?
Prompts: Are the voices more likely to occur at set times or places?
Are they more likely to occur when you are in the company o f  others? 
Are they more likely to  occur during certain activities?
Are they more likely to occur when you are in a certain mood?
Are they more likely to occur when you are thinking about something in
particular?
3. Identity
H ow  many voices are there in total?
D o the voices identify themselves?
[If they do, ask:] Who do they say they are?
7/ 9»  Y, 7zyA;] Who do you think they are?
W hat makes you say that?
A Content and dialogical eneagemAnt
What do the voices generally say?
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Prompts: Do they comment on your thoughts or actions?
Do they comment on the thoughts and actions o f  others?
Do they tell you what to  do?
Do they ofter advice or reassurance?
Can you have a conversation with the voices?
JO, o jL  ] Are they responsive to  your arguments?
JO, ojA.'] In what ways? 
n .  The construction  o f m e a n i n p r
From all that has been written about tbe experience o f  hearing voices, it appears that 
many people are quite startled when they first begin to hear voices and need to  find 
some kind o f  explanation for their experience. I wonder i f  you can tell me what you 
thought and felt about the voices when they first occured?
[Dwwrg /Ao/ /»/b/woAo» zj oA/ozzzgof oAozz/ Ao/A /AozzgA/j and Te^/wgj]
Do you still think and feel about the voices in the same way?
zzo/, o jL  ] What has changed?
W hat do you think has caused those changes?
Prompts: Why do you think you first began to  hear the voices?
Why do you think you continue to  hear the voices?
What has changed in your life as a result o f  hearing the voices?
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What would change in your life if  they w ere to disappear?
[Depending on how much information has been obtained about the meaning o f the
voices fo r the interviewee, ask the following questions.] I wonder what understanding
you have o f  your voices? How do you make sense o f  them? What do they mean to 
you?
III. C oning:
I d like to move on now to how you cope with the experience o f  hearing voices.
1 Evaluation o f  hearing voices
While for some people hearing voices is an entirely negative experience, others say 
that their voices have had some positive effects in their lives. Generally speaking, do 
you experience the voices as positive or negative?
2. Control over the voices
H ow  much control do you feel that you have over the voices?
Prompts. Can you call up the voices by choice?
Can you stop the voices ffom coming?
Can you make the voices go away?
3. Coning strategies:
What do you find is the best thing to do to  cope with the voices?
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Prompts What do you do when you want the voices to go away?
What do you do when you don’t want the voices to  come in the first place? 
H ow  helpful is this in coping with the voices?
W e’ve talked about the things you do to help you cope with the voices. Are there any 
Other ways that you try to cope?
Prompt: Are there any ways that you can make yourself feel better about hearing 
voices?
From all that has been written about the experience o f  hearing voices it seems that 
there are many different ways o f  coping with voices, but that there is not one method 
which IS effective for everyone. I ’d just like to get an idea o f  which o f  the following 
methods, if  any, are helpful for you:
1 Social support: Some people find that talking to others helps them to  cope
while other people prefer to  reduce their social contact. Do you find either o f  these 
methods helpful?
2. Sensory stimulation: The level o f  sensory stimulation seems to  be another 
factor that some people try to  control to  help them cope with their voices. So for 
example, some people will listen to  loud music or watch television, while for others 
blocking out sensory stimulation altogether (by covering their ears, for example) is 
more helpful. What about you?
3. Physiological arousal: Some people try to cope with their voices by focusing 
on their body. This might involve either trying to  slow the body down, through 
relaxation methods for example, or, on the contrary, by becoming more active. How 
helpful are either o f  these methods for you?
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to4. Cognitive strategies: Finally, some people cope their voices by either trying
Ignore them, or thinking about something else or telling themselves that the voices are 
not real. Have you tried any o f  these kinds o f  methods?
Uf ask:] How  helpfijl are they?
Do you think you cope differently with the voices now than you did in the past?
TZjL ] What has changed?
General prompts: H ow  did that make you feel? 
What happened after that?
Can you tell me more about that?
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APPENDIX H: RESEARCH CONSENT FORM
The aim o f this research is to investigate how people cope with the experience o f 
hearing voices.
You will be asked to take part in an informal interview about your experiences o f 
hearing voices. The interview will be recorded on audiotape so that, in writing up the 
research, we can cite people’s experiences directly. Naturally, to protect confidentiality 
wg w/// »o/ q«o/g 7z»y f7/g»/z^»g f/ÿbzTZfTzrio» jz/cA o j  zKzzngj o W  /oca/zoMj. Once 
transcribed the audiotape recordings will be destroyed.
If  you have any questions or feel you would like further information about this 
research please do not hesitate to ask the interviewer when you come for your 
interview.
Please read the following paragraph and, if  you are in agreement, sign where indicated.
7  cozzjgzz/ /o  Ag zzz/grvzgwgT/ TzAozz/ zzzy gjçzgrzgzzggj q/^AgTzrzzzg^ vo zcg j. 7  7z/jo co /z jg /z / /o  
7ZZZ m zûA o/qpg Agzzzg zzzTzok /A zj (AjgMJJzo/z Tzzzz/ /o  7z// o r  /% zr/j q/^ /A zj rg g o rd /zz g  Agzzzg
transcribed for the purposes o f the research I  understand that I  may withold consent 
ZZOW o r  77/ 7ZZ^ A z /g r  /ZZZZg WZ/AoZZ/ /A z j  7gÿgg/ZZZg zzzy ZZOZTZZTZ/ /rg7Z/ZMgZZ/.
.5zgzzg7/..................................  D7Z/g............
Ozz A gA oy  7z// /A o jg  zzzvo/wg7/ wz/A /Azj rgjg7zrcA  /?r(ÿgg /, 7  zzzzakr/bAg /ATZ/, zzz rgjgqgg/ 
/Ag 7ZfZ7Ao/7g?gj z?z7Z7/g wz/A /Ag 7zAovg /%zr/zgzq7zzz/, /?r(ÿgjJzozz7z/ goz^7/g»/z7z/z/y w z// 
Ag gzzjzzrgaf 7zzz7/ /ATZ/ 7zzzy zzjg 7zzz7Ao/7ÿ?gj o r  /r7ZzzjcrzAg7/ zzz7z/grz7z/ T>"oz?z 7ZZZ7Ao/^gj 
w z// Ag y ô r  /Ag /% /z p o jg J  rgjg7zrcA  ozz/y. TAg 7zzzozzyz?zz/y /Ag 7zAovg /%zr/zgÿ%zzz/ w z// 
Ag /?ro /gg /g7 /
,5z g ? Z g 77. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  D 7Z /g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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A QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RELATIVES' EXPERIENCES OF
CARING FOR A FAMILY MEMBER WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA
ABSTRACT
This study explored the experience o f caring for a family member with schizophrenia 
within a coping and adaptation framework (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). Eight 
parents o f a schizophrenic person were interviewed about their experiences and the 
transcripts o f  these interviews w ere subjected to  thematic content analysis. The 
hndings indicate that negative symptoms represented the most burdensome stressor for 
these carers and that coping strategies gradually shifted &om problem-focused to  more 
emotion-focused forms o f  coping. In relation to  the resources which are available to  
carers, the results indicate that support &om one's social network and mental health 
services was generally lacking; however, both informational and emotional support 
were available from carers self-help groups. The implications o f this study for 
therapeutic practice are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Current social policy objectives o f  deinstitutionalisation and community care have 
resulted in many relatives adopting the role o f primary carer for individuals diagnosed 
with schizophrenia. Research findings indicate that up to  60% o f individuals with 
schizophrenia continue to  live with their relatives (Kuipers, 1993). Given the 
substantial number o f relatives caring for a psychiatrically disabled individual in the 
community, it is important to  understand carers' experiences and to  examme the 
factors which contribute to  the coping process.
Despite the need to  understand how relatives cope w ith caring for schizophrenic family 
member, relatively little attention has been paid in the research literature on the
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experiences o f carers in their own right. This is because most o f the research which has 
investigated families o f  schizophrenic patients has been dominated by the Expressed 
Emotion (EE) paradigm, the aim o f which has been to  examine the effects o f  the 
family environment on the course o f the schizophrenic illness. This research began in 
the 1950s following Brown et al.'s (1958) finding that schizophrenic patients returning 
to live with family members had higher relapse rates than those returning to  live on 
their own or in some other residential setting. The Expressed Emotion (EE) measure 
was developed as a result o f the investigation into the factors o f the family 
environment which precipitated schizophrenic relapse, and it is a robust predictor o f 
patient relapse rates (Brown and Wing, 1972; Vaughn and Leff^ 1976). However, 
while the EE paradigm has generated a wealth o f  clinically significant studies, several 
shortcomings o f the paradigm need to be noted.
First, most studies in the EE literature evaluate clinical outcome in terms o f  patient 
relapse rates. The exclusive focus on relapse as an outcome criterion can be objected 
to on the grounds that it ignores other, perhaps more relevant outcome measures for 
the patient and family such as quality o f life or social functioning. Relapse rates are 
usually determined by the presence o f florid positive symptoms (such as hallucinations 
and delusions) rather than the negative symptoms (the behavioural deficits such as 
apathy and social withdrawal). However, the negative symptoms o f schizophrenia are 
equally distressing for sufferers and usually more enduring than positive symptoms; 
furthermore, studies o f family burden have suggested that relatives have the greatest 
difficulty in coping with these particular symptoms (Creer and Wing, 1974; Fadden et 
al., 1987). An exclusive focus on relapse rates as an outcome criterion, then, is likely 
to  neglect a particularly problematic component o f  the schizophrenic illness for both 
sufferers and their carers alike.
A  second criticism which may be raised in relation to  the EE literature is the narrow 
focus o f  the EE measure itself. EE is a dichotomous measure, according to  which 
relatives are rated as either high or low depending on their scores on three principal
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components o f  the measure: (i) the frequency o f  critical comments; (ii) a measure o f 
hostility; and (iii) a measure o f marked emotional overinvolvement. While classifying 
relatives as being either high or low in EE has demonstrable predictive validity in 
determining the likelihood o f patient relapse, a dichotomous measure o f  family 
interaction is necessarily restrictive and cannot begin to  address the complexities o f 
family life with a mentally ill relative.
Finally, a third limitation o f the current research in EE is that it has focused 
predominantly on the impact that relatives have on the schizophrenic patient while 
paying little attention to  the other side o f this equation, namely the impact on relatives 
o f  caring for a schizophrenic family member. These three criticisms o f the EE literature 
might be summarised by saying that the research agenda has been characterised by an 
excessively narrow focus: thus, clinical outcome is primarily evaluated only in terms o f 
relapse rates; the EE measure itself selectively attends to  only three variables within 
the family environment; and the focus has been on how family members influence the 
schizophrenic patient, to  the exclusion o f considering the relatives' experience of 
caring for an individual with schizophrenia.
The aim of the present study, then, is to partly redress the imbalance which is inherent 
in the current research on family and schizophrenia. Accordingly, carers' experiences 
will be prioritised in the study and a qualitative, exploratory approach to  data 
collection and analysis will be adopted in order to  give voice to these experiences The 
theoretical framework for the study is provided by the interactional theory o f  stress 
and coping (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984), according to  which the key aspects o f 
adjustment to  a stressful event include (i) the nature o f  the stressor, (ii) the strategies 
adopted by the individual in order to cope with this stressor and (iii) the resources 
available to  facilitate the coping process. The study, then, will be concerned with the 
following research questions:
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(i) What aspects o f  caring for a schizophrenic family member have been the 
most difhcult for relatives to  cope with and why?
(ii) Which coping strategies are used by relatives in order to deal with the 
stresses o f caring for a schizophrenic family member, and how effective are they?
(iii) Which resources have been helpful for relatives in coping with the 
demands o f caring for a schizophrenic family member?
It should be noted that the medical model o f schizophrenia has been adopted for the 
purposes o f this study. While it is acknowledged that this model is not without its 
problems (see, for example, Bentall et al., 1988, for a critique o f  the conceptual 
underpinnings o f  this model) the medical framework was adopted for this study as it 
most closely adhered to  the conceptual understanding which carers had o f  their 
relative’s condition.
M ETH O D
Sam pling procedure
Participants were recruited for the study from tw o local carers support groups, 
organised by the National Schizophrenia Fellowship (NSF). Individuals qualihed for 
inclusion if  they met the following criteria:
(i) They were related to  a person with a diagnosis o f  schizophrenia;
(ii) They described themselves as the primary carer o f that person;
(iii) They were willing to  talk about their experience o f  caring for a family 
member with schizophrenia.
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Because o f  a methodological commitment to  a detailed exploration o f  individual 
accounts, the sample size for this study was relatively small, consisting o f eight 
participants. Thus, the methodological approach is described as idiographic, in that the 
concern has been to  capture the detailed, particular and complex processes in relatives' 
accounts o f  caring for a schizophrenic family member, in contrast to  the nomothetic 
approach o f most psychological inquiry which is based on statistical comparisons o f 
group means.
P artic ipan ts
Eight carers were interviewed, all o f whom were parents o f  a mentally ill person. O f 
the eight participants, six w ere female and tw o were male. Their mean age was 61 
years (range: 54-73 years). All o f  the participants were married, o f  British nationality 
and Caucasian ethnicity.
With regard to  participants' relatives, all had a diagnosis o f  schizophrenia and the 
mean number o f  years since the onset o f illness was 13 years (range: 5-25 years). 
Three o f the relatives were female, and hve w ere male. Their mean age was 34 years 
(range: 25-44 years), and they w ere all single. Five continued to  live with their parents, 
tw o were living in independent accommodation, and one was in hospital.
Interview s
Each participant was interviewed on one occasion using a sensitive, counselling-based 
interview procedure (Coyle, 1997) in order to  minimise any potential distress that 
might have arisen during the course o f the interview. A semi-structured interview 
format was used, based partly on the Relative Assessment Interview (RAI - 
Barrowclough and Tarrier, 1992; see Appendix I). Interviews lasted between 60 and 
90 minutes. The main topics o f  the interview schedule included: (i) the patient's
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psychiatric history; (ii) current symptoms or difhculties which the carer had to  cope 
with; (iii) the carer's methods o f  coping with these symptoms/difBculties; and (iv) the 
resources available to  facilitate the coping process. Although a pre-set interview 
schedule was used, questions were open-ended and the interviewing style was non- 
directive so that the content o f  each interview was dictated by the individual 
participant. Interviews were audio-taped, with the consent o f  the participants, and the 
tapes transcribed verbatim. All o f  the participants signed a consent form which 
outlined details o f  confidentiality (see Appendix H). In order to protect confidentiality, 
any identifying information (such as names and locations) were not quoted in the 
transcripts, and the participant's name was replaced by a pseudonym. Once 
transcribed, the audio-tape recordings were destroyed.
Analysis
Transcripts o f the interviews were subjected to  thematic content analysis. Content 
analysis is a highly flexible method for the study o f  verbal qualitative data, which 
involves systematically working through the data and dividing the textual material into 
units o f analysis or segments o f  meaning which are subsequently assigned to  
conceptual categories (Pauli and Bray, 1998). The initial process o f  analysis, then, 
involved reading each o f  the transcripts a number o f  times, examining them for 
emergent themes, which were recorded onto summary sheets. A theme is dehned as a 
passage o f  text in which there is an identifiable statement or proposition about 
something, and these themes represented the initial units o f  analysis. Care was taken at 
this stage to  ensure that the themes were represented in the verbatim transcripts and 
that the investigator had not over-interpreted the material. This process was repeated 
for each o f  the interviews.
For the purpose o f  this study, a set o f categories was derived &om the
interactional theory o f  stress and coping (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984), including: (i) 
the stressors which carers face; (ii) their coping strategies; and (iii) available coping
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resources. The relevant themes which were derived from the hrst stage o f  the analysis 
were subsequently assigned to  these theoretically derived categories.
The two stages o f the analytic approach adopted for this study, then, made use o f  both 
open-codmg and categories. The rationale for this was that the pre-determined
categones denved &om the coping Hterature would provide a theoretical structure for 
the presentation o f  results, while the emergent themes from the data would serve to 
elucidate the actual processes experienced by carers in relation to these categories.
An independent audit o f  the study was arranged in order to  evaluate its validity, as 
proposed by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Yin (1994). This consisted o f  having an 
independent researcher, who had played no part in the project, read through the 
qualitative raw data alongside the relevant summary o f  themes to  ensure that the final 
analysis did not misrepresent the participants' accounts. The result o f  this audit 
indicated that the analysis was satisfactory in this respect.
ANALYSIS
The analysis will begin by examining how relatives cope with the various stressors 
associated with caring for a family member with schizophrenia. The main stressors 
identified by the carers represented the characteristic clinical symptoms o f  
schizophrenia and the coping strategies which were described in the interviews will be 
discussed in relation to  these symptoms. Consideration will then be given to  the 
resources available to carers, including social support, self-help groups and mental 
health services. The implications o f  this study's findings for therapeutic practice will be 
discussed in the concluding section.
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Clinical sym ptom s and  coping strategies
The clinical symptoms o f schizophrenia are commonly divided into positive and 
negative symptoms (Lemma, 1996). Positive symptoms are the florid manifestations o f 
the illness (such as hallucinations, delusions and thought disorders) which are 
characteristic o f  psychotic episodes, while the negative symptoms represent the 
prodromal or residual symptoms and refer to dehcits in functioning, such as social 
isolation or withdrawal, marked impairment o f  role functioning and self-care, and flat 
or inappropriate affect. The negative symptoms are more persistent across time, do not 
respond well to  medication and consequently can be more demanding on the coping 
eAbrts o f  carers, as will be seen.
1. Positive svmptoms:
While all o f the participants had experienced coping with the positive symptoms o f 
their relative's illness, for most participants these w ere not o f  immediate concern at the 
present time. For the most part, hallucinations and delusions had subsided with the aid 
o f  medication and if  they were to  recur carers interpreted this as the sign o f  a
potentially impending relapse:
or... '
Vow?.' YVb, MO, w/VA /i..y .Bwl/  AMovv //"
'.y y / /  o g o y y y  oy?6/ a^/yg y y g g o k  yyyorg yyyg^Acof/oyy. "
' 7  Ayyow o /  ^/zy.y w/ygyy //? g j:g  /Aoyyg/yf^j^ o r g  coyyyyyyg o w ^  oyy^/ /yg  j
royyy^/yyyg oZzoyy^ w W g v g y  y^ y.y, /yg  y.9 ^ycA^. vtyyaf y 'o w  Ayyow, / i . . /  w g  yyy.y^ 
w o ^ c /y  oM üf w o / c / y  oyyaf /yg  y y g g a k  /y g j^  ^/ygyy w g  r y y y ^ /y ^  6 g / / y  y b r  p g c ^ / g  yo  
/ygÿ) " (E/yj:o/ygy/i .^
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This ability on the carer's part to detect prodromal symptoms, then, underlines the 
importance o f including carers in the long term management o f  schizophrenia as it 
offers the possibility o f  early intervention to  prevent relapse and subsequent 
hospitalisation (Birchwood et al., 1989).
For those relatives where delusions were an ongoing feature o f  their relative's illness, 
various coping methods were described. Some carers attempted to provide a rational 
explanation for their relative's delusional belief. For example:
/Mygrvygwgr.' ' Wmr yo y/?gjg '
/y w W  y/?g ^z/y, 7  yWew
_yoy,wgyg^oyMgyo.yqyyW,};oyYA?y(w, 7W.yqy TFg//, /ycWe/^g^'owAMcwyyyg 
vg/]/ wg// o r y/yoy coz/Ayyzzjy 6g cozMczù^MCg "
However, most participants found this strategy to  be ineffective as their relative's 
delusional beliefs w ere not open to  refutation and required very little in the way o f 
evidence to  support them. Challenging such beliefs, then, was a self-defeating process. 
Over the course o f  time, these carers had learned to  adopt a strategy o f  'constructive 
disengagement' (Birchwood and Smith, 1987), wherein they avoided actively 
challenging or colluding with the delusion by refusing to  enter into any lengthy 
discussion about it:
' 7  w o M  7  yy wyy/y /yy/zz yyyorg, zzo, Aggyyzza^g 7  A zzow  w g  g g y  M o w /y g rg . / t y
oyyg yy/yyg 7  z/j^gof y o  y/yyzzA: '0 /y ,  z ^  o z z /y  /yg  W  ya/A^ w z z /  w g  c o z z /z /  g g y  y o  y/yg Aoyyozzy 
y /yy^ ' Azzy yy gk»g.$M 'y g g y  yo  azyyM //ygrg , zy &>g.$zy 7  g g y  a z z y w /y g rg , z z o "  
(F zvzgzzzyg).
For most participants this strategy seems to  have evolved following a hustrating 
period during which they would go to  great lengths to  refute their relative's delusional 
beliefs. In the absence o f  any guidance on how to  cope with their relative's symptoms.
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carers seem to have gone through an arduous process o f  trial and error in developing 
elective  coping strategies, and many bemoaned the lack o f  professional advice during 
this difficult period:
'7  aM? y/?ay y/ygyg orgz? 7 /zzoz-g /?gcy?/g w g prgpgrrggf yo
zyz/rzgg /i../. If/zzyy do yozz yg// .yomgoMg zzAoz/y /?y.9 oAj:gjjyoM.y Wy/? paraMoza? 
7/ow do };ozz z/ga/ w/y/z parazzozzz? %  /?yg.Mzzzza6/y y/zgz-g w g  apgczTz/zj^yj w/zo 
/zm;g Z6/gaj q /  /zow; )/ozz j/zozz/z/ z/ga/ w/y/z zy, zzoy zzgggj^ a^ zzz-z/y zz// zz^ggzzz^, Azzy 
7/gz-g zzz-g j^ ozzzg z^y/zg wz^.y zzz w/zzc/z }/ozz czzzz yz]/’. ^zzz/;/ozz czzzz7^zzz/ y/zzzy, 
zzzzz/ /  y/zzzzA: y/zzzy '.y zz z"gzz/ " (Ggoz^g).
2. Negative svmptoms:
While the positive symptoms o f their relative's illness contributed to  the burden 
experienced by the participants in this study, the symptoms which proved most 
troublesome for these carers concerned the negative symptoms or behavioural dehcits 
o f schizophrenia, a hnding which is consistent with surveys o f  family burden (Creer 
and Wing, 1974; Fadden et al., 1987). Many authors have suggested that negative 
symptoms are particularly problematic because o f  the difficulty carers have in 
attributing these e je c ts  to  mental illness (Barrowclough and Tarrier, 1992; Fadden et 
al., 1987; Hooley et al., 1987). Negative symptoms involve an absence o f  normal 
functions which the patient was once able to  perform so, according to the attributional 
model, they are easily attributed to an unwillingness on the part o f  the patient to 
engage in appropriate behaviours, rather than to  the symptoms o f  a genuine illness.
However, tests o f  the attributional model have provided mixed results (Barrowclough 
et al., 1994; Brewin et al., 1991) and there was little evidence in the data o f  this study 
to  support the model. All o f  the participants demonstrated a sound understanding o f 
the symptomatology associated with schizophrenia and attributed their relative's 
negative symptoms to  the effects o f  mental illness, rather than person-related factors.
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Rather, the m ^or difficulty which carers experienced in relation to negative symptoms 
appeared to  be due to  the fact that such symptoms increased their relative's 
dependence on them. Karen, for example, explained how her son's social withdrawal 
meant that he relied exclusively on her and her husband for social contact and could 
sometimes act in quite manipulative ways in order to  increase his contact with them:
arg y/zMgj^  w/?gM /?g 7yzzA^y czzM 7 owy yozAzy. 7 7 wzmy
y o  ü W z ?  y o  y /? g  y / ? g y  7 g  y a / A z z ? ^  z z A o z z y  z zzg  zz? y /z g  . y / z q p  A z z o w ,
'C z z / /  zzz z z z z z /  ^ g y  z z zg  .y o z z z g  y o A z z c c o  o z z  y /z g  w z z y  A g c z z z z .y g  7  z /o z z  7  w z z z z y  y o  y o  y /z g  
^ / z z ^ ^ z z / / z g  g zzzz  6 g  q z z z y g  z z z z z z z z p z z /z z y z v g  6 gCZZZZ.yg / z g ' . y  y o / z / z z z g  y /zzzy  / z g  w z / /  
y /zzzy  p g c y z / g  zzz-g  y z z /A z z z ^  z z A o z z y  /zzzzz g v g z z  w / z g z z  / z g  A zzzn va^  y /zzzy  y / z g y  7 g  zzzzy 
/ .  . /  A g g z z z z j g  / z g  '.y / o z z g / y  z z zz z / / z g  w z zzzy .^  c z z z z ^ z z z z y  z z z z z / / z g  /zzz.$zz 7  g o y  z z z z y o z z g  g / .y g .  
y f z z z /  zzzzz, / z g  y o z z  /z z " o z z z /  y o  .y z z y  yzz z zzg  !A7 zzzzz, 7  w z z z z y  ) / o z z  y o  yzz/A^ y o  z z zg  -  c z z z z  } 'o z z  
c o z z z g  z z q ?  ^ z z z /  w  / z g  w z / /  z / j : g  zy  y o  g g y  z zzg  y /z g z "g  "  ( X z z r g z z ) .
The participants in this study reported various strategies for coping with their 
relative's social withdrawal or lack o f  motivation. In their review o f  the coping 
literature, Stroebe and Stroebe (1995) noted that most studies distinguish between 
tw o main types o f  coping response: (i) problem-focused strategies, which are directed 
towards altering the source o f  stress, and (ii) emotion-focused strategies, which refer 
to  attempts to manage or reduce the emotional distress associated with the stressful 
situation. Faced with their relative's social withdrawal or lack o f  motivation, some 
participants tried to actively engage their relative in family activities or encouraged 
them to pursue hobbies and personal interests, an example o f problem-focused coping:
G g o z ; g g . '  "7  a p g z z y  zz  / o y  q /  yzzzzg  y z y z z z j^  y o  ^ z z z /  j o z z z g y / z z z z g  w / z z c / z  / z g  w o z z / z /  A g  
z z z y g z " g .y y g z / zzz, ) / o z z  A ? z o w . . .  7  A o z z g / z y  /zzzzz zz gzzzzzgz"zz, ) ; o z z  A z z o w ,  W z y  z /o z z  7  } 'o z z  
/gZZZTZ y o  A g  zz p / z o y o ^ z ç z / z g z " . ^  '  z z z z z / / z o z z z y g z /  /zzzzz zzz y /zzzy z / r r g g y z o z z .  ^ z z z /  y /z g z z  w g  
a^zzzz/ T F g / / ,  w /z z z y  z z A o z z y  p z z z z z y z z z g .^  ',  zzzzzA zz/z, A o z z g / z y  /zzzzz zz  a^gy  /z z z z z z y z z z g  
g q z z ^ z z z g z z y  z z z z z / /z z z y  y/zzzy z z z ^ o z z y  /zzzzz / . . . y .  "
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/MygzTzgwgr.' z-gjpozz.yg yg y/zz:y ytzz^  yo yz); zzzzz/ Az-zzz^  /zzzzz oz/y z^/zzzzz.ygy
zzzzz/ gzzgzzgg /zzzzz zzz ggz-yzzzzz zzgyzvzyzgj^ . Æzw gyÿggyzvg ivzz.y y/zzzy? "
Ggorg^g. vVoy vgzy. A/b, y ..y  wg ^oy zzzoz'g zzzzz/ zzzoz'g z/r^o^ozzzygz/ y/zzzy ng  
gozz/z/ zzzzy .MZggggz/ zzz z/^ zzzg^  y/zzzy. '
Sonya also described her attempts at actively encouraging her daughter to be more 
outgoing, which were met with limited success:
6'ozzyzz.- "Pfb yz)/ gygz]/ zzzw zzzzz/ y/zgzz zzzzz/ .%zy 'Cozz/bb 7 }^ ozz j^ gg .yo^z/-.yo zzz- 
wzzzgAzzz^? '  OZ- w/zzzygw. Gzzz, zzzzz/ zy z/og.5zz 7 zz.Mzzz/^  woz-;^ , };oz/ Azzzw. "  
/zzygzTzgw;gz".' /zzw z/o};zzzz ccyzg wzy/z zy w/zgzz j^ /zg z.y Agzzz^  qzzzyg wzy/zz^znvzz? ' 
x^ ozzyzz.- "B^//, };ozz 7g z-g/gzrzzz  ^ yo y/zg /zzjy y/zz-gg zzzozzy/za^ , /  proAzzA/y /gzzvg 
/zgy zz/ozzg Aggzzzz.yg /z/ozz 7 rgzz//y, /  czzzz 7 zz/ygr y/zg yzzgy, Azzzw, zzzzz/7, 7 Yg 
/gzzzTzgz/ yo /zvg wzy/z yy y . . /  PPTzgzz .y/zg '.y w/y/zz/rzzvyzz 7 y W  /gzzvg /zgz" yo zy y/zg.yg 
z/gy& '
Again, a process o f  trial and error seems to have occurred for most participants, with a 
gradual acceptance o f their relative s withdrawal or lethargy and consequent reduction 
in their own efforts to  motivate them. This illustrates, then, a gradual shift from 
problem-focused strategies to  more emotion-focused forms o f  coping. While people 
often use both modes o f coping in daily stressful encounters, it has been found that 
problem-focused coping predominates when people believe that something 
constructive can be done to  change the stressful situation whereas emotion-focused 
strategies tend to  be used when the stressor is perceived to be something that must be 
endured (Folkman and Lazarus, 1980). With regard to the social withdrawal o f  a 
schizophrenic relative it appears that many carers learn that little can be done on their 
part to  motivate their relative and consequently shift to  more emotion-focused coping 
such as acceptance.
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The importance o f  acceptance was a theme which many carers emphasised, as this 
form o f coping had clear benehts to their own well-being. As Lisa explained, accepting 
her son's withdrawal helped to  reduce her own anxiety about his behaviour;
TMygrvzgw/g/".' "Dzz/ w/y/zz/rmvzz/ z/z^ ÿgygMy/y m y/?g pzz.yy.^  "
L z .y zz ; 'T g .y , zy z/zz7 C zzzz .y g , ) / o z z  A z z m v , /  Zzzzz/ zzz zzry  zzzzzzz/ T fZ zzzy  z.y Zzg z / o z z z g  y/zzzy 
' z z / /  y /z g  yzzzzg, zzz.yygzzz/ z ^ /z z .y y  /gyyzzzg^ yy A g . A b  y/zzzy czzzza^gz/ zz g o z ^ y g y  y b z "  zzzg, 
zzry  o w z z  y /z o z z g /z y  o z z  y/zzzy o z z g .  . .  W z z z y  y.y / z g  z /o /z z g ^  y/zzzy ybz" .^  / y  J  /zz.yy y o  / g y  /zzzzz 
6g  y . . . y  zzzzz/ y/zzzy .yggzzz.y  y o  /z z z v g  / z g i ^ g z /  /zz  zz w z z y ,  y o y z z / z z g g g p y z z z z c g  yy'.y  
/ z g ÿ z g z /  zzzg y g g /  A gyygz" z zA o zzy  yy, z z o w  /  z /o z z  7 M o z T ^ ; .y o  zzzzzc/z. "
In addition, it appears that acceptance has a beneficial effect on the relative with
schizophrenia;
'T y  'j: /z g ÿ z g z /  /zzzzz zz.y w g / /  zz.y zzzg. A f g  gozzyz"o //zzzg  zzzy /z ro A /g z z z  zÿ^ wozzz/gzVzzg^ 
W z z z y  '.y /zg  y/z/zzA/zzg^.^ ' zzzzz/ z z // y/z/a^ .yozY y/z/zz^ //zzzzg /z j^  /zzz j / z g j ^ g z /  A/zzz-y/zz zz.y 
w g / /  / i  . . y  ^g gzzzz.y g  / ybzzzzz/ ozzy zz.y /  w gzzy zz/ozzg^ y/zzzy y/zg p y g a ^ ^ y g  wzz.yzz 7  zz g ^ o o z / 
y/zzzzg. A 'o );o z z  z/yzz.yy /zzzvg yo  /g y  y/zzzzg.y cozzzg  oz/y  zzzzyzzyzz//y "  (2z.yzz).
The research on expressed emotion has clearly demonstrated that individuals suRering 
from schizophrenia are highly sensitive to  environmental stress (Leff and Vaughn, 
1985), and some carers learn that reducing pressure on their relatives and developing a 
position of acceptance can help to reduce such stress and thus have a beneficial effect 
on the course o f the illness. Indeed, protective family environments have been shown 
to be characterised by a non-critical and somewhat detached attitude on the part of 
carers (LefF and Vaughn, 1985), an attitude which is more likely to  be fostered by 
emotion-focused strategies, such as acceptance and distancing, than problem-focused 
strategies which aim to  change the relative's behaviour. This type o f  coping response, 
then, would seem to serve the dual purpose o f  improving the carer's psychological
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well-being as well as protecting the relative with schizophrenia from any undue 
pressure or stress.
However, the development o f  a position o f acceptance and the recognition that there is 
little that the carer can actually to  improve their relative's condition is a long and 
difficult process, no doubt compounded by our cultural value orientation o f  doing and 
mastery (Kluckhom and Strodtbeck, 1961):
JO jo/T^yby ygzz//y, ygyyzb/y joyzy yby /zzw. TTzzzy 'j  MzozM/y 
/zcw yy qÿggyj zzzg. fgo/z, zzzzz/ w/zzzy gzzzz wg z/o yo /zgÿz.:^  PPTzzzy gzzzz wg zA?? /4zzz/ 
wg Azzow y/zgyg j  zzoy/zyzzg^  wg gzzzz z/o g%ggpy Aggp gzz/zzz / . . . /  yfzzz/yozz yzzjy wzj/z 
y/zgyg wzzj Jozzzgy/zyzzg);ozz gozz/z/ z/o bz/y /  z/ozz 7 y/zyzzA: y/zgyg yj ' (Fzwgzzzzg).
y/zyzzA  ^ z z j yyzzzg g o g j  ozz }^ozz, zzzvzzyyzzb^ }^ozz g c y z g  b g y y g y  wyy/z yy b g g z z z z jg  };ozz, 
};ozz y zzjy  gzzzz 7  zz/ygy yy, );o z z  A zzzw , z7 j  /zA^g bzzzzgzzzg y o z z y  /zgzzz/ zzgzzyzzjy zz b y z g A  
}*;zz// Gzzz, yy j ,  yy ggyyzzyzz/y y z z A g j) /g z z y j y o  /gzzzTz y o  /y v g  w yy/z yy ' 0 'o z z y g ^ .
The difdculty o f  arriving at a position o f  acceptance, however, seems to  have been 
facilitated for some carers by a greater understanding o f  the reasons for their relative's 
withdrawal:
'W b w  /z z j  w yy/zz/rzzw zz/ z /b g az z  7  zg ÿ g g y  zzzg. ^ g g z z z z jg  w /zgzz /z g  wyy/zz/rzzw^j zz o w  7  
Azzznv jozzzgyyzzzgj y/zzzy yy y j  b g g z z w jg  /z g  j  g gyyyzzg  zz b zzz/ v o / g g .  ^ w y  /z g  j  z/gzz/zzzg 
wyy/z yy zzzzz/ y/zzzy j  y/zg zzzzz/zz /zo /zzy  "  ( T / j g ; / .
For others, acceptance of their relative's behaviour seems to have developed through a 
process o f  downward social comparison:
"G zzz, bzzy y/zgzz, A zzow , ÿ ^ 'o z z  gzzzz ^ z z z /  jo z z z g o z z g  w /z o  ' j  w o z - jg  y/zzzzz };oyz 
zzzzz/)/oz/z", zz/z, n  /zzzy j / z g  j  z /o /z z g  zzon ; y j  zz /o y  bgyygz" y/zzzzz jo z z z g  y/zgzzz. CAzz, };ozz
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/zzzvg yo /ooA ybr c/zzMAj q/Z/^/zy zzz j/oz/z" owzz. .. /zowgvgz- jzzzzz// y/zgy zzzz^ /zy Ag " 
(3'ozzyq).
'W z z z / jg g z z z j^  oy/zgz" q g g p / g  zzzzz/ cozzzqzzz-zzz^, y g j ,  A g czz zz jg  y/zzzy / z g ÿ j  y o o . 
^ g g z z z z jg  / g ^ o  y o  y/zg z -g /zzy zv g j g r o z z q  / ! . .  /  zzzzz/y;ozz z / o ^ z z z /  y/zzzy o y / z g z - p g q q / g  zzz"g 
w o r j g  J O  y /zzzy 'j zz / z g ( o  / ! . . / .  T o zz  A zzow , /z g  ' j  zzoy v z o /g z z y  zzzzz/ zzoz" z j  /zg  
c z - y ^ /g z A  /  zzzgzzzz /  z /ozz  7  /zzzvg  y o  W / z g  /zzzzz oz" zzzzyy/zzzzj^ /zA g yAzzy. A o  /  yAzzzA /  'zzz 
/ z z g ^  zzz zz / o y  0/ w z z y j  "  (T zv zg z zzzg ).
This contradicts a central prediction o f social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954) 
which states that people will choose others who are doing slightly better than 
themselves for comparison purposes in order to  learn how to cope more effectively. 
However, a similar process o f  downward social comparison has been observed in 
cancer patients (W ood et al., 1985) and there is a general body o f evidence reviewed 
by Wills (1981) which suggests that, under threat, individuals tend to make downward 
social comparisons in order to  bolster self-esteem. For the participants o f  this study 
such comparisons seemed to  be made in order to  accept what they could not change. 
Where problem-focused strategies had failed to  improve their relative's behaviour, 
carers gradually began focusing on managing their own emotional reaction to  the 
situation. By comparing their relative to  others who were functioning at a lower level 
or by developing a better understanding o f  the reasons behind their relative's 
withdrawal, this seems to have facilitated the process o f  acceptance and improved 
carers' emotional well-being in the face o f an ongoing (and largely unchangeable) 
stressful situation.
Resources available to carers
According to  the interactional theory o f  stress and coping (Lazarus and Folkman,
1984), the resources which are available to  an individual are a key aspect o f that 
person's ability to cope with a stresshil event or situation. In this paper, carers'
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resources will be considered under the headings o f  (i) social support; (ii) selLhelp 
groups; and (iii) mental health services.
1. Social support:
The availability o f social support is o f particular relevance when considering carers' 
coping resources in view o f  the evidence that support helps to buffer people against 
the impact o f  negative life events (Alloway and Bebbington, 1987; Cohen and Wills,
1985). While many studies have suggested that families with a schizophrenic member 
experience a sense o f  social isolation (Anderson et al., 1984; McCreadie et al., 1987; 
Namyslowska, 1986), the participants in this study described a range o f  different 
responses &om their family and hiends. Some carers felt well supported by their social 
network, and this seemed to  be related to  their friends or family having had first-hand 
experience of mental illness themselves:
We ve not felt isolated at all. 1 think that had wg had a different set o f people 
z z j Tzzy J M p g n o z - j  / : . . / /  y /zm A  y/zzzzgj /zzzg/zy 'v g  A ggzz z # g y g y z y .  / y  j o  /zap yzgy zgz / 
y W  M/g Zzzzz/ zz ( ÿ ^ / z g q p /g  w /z o  y /z g z ? z jg /v g j z/zV/ y g z z //y  zzzzz^^z-j/zzzzz/ wZzzzy zy 
w z z j^ o z z z  y/zg zzzjzz/g '  (R y g /zz z ra ^ .
T F g  Y g  Zzzzz/ zz / o y  /z g ( p  zzzzz/ jz zq p o z -y  zzzzz/ j/zzzz-gz/ g a y g z -y g z z g g j, g j ^ g g z z z / ^  n/zy/z 
y /zz j JOZY y/zzzzg zzz y/zg /h zzzz /y , };ozz A zzow , c o z z jz z z j  /zzzvzzz^ y/zg jzzzzzg jo z -y  o /  
y/zzzzg. ^ o p g z y / g  z /o  zzzzz/gyjyzzzzz/ zzzzz/ w g  V g  A ggzz zzA /g y o  jy z ry  ivzy/z rg /z z y z v g j  zzzzz/ 
y /zg y  v g  co zzzg  y o  j / z ^  /zgz"g wzY/z y/zgzz" j z c A  z-g/zz/zvg  zzzzz/ J o  ozz, j o  y/zzzy j  A ggzz 
g o o z /  '  (T b zz z^ .
However, others did not feel that social support was forthcoming. Some carers spoke 
o f their own reluctance to  seek support:
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Sonya: “I think probably we ourselves perhaps withdrm- or, or were. felt, urn
a bit inhibited in making social contact with other people because we fith they
M’oiddn’t understand or we didn t  feel we wanted to bring that kind o f thing
rnto social contact f . . . f  /  dtdn’t even feel /  wanted to go out and make neiv
contacts because, uh. you know. 1 felt uneasy. 1 fe lt .. / didn’t have any energy
to spend on. uh. making new friends and new> contacts and things f...J So 
JOcW coMyocy w oj oAvzyyj zzy/. "
Inteniewer: "And you mentioned that one o f the reasons for this was this lack
Sonya: "It was. definitely a lack o f energy, you had no energy to expend on 
neiv things or building up new things, you knaiv. you get too wrapped up in
yy. "
Interviewer: "Were there any other reasons? ”
Sonya. I think i t ’s partly that you. schizophrenia's such a big thing you 
don t. urn (sighs)... I t ’s a funny sort of, I  know you shouldn’t feet like that but 
you. you don’t M>ant people to identify your family with schizophrenia. I f  you 
keep It quiet and fif] nobody knmvs, they can ’t  accuse, they can’t put you in 
label /.. .J. That s how I see it, that’s probably my underlying reason why I  
coiddn ’t push out because I didn’t feel that I  wanted. I didn’t want it to be 
A w ow M  y W  y /z / j  g x z j y j  zzz o z /y  ^ z zzzz /y , };ozz A zzm v. "
Two mam reasons, then, were put forward by Sonya to explain her reluctance to  make
contact with others. First, she explained that all her energy was focused on caring for
her daughter with none left over for maintaining social contacts. This accords wtth the
observation that in times o f  crisis, people will narrow their field o f  interest in order to
deal with the crisis situation (Hansell, 1976). Under high levels of stress and anxiety
individuals are ptimarily motivated to reduce emotional distress, and it appears that
social involvements may decrease in favour o f  concentrated attention to the crisis 
situation.
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The second reason for social withdrawal concerned the stigma o f mental illness and
that one didn’t want ‘to bring that kind of thing into social contact’. M ost o f  the
participants in this study referred to  this issue and it appears that the stigma o f  mental
Illness IS a key factor behind any social isolation that carers might experience. Gofiman
(1968) has described the social experiences o f  stigmatised individuals and how the
adverse reactions o f  others often leads such individuals to  isolate themselves from
society. However, even in the absence o f any adverse reaction from others, it has been
shown that consensus judgements are related to perceptions o f  the number o f  potential
providers o f  support and consequent support-seeking behaviours (Brewin et al.,
1989). In other words, people who believe that their situation is unusual (low in
consensus) are likely to  anticipate stigmatisation, and consequently withdraw from
social interaction and potential sources o f  support. Social isolation, then, is likely to
occur regardless o f  whether carers have actually experienced negative reactions from 
Others.
Given that the carers in this study seemed to experience low levels o f  social support 
from their natural social network (with the exception o f those whose social network 
includes individuals who have had first hand experience o f  mental illness), the need for 
self-help groups as a source o f  support from similar others becomes evident.
2. Self-help groups
All o f  the participants in this study were members o f  the National Schizophrenia 
Fellowship (NSF) and attended a local relatives group. Their comments indicated that 
they derived many benefits from such a group. The most commonly reported benefit 
was the opporturaty to meet others who truly understood their situation, thereby 
reducing the prevalent sense o f  isolation that was reported by many participants:
/  ve found that people that have not experienced mental illness, severe 
mental illness, haven’t got a due... unless yo u ’ve experienced it, yo u ’ve no
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idea. Urn. and the best people to talk to as far as. im. feeling included and 
.feeling that you 're understood, is to other carers " (Karen).
I think the biggest thing is to know that, urn, other people hcn’e problems too,
so at least you feel ‘I ’m not atone in this And with people in the group
they are compassionate to you because they know these things, these things 
are difficult’’ (Elisabeth).
Belonging to a carers group, then, helps to meet the support needs which are
frequently not met elsewhere. Another benefit which was mentioned by carers is the
shanng o f  information. As will be seen in the following section, many carers
complained that mental health services did not provide any information about their
relative’s condition during the initial stages o f  the illness when the need for
information and advice is at its greatest. The provision o f  basic information about the
nature and course o f  schizophrenia has been consistently rated as meeting one o f  the
most important needs for relatives (Birchwood and Smith, 1987; Heron, 1998; Perring
et al., 1990), and among the participants o f  this study information was best provided 
for in the context of the carers group:
TTzgy zA z/ /z g * ?  zz /z?y W / z ,  zz/z, _yozz A zzcw , w 7 / z  zz*bnzzzzyzbzz. /  cozz/zA z 7 g g y  y/zzzy 
^ o z z z  y/zg /zojgqzyzz/ "  yZzazz).
7 /z g  /z n z z z g  vzz/zzg / z ^ y / z g  y g /z z y /v g j  g r o z z p y  z j  w /z g /z  j/o z z  z/ozz 7 zzzzz/brjyzzzzz/ w/zzzy
y o z z  y g . . .  zzy y/zg jyzzyy q / y / z g  z / / z z g j j  w /zgzz _yozz zzyg qzz/yg  zzz*2zzzzz/zzzy w z7/z  zzzgzzyzz/
z / / z z g j j  zzy zz//, } 'o zz  V g  zz g v g y  g jg p g y z b z zc g z / z7, zy j  zzoy A g g /z  yzz/Agz/ zzAozzy, zz/z, z7 j
zzoy g g z z g y z z //y  Azzowzz, }^ozz /zzzvg zz // y /z g jg  jg z z y g j  zzA ozz/ v z o /g z z c g  zzzzz/ zzzzzyz^yozzj
zzzygzzy zzzzz/ Jzzzgzz/b  zzzzz/ z z // y/zg y g jy  q /  z7, jv /zzb /z  z j  z z // _yozz /zgzzy z/zzyzzzg y/zg
zzozzzzzz/ c o z / y j g  o f  g y g z z y j f .  . . /  A 'o  zz*bz7zzzzyzozz zzzzz//?yzzgyzbzz/ zzz/vzgg  z j  y/zg zzzzzzzz 
zzz/yzzzzyo;gg "  ( G g o z ;g g ) .
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The social support literature has distinguished between emotional support, indicating 
that one is accepted and understood, and informational support, consisting o f  advice 
and guidance on how to deal with problem situations (Cohen and Wills, 1985), and 
both types o f  support appear to  be well provided for in carers groups. However, while 
the value o f  self-help groups for relatives o f  schizophrenic patients is being 
increasingly recognised (Hatheld and Lefley, 1987; Heller et al., 1997), some 
participants warned o f  the negative consequences which attendance at such a group 
can bnng. Ehsabeth, for example, described how attending a relatives group was a 
rather overwhelming experience for her during the initial stages o f her son's illness:
" /y  w zzjM  7  / b y  zz c o z z q /g  z ^ y g z z y j  b g / b y g  /  w z z j  zA gjgM Jzyzjgz/ J O  y/zzzy 7 c W z /  yzz/A 
yo  ; ? g q p / g  w zy /zzw y  g jcpgyzgy zg zzzg  y/zg /zzzzzz, zz/z, gzzzoyzbzzzz/ pzzzzz, 7  j z z p p o j g  zzy y/zg 
y/zozzgAy z ^ z y  / . . . y .  7 ^ ? z z z z z /  zy v g / ;y  z /z ^ c z z /y ,  g v g zz  g o z z z ^  y o  y/zg j z z q p o y y  ^ o z z q ,  
b g g zz zz jg  g v g z y  yzzzzg 7  w z z j  y o  yzz/A zzbozzy zy, o y  c»pgzz z z ^  zzzozzy/z zzbozzy zy, 7  W
expefience the pain. So in the initial stages, i f  yon like, when you need 
j z z /y o y y ,  zzzzz, z7 w z z j  y o o  zzzzzo/z y o  yzzAg "  (E /z jz z b g y /;^ .
Joan also talked about the difficulties which carers might experience in a relatives 
group during the initial stages o f  the illness:
" O z z g  z/zÿ 7o zz /y y  z j  -  zzzzz/ 7  V g  g j^ g y z g z z g g z /  y /zz j zz g o z z p /g  z ^  yzzzzgj -  z j  y/zzzy y/zg 
zzzzc/gzzj z ^  y /zz j g y o z z p  y/zzzy 7  yzzzz, M g  y g  z z // g g y /z z z g  qzz/yg  o / z /  zzzzz/ o zzy  c/zz/z/rgy?  
/zzzvg b g g zz  z / / y b y  q zzz /g  zz /ozzg^ yzzzzg f J o z z z g o z z g  zzgw  cozzzzzzg^ 
zz /o zzg  zzz zz g y z j z j  zy ' j  v g z y  z*)$7zTzz/y, zzzzz/};ozz gzzzz co z z z /b y y  y/zgzzz zzzzz /jzzy  ' 7 /zzzzg^j 
g^gy b g y y g y  w zy/z yzzzzg '  zzzzz/ j o  ozz, bzzy w /zgzz y /zg y  / o o A  zzy zz j zzzzz/ y /zgy  gzzzz j g g  y/zzzy 
w g  y g  j y / / /  g zzyzztg  z ^ g y  y x g z z y y ^ v g  j /g z z y j  /y  j  zzoy v g z } ; gzzgozzyzz^zzg^. v fzzz/ }^ozz 
Azzon;, } ^ o z zy z /jy  /zzzvg y o  jz z y  jo zzzg y /zzzg j % z z z g  ;? g c y ? /g  g g y  b gyygy , y /zgy  /z z jy  /zzzvg 
ozzg  g p z jo z /g  ' zzzzz/ J O  ozz. T bzz z/ozz 7  b g /z g v g  zy z z z ) ;o z /y  /zgzzyy bz/y^^ozz v g  g o y  y o  yz}; 
zzzzz/ b g  y g z z jo z z z z b /y  gzzg o z/y zzg zzz^  b g g zz zz jg  /? g c y ? /g  gzzzz 7 / o j g  / z z y g  zz /y o g g y /zg y  zzy 
y/zg bggyzzzzzzzg zÿ^zy zz//. A 'o  y/zzzy j  qzzzyg z * ÿ 7gzz/y "  f / b z z z ^ .
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These comments mdicate that attendance at a carers group may be particularly dimcult 
for relatives who have just begun to  experience the consequences o f  mental illness in 
their families, despite the opportunities for information, advice and emotional support 
which such groups are able to  provide.
3. Mental health services
The third resource which this study examined was carers' experiences o f  mental health 
services. There was generally a high level o f  dissatisfaction with existing services, 
which IS consistent with other studies (Spaniol et al, 1987; Perring et al., 1990). The 
main reasons which were put forward by the participants for this dissatisfaction were:
(i) a lack of information about the nature, course and behavioural management of
schizophrenia; and (ii) a sense o f  being excluded from the treatment process.
All of the participants in this study emphasised the importance of information, 
particularly at the onset of the illness, and with the exception of one participant they 
felt that this was inadequately provided for by the mental health services. Joan's 
experience, for example, was shared by many:
VbzzM. Y V b b o z * ;  g v g y  y e w  zzzzz/ /  y/zzzzA zzz y/zg gzzz"/y jy z z g g j  y e w
zzg g z / zz /o y  J Z ( ^ o y y  zzzzz/ y o z z  zzgg z / zz /o y  zzÿôzTzzzzyzozz zzzzz/ gjy/zzzzzzyzozz zzzzz/ 
j o o z z f . . /  "
TzzygZTzgM^gy; ' \ ÿ g g ^ c z z / / y ,  w/zzzy Azzzz/ q / z z z / b z 7zzzzyzozz z / o y o z z  y/zzzzA yozz z z g g z ^ z /  
zzy y/zzzy y o /z z y .^  "
Vbzzzz; T J b / / ,  7  z z g g z /g z / zz*bz7zzzzyzozz zzbo z /y  y/zg c o z z y jg  o f  y/zg z / /z z g j j ,  y/zg
zzzgz/zbzzzgj, y/zg jy zzzp yo zzzj. B g g z z z z jg  y /zz j z j  //A g , y o z z  A zzzw , zy /zzy zzzg, zzzzz/ ; z g e ^ / g
zAzzz 'y A zzow  zzz^y /zzzz^  zzbozzy jc/zzzcyz/zz-gzzzzz zzzzz/ y /zgy  y/zzzzA zy j  zz zAzzz/ 
pgz-jozzzz /zyy , z/ozz 7  y / z g y '
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The onset o f  schizophrenia in a family member was described by the respondents as a 
bewddenng and often frightening experience. This is compounded by the fact that 
knowledge about the illness is often limited or misinformed by societal myths, such as 
‘dual’ or ‘split personality’ or the incidence o f  violence as reported by the popular 
medm. Information, then, is needed in order to  help carers make sense o f  what is 
happening to their relative, to  dispel prevailing myths about schizophrenia, to  explain 
the nature and course o f  the disorder and to  explain the role o f  medication and its side- 
effects. Unfortunately, as one relative described it, eliciting information from 
professionals "zj /zAg z/rznvzzzg^  b/ooz/^Fozzz zz j/ozzg " (Karen).
The second major complaint which many relatives made concerning the mental health
services was that there had been a pronounced failure o f  the system to include carers
in the treatment process (although most carers mentioned that this was beginning to 
change);
fVe ourselves, really, have been largely sidelined. Especially when Sarah 
came o f age, if  you like. I t ’s, um, it was more a question of when she was a lot 
younger we were involved as parents, but when she became old enough as an 
adult, things were said ‘Well, these are now confidential matters’ and, um, we 
stiHfind that very difficult because, uh, htm- canyon be not informed about 
somebody’ that you ’re caring for^t Um, and you need to know certain things 
otherwise you can’t care properly for that person " (Sonya).
■7 also wish the psychiatrist would listen to the carer more. I  mean, over the
years w e’ve been fhistrated that w e’ve been treated as ‘Well, you ’re not part
o f the team, you 're not part of the medical thing’, yet we actually know the
patient more than they do. But I think that’s changing, so that’s good’’ 
(E/zjzzbgy/^.
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These comments indicate that carers wished for greater co-operation with professional
workers. Professionals’ reluctance to include relatives in the treatment process was
attributed to overly strict interpretations about confidentiality, which were clearly felt
to be inappropriate. This issue has been commented on in the literature and contrasted
with the help and information given to relatives o f patients with a major physical
disability, where “patient care is worked out in detail, and patients and relatives are
taught to predict and prevent many problems, and what to do in time o f  crisis” (Herz 
1984:347).
In addition to a greater involvement in the treatment o f  their relative’s illness, many
participants felt they would have benefited from psychological help and support in
their own right. This was rarely ofiFered, but those who had experience o f  counselling 
clearly found it beneGcial:
" / very 1,^9 / /iwctsn V
/  jTTiKwf/a&re on mry <%%%//%? v/as
/^ . JD/wj ar// %%%, fo
Ate jzwcade fo
ary  fo aory/tcKfy.. /  ATzeyy /  /g, trüA
/ - / "
JtrfertveTfer; ' Cïm f jyaw, f/%, fa /ag4?/z//
JLARz; Ataf jrc%)M/afj%ry iwVzaf
Tnhe;)arh(:if)ants in this stucfy, idier^ made specfGc rtxzornrrwznckiücyns for impmyviry? bhe 
services which they receive from mental health professionals. Carers generally felt that 
thesf recpuired adcfitioiial infbirrwiticin zibout the naitiire zuid niaruigement c)f 
scluvcoplirenia, tvished to  han/e gpreater im/olvement in tlie treaüinent pinycess arid a
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recognition o f  their own difficulties, with consequent opportunities for counselling and 
support.
O V ER V IEW
This study has examined relatives’ experiences o f  caring for a family member with 
schizophrenia within a coping and adaptation framework. According to this framework 
It IS important to attend to three main factors in the coping process, namely, (i) the 
nature o f the stressor; (li) the strategies adopted in order to  cope with that stressor; 
and (iii) the resources available to facilitate the coping process.
With regard to the stressors that carers face, the findings o f  this study indicate that
these are considerable, the most burdensome being the negative symptoms o f
schizophrema. These symptoms seem to impose a total demand on carers’ time and
coping efforts, increasing the patient’s dependence on the carer and consequently
denying carers the freedom to live their own lives. The strategies which carers develop
in order to cope with these demands appear to evolve over time, with a gradual shift
from problem-focused strategies to an increasing reliance on more emotion-focused
strategies, such as acceptance and distancing. This in itself is an arduous process as it
involves acknowledging one’s limited ability to  improve the relative’s disturbance with
a corresponding shift in managing one’s own emotional reaction to  the situation. In the
face o f  these difficulties, both in terms o f  the stressors that carers experience and the
development o f  effective coping strategies, the resources that are available to  carers
take on an added importance. The findings o f  this study indicate that, generally, carers
experience a lack o f  support from their social networks and the mental health services,
and consequently the most beneficial resources appear to be found in the form o f  self-
help groups, which help to  meet the needs for both emotional and informational 
support.
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The sample chosen for this study was very specific, and the results need to be
inteiT)reteclinlyrht ol^this. All c)ftfie participauntslyeloiigexj to  a self-help ëproiip and hzui
been caunry? Itxr tlieir relative ftxr ai rmmtHsr ()f ifears, and tfüs is likely to  have
introduced a particular bias in the data. For example, the negative symptoms o f
schizophrenia constituted the primary burden which the participants reported to  be
coping Avith and one might speculate that this was related to  the length o f  time for
which they had been caring for their relative. This suggestion is consistent with the
results o f  a recent study which found that the type o f  burden experienced by parents
shifted from a concern with the management of challenging behaviour during the early
stages o f  the illness to  an increased preoccupation with issues o f  emotional
involvement arising from the effect o f negative symptoms in later stages (Cook et al., 
1994).
Secondly, the data relating to the benefits of self-help groups may be limited by the 
nature o f  the sample: Although some difficulties associated with belonging to a carers 
group were mentioned, all o f  the participants continued to  attend such a group and, by 
implication, derived considerable benefits from it. Had the research taken into account 
carers who did not belong to  a carers group or who had ceased attending, the results 
may have been quite different. Given that self-help groups may be one o f  the few 
resources that are available to  carers, fiiture research needs to  take into account those 
w ho are unable to benefit from such groups, and investigate viable alternatives.
The third limitation is that all of the participants were recruited from a specific 
geographical location and consequently their experiences o f  mental health services may 
be specific to that particular catchment area. However, the results o f  other studies 
(Lamb and Layzell, 1995; Perring, 1990) suggest that relatives’ sense of exclusion 
from the treatment process and their difficulties in eliciting information from 
professionals are generalisable beyond the particular sample chosen for this study, and 
are therefore not unique to  the users o f  a particular NHS trust.
The implications o f this study’s findings for therapeutic practice are considerable. To 
begin with, there is a great need for psychologists to recognise the difihculties which 
carers experience and to offer appropriate assistance and support. Traditionally, the 
focus o f  therapeutic intervention has been on the 'identified patient’ with little regard 
for the difficulties which carers face. Where family interventions have been developed 
these have been based on systemic theories o f  family pathogenesis or, more recently, 
on the research on expressed emotion (EE). Systemic approaches are often 
experienced by families as alienating and guilt-inducing (Spaniol et al., 1987) and 
although the interventions based on the EE approach represent an improvement over 
these, they contmue to  be guided by the therapist’s agenda, the sole aim being to 
reduce high levels o f expressed emotion. In contrast to  these, it is recommended that 
practitioners adopt a needs-led approach (Barrowclough and Tarder, 1992; 
Birchwood and Smith, 1987), in which the diverse needs o f  families with a 
schizophrenic member are recognised and individually -tailored interventions are 
designed to  meet these needs.
While the diversity o f relatives’ needs must be acknowledged, the findings o f  this study 
suggest that there are commonalties in carers’ experiences which have implications for 
good practice. In the early stages o f  the illness there appears to  be a high need among 
carers for basic information concerning the nature and course o f  schizophrenia, the 
role of medication and its side-effects and practical advice concerning the management 
o f  challenging behaviour. The importance o f  information should not be underestimated 
as there is evidence that it can reduce stress in the family environment, reduce the 
extent to  which symptoms are attributed to personality and increase optimism about 
the future (Berkovritz et al., 1984). Counselling psychologists are in a privileged 
position to ofiEer such information in a supportive environment which allows for 
individual questions and specific problems to be addressed. In addition, the counselling 
psychologist’s background in stress-management and problem-solving techniques 
provides a valuable basis on which to  work collaboratively with carers on the
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development o f  effective coping skills for dealing with their relative’s behavioural 
disturbance.
In the later stages o f the illness, the counselling psychologist’s role may be to facilitate 
the development o f more emotion-focused strategies and to help the carer come to 
terms with the persistent symptoms o f  their relative’s chronic illness. This might 
involve working with carers to  acknowledge the limits o f  their ability to change certain 
aspects o f  their relative’s condition, thereby allowing them to focus on their own 
emotional well-being. The provision o f a non-judgmental environment where feelings 
such as anger, g n e f  hopelessness and guilt can be expressed and worked through 
might be an important part o f  the therapeutic process.
In an era o f  commumty care it is essential that psychologists begin to  recognise the 
difriculties which carers face and respond efrectively to  their needs. This requires a 
flexible therapeutic approach which is sensitive to  the complex demands o f  caring for a 
schizophrenic relative.
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APPENDIX I: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
CARING FOR A RELATIVE WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA: INTERVIEW 
SCHEDULE - Based partly on the Relative Assessment Interview (RAI - 
Barrowclough and Tarrier, 1992).
Introduction:
Introduction o f  researcher, explanation o f  research - aims and rationale. Explanation
and sigmng o f  consent form. Completion o f the demographic information 
questionnaire.
(Switch on audiotape recorder).
L Relative’s psychiatric history:
I d like to  start by getting a sense o f  the nature and history o f  [the relative’s] 
psychiatric illness and your experience in relation to  this. So to  begin with, can you tell 
me when his/her illness first began to  manifest itself?
Prompts. When did you realise there was something wrong?
H ow  long have [the relative’s] difficulties been going on?
What was your reaction at the time?
Prompts: What did you think was going on?
H ow  did you feel about this?
Have there been any changes in [the relative’s] condition since that time?
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Prompt: Generally speaking, would you say that he/she has shown 
improvement, or got worse, or stayed about the same?
/ f q f  zAzpmvgmgMy or (Zgygnoroy/oM, zg, zAkzzyz;); jgqgcz^ c AeAm;zozzm/ 
w z(Z  g /z c /y  yAg c o r g r  ’j  yAozzgAya^, ^ g / z z z g .y  ozzzZ A gA ov zo zzr.y  zzz r g . ^ o z z j g  y o  yAg 
r g /o y z v g  J  z z z ^ r o v e z Z  o r  a ^ y g rz o r o y g z Z  A e A o v z o z z r / .
Has [the relative] ever suffered a relapse o f  symptoms?
[If yes] Was he/she admitted to  hospital on this occasion?
[If yes] How long did he/she stay in hospital?
H ow  did this afreet you?
[Ensure that information is obtained on a practical, social and psychologicaPaffective 
level]
II. C u rre n t sym ptom s/difficulties and  ca re r’s m ethods o f coping:
Fd like to move on now to any current difficulties which [the relative] may be 
experiencing and how you cope with these. Fll go through some o f  the symptoms or 
difficulties that are sometimes seen in people who have [the relative’s] kind o f 
problem. O f course, some w on’t apply, but I would like to  run through all o f  these and 
perhaps you’d tell me whether or not he/she has been like this, particularly in the last 
three months.
/E z z a z z r e  yAzzy a  z / g y a z W  AgAzzvzozzrzzZ zZ g^crzqyzozz z^  oA ym zzgzZ  / b r  ezzcA  
j^ w ^ y o z z z / i T ^ c z z /y y  w zzZ  A c w  yAg c z z r e r  wzYA zy. f / y g ^ /  / ? r o A g ^  o r g ;
0»5gy; IkAgzz zAzZ yAz.y ^ r.yy Aggzzz.^
zy o g g z z rrg z Z  cA zrzzzg yAg Az^y y A rg g  zzzozzyAa^?
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TZcw zAzZ yAz:y ( b A r a /A  gxazzi^/g)
/4y wora^ y, wAay yA/a^  AgAm/zoz/r/ZbbüP  ^AAg?
frg^M gw g; 7/ow qA^» zAzZ... Aopy?gM?
RgacAo». TAw zA(Z};oz/ rgzzgy? 
fr%6zy gÿggy zZ/zZ yAz.y AüFvg OM ^ 'ozz?
T Z c w  6A (Z } '(w  ^ g Z  zzAowy A ?
C A w W  g x y Z g M z z A o w ; D o  ) ;o z /  A o v g  w ? } ' zzZgOm  ^ w / 9 ; A g A A g  A g A o v g j: Z/Ag yAoZ^ 
z Z o g j y A o y ?
C o p Z w g ;  T Z o w  (Zf6Z};oM  zZgoZ W A . . .  ?
TZow g^gy/vg woiy yAzj?
D z A } ;o z z ^ M (Z  w z y  w q y  q /^ p rg v g M A M g  /y ?  O r  m o A z z z g  yAg .y /y zzoA o »  A g A g r ? /
Negative symptoms:
1. Social isolation/withdrawal: Has [the relative] had periods o f  being 
withdrawn or avoiding people?
2. Lack o f  motivation: Has [the relative] been inactive or lacking in energy, for 
example doing less, sitting around, not helping out around the house?
3. Personal hygiene: Does [the relative] look after him/herself? Keep 
him/herself clean and tidy? W ash and dress appropriately?
4. Blunted afreet: Have there been any changes in [the relative’s] ability to  
show emotions? Does he/she appear flat or disinterested?
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Positive sym ptom s:
1. Delusions: Has [the relative] expressed any strange ideas, and if  so what
about?
Prompts: For example, does he/she believe that his/her thoughts or actions are 
controlled by outside forces? That somebody is trying to harm him/her? That ordinary 
events may have a special significance? That he/she is a special person or has unique 
abilities or magical powers?
2. Hallucinations: Does [the relative] hear voices or have any other unusual 
perceptual experiences?
O th er sym ptom s:
1. Incoherent or unusual speech: Does [the relative] sometimes speak in a way 
that is hard to  follow? Does he/she make up words or use odd expressions?
2. Bizarre behaviour: Does the [the relative] sometimes behave in an unusual 
or odd manner?
From your point o f  view, what has been the most difficult aspect o f  caring for a 
relative with a mental illness?
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III. R esources:
1. M ental health  resources:
r d  like to  move on now to  the types o f  resources that you may have found helpful 
since the onset o f [the relative’s] mental illness. To begin with, then, I wonder if  you 
can tell me about your experience o f  the mental health services. What has been the 
most/least helpful aspect o f these services?
D o you feel you were given the right level o f information about [the relative’s] illness 
and practical advice on how to  deal with it? [Ensure that both parts o f  the question are 
answered by the respondent]
Have you had any experience o f  individual or family counselling or therapy? I f  so, how 
did you find it? [Ensure that information is obtained about the nature o f  therapy, and 
the respondent’s experience and evaluation o f  therapy]
What suggestions would you make in order to  improve the services that carers receive 
from the mental health professions?
2. N atu ra l social netw ork:
I ’d like to  ask you now about your natural social network, ie, your partner, family and 
friends. While some carers have found their friends and family to  be very supportive, 
others have felt quite isolated since the onset o f  their relative’s mental illness. What 
has your experience been?
Prompts: Have there been any changes in your social network since the onset 
of [the relative’s] illness?
How helpful or understanding have friends and relatives been? In what ways?
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Why do you think people have reacted as they have?
H ow  has [the relative’s] mental illness affected your relationship with your partner? 
Why is that? Have there been any changes over time?
3 . S e l f - h e lp  g r o u p s :
I know that you are involved in the NSF (National Schizophrenia Fellowship). Can 
you tell me what you have found to be the value o f  self-help groups such as the NSF?
Prompt; Which needs do they meet? (eg, social needs, needs for support, 
information, role-models, etc.)
What are their limitations?
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APPENDIX II: RESEARCH CONSENT FORM
The aim o f this research is to  investigate how people cope with the experience o f 
caring for a family member who sufrers from schizophrenia. You will be asked to  take 
part in an informal interview about your experiences o f caring for a relative with 
schizophrenia. The interview will be recorded on audiotape so that, in writing up the 
research, we can cite people’s experiences directly. Naturally, to protect confidentiality 
wg wz/Z TZoZ qzzoZg ozzy zzZgzzZz^ zzzg zzÿbzTzzaAozz .MzcA zzaz?zg.y ozzA ZoggrAozz& Once 
transcribed the audiotape recordings will be destroyed.
I f  you have any questions or feel you would like further information about this
research please do not hesitate to ask the interviewer when you come for your 
interview.
Please read the following paragraph and, if  you are in agreement, sign where indicated.
/  cozz.ygzz/ Zo Ag zzztgrvzgwgA zzAozzZ zz^ ; gxpgrzgzzggcwzzzgybr a rgZatzvg wAo j7z;ÿgz".y 
^ o z z z  .ycAzzqqArgzzzA. /  a Z w  cozzj^gzzt m z  m zAzo^ggzg Agzzzg zzzaaKg q f  tAz.y (A.ygzz.9.yzozz w z A  
aZZ oz" q f  tA z j z-ggoz-Azzzg Agzzzg A a zz^ cz -zA g A ^ z"  ZAg / w z p o ^ g  q /  ZAg z 'g^gaz 'cA . /  
zzzz<Zgz".yZazz6Z /A aZ /  zzzqy wAAAoZcZ gozz^ygzzZ zzcw  o r  o /  ozay  ZoZgz" Azzzg AzzzVzzg ZAg ^ z z c ^ .
iyZgzzg^ Z................................  Dotg..................
Ozz AgAoy q/^ oZZ ZAoa^ g zzzvoZvgA wzZA ZAz^  z-gj^ goz-cA prq/ggZ, 7 zzzzAigzToAg zAoZ, zzz z"gjpggZ 
q/  ^zAg ozzAzoZqpg.y zzzoùKe wzZA ZAg oAovg /zwAczqozzZ, pz-q/gj^ i^ zozzoZ coz^AgzzZzoZzZy wzZZ 
Ag gzz^Z"gA ozzA ZAoZ ozzy zz.yg q /  ozz^AoZqqg  ^ oz" Zz"OZZ^ grzAgA zzzoZgz-zoZ^ ozzz ozz^ AoZqqga^  
wzZZ Ag ^ z" ZAg /zzzzpo^g q /  z-gi^gwcA ozzZy. TAg ozzozzyzzzzZy q f  ZAg oAovg pwAczqozzZ wzZZ 
Ag proZggZg^Z
x^ zgzzgA.................................  DoZg..................
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